SMC to Host GC Annual College Sectional Meet

The General Conference College Teachers Section Meeting for this year will be held on the campus of Southern Missionary College under the direction of Dr. Robert B. Smith, executive secretary of the General Conference Department of Education.

At the college teacher section meetings to be held August 25-30, the subject will be the importance of study, language, speech and physical education. All Dr. B. Smith, executive secretary of the General Conference Department of Education, will give the devotional em- phasis at this meeting.

Housed in Women's Residence

First preparations are being made to house the guest teachers in the new women's residence hall. "Southern Missionary College is honored to have the representative group of teachers on its campus, and it is most appropriate that the new women's residence hall should be available for them," said Dr. C. H. Hoek.

Kushman to Get Ph.D. from UT in Parasitology

Professor H. H. Kushman, re- cepted head of the biological department at Southern Missionary College, will receive his Ph.D. degree on August 31 from the University of Tennessee.

Women's Residence Hall Nearly Completed; To Be Ready for Occupants September 1

A new women's residence hall for Southern Missionary College is ready for a few finishing touches at the present time, and will be fin- ished completely for occupancy by the first of September, according to Miss Alfred C. Cone, dean of women.

Fall Enrollment Now at 748 With Number Still Growing

Present indications are that Southern Missionary College next year will have its largest enrollment. On August 7 the admissions committee had accepted 748 students—those in over a hundred more than were accepted last year at this time. The college has enrolled 777 freshmen, 170 sophomores, 25 juniors, 63 seniors, four special students, and 22 post-graduate studies. This is thought to be the largest class ever accepted by the school.

Chapel

The beauty of the decorative chapel is becoming increasingly apparent as the finishing touches are being given to this spacious and lofty place of worship. While others were still uncompleted, August 14, and the chapel is now in its final stages, with the inside painting of the interior walls being completed.
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A new women's residence hall for Southern Missionary College is nearly completed. It is to be ready for occupancy September 1.

Fall Enrollment Now at 748 With Number Still Growing

Present indications are that Southern Missionary College next year will have its largest enrollment. On August 7 the admissions committee had accepted 748 students—those in over a hundred more than were accepted last year at this time. The college has enrolled 777 freshmen, 170 sophomores, 25 juniors, 63 seniors, four special students, and 22 post-graduate studies. This is thought to be the largest class ever accepted by the school.
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News Notes

- President C. N. Rand, and Dr. Hurst Smith, chairman of SMC, division of modern language, were presented a dinner by the SMC faculty in honor of their recent wedding

- SMC has added a new course in English literature to its fall semester offerings

- The SMC choir will be performing at a local church on Sunday afternoon

- The SMC debate team will be competing in the national championships next month

- SMC will be hosting a conference on the history of modern languages next week

- The SMC soccer team has qualified for the state championship

- The SMC orchestra will be performing at a local high school on Friday evening

- The SMC drama club will be performing a Shakespearean play next month

English Handbook is Improved

As Geraty Heads Workshop

T. S. Geraty

An English Language and Literature Anthology Workshop is currently in session on the campus of Southern Missionary College. Under the chairmanship of Dr. T. S. Geraty, associate secretary of the Department of Education of the General Association, a period of six to eight weeks SMC placed host to a workshop whose purpose is to improve the methods of teaching English literature and composition. The workshop is conducted with the college teacher training program.

Mr. W. S. Smith, graduate of Wayville High, N.C., majored in the liberal arts at SMC with minors in history and education. Since his graduation from college, Mr. Smith has served as teacher and principal of Advancetown High School, an advanced college in Kentucky.

K. C. Stewart

Is Appointed CA Principal

Mr. Kenneth C. Stewart of交易所 Park, Maryland, has been appointed principal of Southern Missionary College, the secondary division of the college.

Mr. Stewart, a native of South Carolina, has been a teacher for the past five years at Thomas Academy, airway High School, and a junior high school principal in Pennsylvania and Ohio. His college education was received at Westminster College, Washington, D.C., and he has a B.A. degree in school supervision and administration from Ohio State University. Further advanced work has been taken at the University of Maryland.

K. C. Stewart

Headmaster for the past five years at Talmage Academy, airway High School, and a junior high school principal in Pennsylvania and Ohio. His college education was received at Westminster College, Washington, D.C., and he has a B.A. degree in school supervision and administration from Ohio State University. Further advanced work has been taken at the University of Maryland.

Mr. and Mrs. Stewart will be taking up residence in Collegeville as he prepares the academic program for the new school term next September.
Assisting Food Directors is Aim Of Workshop

A two-day Food Service Workshop, scheduled July 25-26 at the campus of Sonoma State College, is sponsored by the Sonoma State College Committee on Lunches and Meals.

This workshop will be the first of its kind, and will take place in the Sonoma State College Library. It will be held at 9 a.m. Monday, June 28, and will conclude at 12:30 p.m. Wednesday, July 1.

Participants in the workshop will be food service directors and other officials of Sonoma State College; they will include Miss Martha Johnson, nutrition director for the University of California; Miss Mary Ziegler, nutrition director for the University of California; and Miss Edith Whitfield, nutrition director for the University of California.

The workshop will be the first of its kind, and will take place in the Sonoma State College Library. It will be held at 9 a.m. Monday, June 28, and will conclude at 12:30 p.m. Wednesday, July 1.

Participants in the workshop will be food service directors and other officials of Sonoma State College; they will include Miss Martha Johnson, nutrition director for the University of California; Miss Mary Ziegler, nutrition director for the University of California; and Miss Edith Whitfield, nutrition director for the University of California.

In addition to the speakers, the workshop will be attended by a number of others who will participate in discussions of various topics. These include: Miss Martha Johnson, nutrition director for the University of California; Miss Mary Ziegler, nutrition director for the University of California; and Miss Edith Whitfield, nutrition director for the University of California.

Summer School Is Fast-paced; Campus Receives Face-lifting

Summer school has become an integral part of the educational process, and each year the number of students who participate increases. This year, the campus received a face-lifting as part of the summer program.

One of the major changes was the addition of new buildings and facilities. The new buildings include a large lecture hall, a modern library, and a new dining hall. The campus also received a new football field, which was opened for the first time this year.

The summer program this year was a success, with a record number of students enrolling. The number of courses offered also increased, with a variety of topics available to students.

Overall, the summer program was a success, and the improvements to the campus made it a more enjoyable and convenient place for students to learn.

Possible Delay Announced for Shopping Center

A possible delay in the construction of the shopping center has been announced. The delay is due to issues related to the construction of the building and the availability of materials. The delay will affect the opening date of the center.

The delay is expected to be temporary, and the center is still scheduled to open in the spring. The exact opening date will be announced in the future.

The delay is expected to be temporary, and the center is still scheduled to open in the spring. The exact opening date will be announced in the future.

The delay is expected to be temporary, and the center is still scheduled to open in the spring. The exact opening date will be announced in the future.

Students Study in Mexico; Spanish Field School Success

An entire new world of food, culture, and history opened to the students attending the Spanish Language Field School at the University of California, Berkeley, during the summer of 1968.

The program, sponsored by the Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures, is designed to provide students with an immersion experience in the Spanish-speaking world. The field school offers a wide range of courses, including language courses, cultural studies, and research opportunities.

The program is open to students of all levels, from beginners to advanced learners. Students can choose from a variety of courses, including language courses, cultural studies, and research opportunities.

The program is open to students of all levels, from beginners to advanced learners. Students can choose from a variety of courses, including language courses, cultural studies, and research opportunities.
GC's Millard to Attend Sectional Meet at SMC

Edith Francis B. Millard, associate secretary of the General Conference, will represent the General Conference at the forthcoming Sectional Meetings for College Teachers, to be held on the SMC campus August 28-29.

Experience
Edith Millard has had a broad background of experience in educational and administrative life. She has lived and abroad. She was principal of Salado Junior Academy, Modesto, California, during 1921 and 1923. The following two years she served as principal of a junior college in the Spanish American Training School in Anson in 1925 to 1926. In 1930 she was principal of Philippine Junior College. From there she moved to Japan Junior College and served as principal until 1933.

Milkery Service
In 1933 Edith Millard was called to military service as a research analyst for the U.S. War Department. She served in this capacity until 1945 when she was named chief of the educational research section, GHO, Tokyo. Japan, directed this project in 1945 and 1946.

While still in military service Edith Millard was appointed principal of the Japan Union Mission. Upon completion of her military duties she assumed the full responsibility of this position and continued in this capacity until January 1946.

G.C. Appointment
At the General Conference Session of 1945 in Cleveland, Ohio, in June, 1945, Edith Millard was named as associate secretary of the General Conference, the position she now holds.

Edith Millard will draw from her background of capacities both for the interpretation and reconstructive aspects of the forthcoming meeting.

Women's New Dorm
(Continued from page 3)

and provide for maximum safety, quietness, rest, and privacy throughout this large structure.

Attending to Dean Conner, this dorm plus two more dorms, will provide a new home for women. The recreation facilities in the basement and the party rooms in the front of the building by the channel should help to provide for the physical and spiritual needs of the young ladies who live on this campus.

An open house on the campus will be on September 29, 1946, for the new dorm and observation of the recent new dormitory. The campus will be open to the public.

View of continuation that for unparalleled on the byr it now at a temporary basis will be the future of the stock.

Bindery Progress Delayed, To Operate in October

Southern Missionary College's bindery is now a reality at SMC. Thanks to the hard work of the students and staff, the bindery is now ready to operate.

The bindery was made possible by the generous support of the Southern Missionary College community.

New Jarrell-Ash Spectrograph is Now a Reality at SMC

The $16,000 Jarrell-Ash 3.4-meter spectrograph made available to the physics department of the Southern Missionary College by funds raised by the National Science Foundation is now operational. This instrument will be dedicated at a ceremony on October 3.

The spectrograph, coming more than half of the grant made by the National Science Foundation, was designed and built by Dr. E. R. Cowan, head of the physics department.

The spectrograph will be operated by students and faculty members.

Other News
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Zimmerman have been named as Math Instructor at Southern Missionary College.

The $16,000 Jarrell-Ash 3.4-meter spectrograph made available to the physics department of the Southern Missionary College by funds raised by the National Science Foundation is now operational. This instrument will be dedicated at a ceremony on October 3.

The spectrograph, coming more than half of the grant made by the National Science Foundation, was designed and built by Dr. E. R. Cowan, head of the physics department.

The spectrograph will be operated by students and faculty members.

Other News
Mr. and Mrs. N. H. Zimmerman have been named as Math Instructor at Southern Missionary College.

The new spectrograph is a major addition to the physics department of SMC and will be used to explore the exciting new world of spectroscopy.

The spectrograph is a powerful tool for research in the field of physics, and its availability to SMC students will allow them to conduct cutting-edge research.

This news has been received with great excitement by students and faculty alike, and they are already planning experiments to take advantage of this new instrument.

The dedication ceremony will be held on October 3, and all are invited to attend. It promises to be a day of celebration and learning.

Growing Enrollment
(Continued from page 1, vol. 1)

Growing enrollment is a challenge for the college.

To accommodate the growing number of students, the college is expanding its facilities and adding new programs.

With the new spectrograph and expanded facilities, SMC is well-positioned to continue its growth and provide a high-quality education to its students.

The dedication of this new instrument is just the beginning of the college's efforts to meet the needs of its students.

New opportunities for research and learning are being created, and the college is excited to see what the future will bring.

The dedication ceremony on October 3 is just the first step in this exciting journey.
SMC Registration Passes 700 Mark

Fine Arts Division Will Install Shantz Organ in December

During December a Shantz two manual pipe organ is to be installed in the Fine Arts Chapel, replacing the electronic organ, according to Dr. Morris Taylor, chairman of the Fine Arts Division.

The Shantz organ was selected by Dr. Taylor and Del W. Cans, an instructor in organ, after a number of visits to the work of several organ builders.

Mounted on Platform

The organ is completely enclosed in a swell box and mounted on a platform against the rear wall of the chapel. The organ will light out to match the decor of the chapel.

Box and Stops

There will be 27 stops divided four ranks of stops, including Fagott 8', Bourdon 8', Combino 8', Fagott 8', and 16' for the bass. The swell box and console are provided for four additional ranks. The console is mounted on a movable platform on the stage. The organ will be voiced by a Shantz representative in December.

The Shantz organ is designed to give organ students and the half dozen or more organ club students an opportunity to learn in a realistic environment.

Hamilton Bank Area to Be Scene Of Annual Picnic

On September 29, close to 600 students and staff members will converge on the Hamilton National Bank grounds for the annual school picnic. Due to the increased number of students this year, it will prove to be the biggest in SMC's history.

The Annual Picnic will take place in the gymnasium and the various student committees.

Bell Hall, newly elected recreation chairman, will be in charge of the games and program. Sandra Collins, chairman of the Social Action Committee, will work in conjunction with Mr. John Schmidt, SMC director of food service, to arrange for the meals for the day. Ronnie Robbins and his Scholarship Committee will be in charge of providing transportation to and from the picnic grounds. The SA secretary, Alice Fowlke, will handle the program schedule and the activities, including an evening program put on by Herbert Grust, chairman of the Drama Committee.

The Public Relations Committee, headed by Jimmy Dunn, will handle publicity and advertising.

The fun phase of the picnic, set-up and pick-up, will be under the supervision of Norman Elliott, chairman of the Health and Labor Committee.

In accordance with the tradition of picnics, the officers of this article have been assured that a delicious meal and good food will be at their best.

Enrollment Largest in History; Greatest Gain in Any One Year

Enrollment for the fall semester at Southern Missionary College reached its highest level ever in 1961. This year 700 students are registered.

"Registration at Southern Missionary College has resulted in the largest enrollment in the college's history," said Dr. Theodore Lambrecht, registrar, at SMC's enrollment banquet on September 25th.

Largest Yet

The gain this year is 125 over last year; there are 645 day students, 184 community students, and 27 nursing students in Orlando.

There are 563 single students and 132 married students. The freshman number 530, the sophomores 577, the juniors 199, the seniors 20, and the special students 29.

New Dorm Overflown

The new Women's Residence Hall would not accommodate all the women who registered, according to Miss Ann Bass, dean of women. Quarters for the overflow have been provided, and it seems that the third and final word will be necessary to house next year's enrollment of dominion women.

Last year's registration for the SMC campus and for the nursing division on the Orlando, Florida, campus totaled 375 for the first day of classes. This year's mark of 700 for the first day of classes represents a jump of 22 per cent in one year.

Student Cafeteria

The administration of the college is expecting the strong upward trend to hold steady the needs of the college to advance and in spite of plans for a $2 million expansion program, of which the new Woman's Residence Hall is the first building to be constructed. Other facilities of the college have been started. The cafeteria is serving approximately 525 meals each day, the chapel will serve over 5,900 and the campus is too large for their rooms in the Administration Building. New staff and faculty members were employed this year to handle the teaching load and extra services needed on the campus. Over the last several years SMC's opening enrollment has grown up steadily. Projected figures for fall enrollment are approximately 900 by 1965 as tobereen in the years following World War II each college age.

Organized Registration

The college draws its enrollment in the Southeastern states of Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Georgia, Florida, and South Carolina. However, many other states and foreign countries are represented in the enrollment.

The 36 new freshmen and transfer students were welcomed at the traditional standards and faculty of the college by a series of orientation programs. The registration orientation program was conducted by Associate Dean W. M. Schneider. He directed and organized the complete procedure of registration in the auditorium on the east side of the school. The campus advisors were distributed throughout the building under name cards. Other procedures also made it comparatively simple for a student to complete his registration.

Cummings To Direct

MV Week End

September 22 and 23 is known as MV Fellowship Weekend. Elder Donald Cummings, the MV secretary of the Southern Union, will be director of the weekend activities.

There will be many other participating in the activities including all the MV brothers of the five conferences in the Southern Union.

The principal speaker for the opening meeting, Friday evening, September 22, will be Elder Cummings.

Elder Dave B. Ross, president of the Southern Union, will speak at the closing meeting on Saturday morning, September 23.

Sabbath afternoon a community survey program will be launched. Faculty members as well as students will complete the friendship visitation teams which will be visiting among 10,000 people in their homes during the next six to eight months.

Those will be four main points carried out in the visitation program, first, the teams will be becoming acquainted and make friends with the people. A fine Bible correspondence course will be offered and at a boot. The second, the teams will visit homes on Sabbath morning, the homes will be offered prayer for, and third, the efforts put forth will be recorded at the time of the evangelistic meetings held next spring.
New Teacher for Spalding School

Mrs. Jeanne Fendelman, graduate of Southern Methodist College, has been called to teach the fifth and sixth grades of the Freshman Class at Spalding School. Mrs. Fendelman, following high school, taught English composition with Southern Methodist College. Mrs. Fendelman came to SMC from Emporia, Kansas, good. She would like to take advantage of its fine facilities. Her first teaching position was with the University of Kansas at Lawrence where she was in the Department of English. She will be teaching the Freshman Class at Spalding School this year and will continue work on her graduate studies at SMC.

Women's Residence Hall

Dorm Future Bright!

By JUDY CAREY

"It's just great!" were the exuberant words spoken by Bernice Jones, a "Junior" that expressed the joy all of us girls feel about our new dorm. Our every need has been provided for—from the beautiful walnut studied desks to the rails along the hallway. We want to say a big thank you to Miss Cooke and all the administrative staff for working hard and long to have our dorm ready for us."

Problem Map Make

And speaking of our new dorm being provided for—a bathroom in the middle was seen busy at work Wed. night. It was no time for Judy Fyler to spend two whole hours stirring flour to we could be more. Judy, Tell me, was Saturday night so good?

Our new dorm promises us many complete problems. A guidebook of the proper care and feeding would be very useful to explain all the non-flying pugilists. Maybe the authorities of the college services would not have stopped her down the laundry chute."

"Mudra" or "Clouds"

Little Linda comes to be a very pertinent person. Her effect on wards Mudra Hall Jones was strong that Sunday the walked down the steps before she realized she was heaven toward the wrong dorm. She hopes she can get used to the idea that the boys are in "Clouds." Jones still new.

Guiltless Freshmen

The common expression that freshmen are limit guiltible spec- tators is widely substantiated when one looks around one of the new freshmen girls laughing drastically about the dorm looking at us elev- ator. Here's some advice freshman—Don't believe everything you see. All kidding aside, we're all that you freshmen girls are bad, just free to ask, for advice from an "older" concerning problems that are sure to arrive. We're sure to help you all, we can.

Thoughtful Gestures

Kendall Kenser: The emotional and hermaphroditic incidents about our dorm make life interesting, but we must not forget the united little features of thoughtlessness that make life worthwhile. Jean Bick has expressed making a number of names which have been posted on many of the doors throughout the dorm by the inability of the dorm getting acquainted. All the girls really appreciate that, Jean.

If this continues with such spirit and co-operation as it has been, then the future of the women's dorm seems bright.

Men's Residence Halls

Happy, Envious Men

By BILL FENTON

For the first time in 40 years, the man's residence has been relieved of crowded living conditions, and to be able to welcome some fresh- men students than ever before. We have been this year to the be- hind. Mudra Jones Hall, formally occupied by our women last. We feel our sons at the residence this new dorm and the fellows can help us to the little corner of the women's new facilities.

Special Report

There have been quite a few changes made in the interior of Mudra Jones Hall that this new dorm called "Clouds Jones," given by the fall.

The men there are just about settled down and ready to start the school year all with modeled accommodations. We do have a special report from our new freshmen, a change for the better. The men of Johnathan Jones arrived from the wilds of Afric- a

...squirting...

Within a week after he arrived, he had the privilege of going on a "squeaking" expedition to a campus in Alabama and spent 12 hours exploring the grunts. Some of his ways means while tramping the roofless structures. "It is simply fantastic," or "It's really good for the cause. John kept his best on his way to SMC."

Recent Climbs

We have just received news that Doug Darmody, weight 300 pounds, has succeeded on his second attempt to climb the Glenn Mountain range, height 500 feet. His equipment consisted of one container of water which he had contained before reaching the summit of the
INFORMATION

Student Association
Unique Organization Serves Varied Student Body Needs

By BRUCE FREEMAN

From the very first day that new students move in for the first time at the Student Association, they are confronted with a cornucopia of interesting, exciting, and educational organizations. If these new students are observant they will notice that the organization uniquely serves them, directs them, empowers them, and provides intellectual, spiritual, scholastic, and physical leadership. Further observation will confirm the fact that there is a student governing body that coordinates all of these organizations, goals and objectives.

Your Questions
The natural sequence of questions asked by new students and those with the SA is in the following:
(1) What is the SA?
(2) What does it do?
(3) How do you become an active leader in the SA?

Question one can be answered by saying that the SA is an organization of elected officers from the student body for the purpose of being a governing body for student functions and activities. This basic purpose is founded upon liberal principles and the preparation for life. Your SA will develop thinkers and more effective leaders.

SA Officers
The backbone of your SA, in reverse to questions two, is made up of officers: President, Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer. Next, the MV Society is represented by the Associate MV Leader. There are nine executive officers, assistant; Health, Labor Committee, Program Committee, Public Relations Committee, Scholarship Committee, and the Social Relations Committee. The two public committees are Educational and Program Director.

September 22, 1981
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Freshman Opines That College is a Snap After Orientation and Registration Week

To quote the famous immortal words of Judy Henderson, "College is a snap. For me, it was an easy transition from high school to college." And I believe the new students are a little biased to agree. They've been told over the process for the moving day and that nothing could go wrong against it. And several of these were actually one day late. That's a real accomplishment in itself.

Tests
Right and early Monday morning at the usual hour of 7:30, we were confronted with tests. Each test was made up of 80 to 100 questions. The only question that we could be sure about was that each test was a bit on the personality test and tests to help in deciding our major. There were no sort of questions on the personality test—everything from "Do you enjoy forming new, creative, and fun. There were personality tests and tests to help us in deciding our major. There were no sort of questions on the personality test—everything from "Do you enjoy forming new, creative, and fun." We were surprised when we realized that our college subjects might be somewhat difficult.

Good Impression
Seriously though, we have enjoyed our first few days here very much. Southern Methodist College has lived up to our expectations on all counts.

Woodruff Joins Academy Staff

Our most recent addition to the Southern Methodist College faculty is now a student, and is looking forward to enjoying another wonderful experience here—FSA

Bennett’s Talks Set Spiritual Tone For College Year
During orientation week, Bishop Douglas Bennett was the special guest speaker. He has been a priest in the Southern Union for ten years. He has graduated from Southern Methodist College in 1953. He has served in various capacities or meetings as regent of SMCC of the NC. Bennet.

The theme Monday evening was, "Our Christian Heritage." He said that Seventh-day Adventist faiths are spiritually worthy because of their Christian heritage. Wednesday evening’s theme was, "Our Christian Calm." He said that the seven chakras of a Christian calmed to each individual involves commitment, contemplation and community.

"Our Christian Denial" was the theme of Friday evening’s service. God had a place for grace, for true truth was experienced when we went into this plan, said Bishop Bennett.

Bennett returned to the sanctuary on Missionary Day and his brief speech here (Continued, page 6, col. 4)

Van Arsdale Appointed Associate Dean of Women
Miss Elizabeth Van Arsdale, the new associate dean of women at Southern Methodist College, arrived from California on the campus for the fall of August. She has been associated with the San Gobert, California, for more than four years, and has taught in Oklahoma and the past six years in Michigan.

Van Arsdale is a graduate of Evangelical College of Women, Berkeley, California, in which she received a B.S. in Education.

An elementary teacher in the elementary school, she has been appointed to the associate dean of women’s "full challenge," and desires to continue serving in this field. Her friendly personality and warm heart will make her a favorite with the young women.

(Woodruff joins the nature central section of Michigan, Miss Van Arsdale gets ready for new school year.)
DelafielD Gtves Special Faculty Addresses

D. A. DelafielD, associate secretary of the White Publication of the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, was the special speaker for the faculty colloquium at Southern Missionary College, a series of meetings preparatory to the opening of the school year.

Elder DelafielD gave the evening talks on the following subjects: "Education in the '60s, Has it Changed or a Change?" and "Elder B. White and Her Impact Upon the Seventh-day Adventist Church and Its Institutions: "The Seventh-day Adventist Church and the Providence of God."

Also attending the faculty were the chairmen of the board, Elder B. White, and P. H. VandeVere.

Southern Adventist University
September 22, 1961

VandeVere Returns to SMC After 15-Month Study Leave

Wayne VandeVere, associate professor and head of the business administration department at Southern Missionary College, has been on a 15-month leave of absence. He recently returned to the campus to resume his duties. VandeVere has been working on the Ph.D. degree in business administration at Michigan State University.

VandeVere has completed the course work needed for the degree, and he has chosen as the topic for his thesis research, "The History and Development of Federal Taxation of Unabated Income of Nuncupative, Undisclosed Revenue." Recent discussions in Congress on federal aid to parochial schools has made this topic appropriate for continued research.

Raymond Kuutti Is New Instructor in Strings

Mr. Raymond Kuutti has joined the faculty of Southern Missionary College. He is also an instructor at the College of Education in Salt Lake City.

Kuutti taught for 15 years in the Salt Lake City schools. At the College of Education, he was a visiting professor in music education. He is currently completing his doctorate at the University of Utah.

Kuutti is a member of the Utah String Association and the American String Teachers Association.

John Read Is New Director Of CA

Collegiate Academy announced the appointment of Mr. John Read of Lafayette, Texas, as director of CA. Mr. Read has been on the faculty of SMC for four years and is a graduate of Clarksdale College and仍然是 CA director.

Read, a 1954 graduate of Clarksdale College, has been in educational administration for the past seven years. He has been on the faculty of SMC for four years and is a graduate of Clarksdale College.

Read, a 1954 graduate of Clarksdale College, has been in educational administration for the past seven years. He has been on the faculty of SMC for four years and is a graduate of Clarksdale College.

Bennett Speaks

Kennebunkport, Me. (Cost, from page 3, col. 1) with his two daughters, Kenneth, 11, and Caroline, 8, and his pet, "Butch," Bennett said, "I was a bit on its demands youth at its best."

The formal presentation of the plaque has not yet been made. It is expected that Elder Douglas will attend the General Conference session and receive the plaque from the General Conference at the forthcoming temperature workshop.

Return to Kennedy's Talks for the ATS activities for this year will be made during the ATS program of many of the high schools, churches and communities in the Hamilton county area in the interest of temperature. Also, it will sound to come in any time a temperature boost to the Chamber of Commerce in the Hamilton Country Fair in the heat of the summer.

Contact and Officers

Officers will be contacted in the areas of temp, events, concerts and this year over 150 people were present for the annual meeting on the campus of the college.

Officer for the coming school year are President, John Forester; Vice President, Judy Carey; Secretary, Mrs. M. Adie; Associate Secretary-Treasurer, Patricia Geary; Publicity Secretary, Mary Ann Dole; Associate Publicity Secretary, Richard Martin Orton; cassette, Jerry McMillan; Recording Secretary, Women's Residence Hall Representative, Lynda Williams; and Residence Hall Representative, John Byers.

Suggestion Welcome

Officers of the society will be happy to hear any suggestions from the students at any time on the improving of the temperature program.

A temperature bulletin board in the main lobby of the administration building is on permanent display and shows the temperature throughout the year.

Indications show that the temperature program for this school term is off to a good start and will be filled with interesting activities.

Facility Embark On Annual Cruise

Sunday, the 17th of September, the River Queen embarked on another of its cruises on the Ohio River. About two thousand five hundred students of the Southern Missionary College staff and the faculty were on board for an annual cruise.

The double-deck boat left from the River Queen dock at five o'clock. The wires of the river were fastened to the dock to keep the boat on the river.

The members of the society were enjoying a night of beer, with no beer after an enjoyable evening together.

Plaques Awarded

SMC Temperance Society

Rewarded for Activities

Initiating temperature activities on the campus will be the American Temperance Society students who are planning to cooperate with the SMC Temperance Society this year. The society will meet at 7:30, with most students attending. Elder Jack Scudder and Elder David Connin will attend.

Officers are meeting this week to plan the program of the forthcoming temperature workshop. The student committee appointed to assist the details is under the direction of John Forester, president of the SMC Temperance Society.

Claims Second Shield

The SMC Temperance Society claimed the shield awarded for having the strongest temperature program in any Adventist college during the 1959-60 school term.

Results for the last school year showed that the SMC temperature program has again been awarded the shield for its progressive program. Each year the plaque is given to the college in North America that has the strongest and most active temperature program on campus. This is the second consecutive year that the SMC society has been awarded the plaque.

Raymond Kuutti

Raymond Kuutti, a member of the SMC chapter, who has been awarded a progressive program. Each year the plaque is given to the SMC chapter that has been given to last year's officers: John Forester, president; now in Miami, and John Forester, president of this year.

MSU granted Professor VandeVere a fellowship award in the amount of $2,000, asking him to assist in the department at the university while he was there.

VandeVere received his B.A. degree in business administration from Ensamblion Missionary College, Berrien Springs, Michigan, and he was awarded his M.A. by the University of Michigan. VandeVere is a member of Beta Psi, honor fraternity in business administration, and the National Professional Accounting Society.

Wayne VandeVere

Wayne VandeVere, associate professor and head of the business administration department at Southern Missionary College, has been on a 15-month leave of absence. He recently returned to the campus to resume his duties. VandeVere has been working on the Ph.D. degree in business administration at Michigan State University.

VandeVere has completed the course work needed for the degree, and he has chosen as the topic for his thesis research, "The History and Development of Federal Taxation of Unabated Income of Nuncupative, Undisclosed Revenue." Recent discussions in Congress on federal aid to parochial schools has made this topic appropriate for continued research.

Raymond Kuutti is a new instructor in strings.

The Division of Fine Arts at SMC has invited Mr. Kuutti to join the faculty. Kuutti is a graduate of the University of Minnesota and has been working on the Ph.D. degree in music education at the university.

Kuutti specializes in piano and serves as an accompanist for his husband's solo work. She also plays viola in amateur orchestras.

Kuutti has three children: Cynthia Ann, age 7; Elaine, age 5; and Earl, age 2.

Long Full Nepal

According to Dr. Mott Kaylor, Dean of Fine Arts at SMC, Kuutti's appointment will fill a long-needed need at SMC. Kuutti's qualifications as a string major will have the approval of the faculty, and students who play the string instruments will have 20 string players immediately available to provide the necessary personnel for the orchestra under Kuutti's direction.

A temperature bulletin board in the main lobby of the administration building is on permanent display and shows the temperature throughout the year.

Indications show that the temperature program for this school term is off to a good start and will be filled with interesting activities.

Facility Embark On Annual Cruise

Sunday, the 17th of September, the River Queen embarked on another of its cruises on the Ohio River. About two thousand five hundred students of the Southern Missionary College staff and the faculty were on board for an annual cruise.

The double-deck boat left from the River Queen dock at five o'clock. The wires of the river were fastened to the dock to keep the boat on the river.

The members of the society were enjoying a night of beer, with no beer after an enjoyable evening together.
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SMC Alumni to Assemble For Annual Homecoming

The annual alumni homecoming weekend will begin Friday, October 13, at 7:05 p.m. The meeting will be held in the auditorium and will honor all missionaries that have graduated from SMC. The speaker for the evening will be Fred Volmer, an ex-missionary from Cyprus.

Sabbath School

The Sabbath School will be conducted entirely by alumni. Long service will begin at 9:15. Dr. Darrell Bunnell will be the supervisor in charge. The program will be given by Dr. George Zollner, former missionary from Okinawa.

Church Service

Elder J. C. Miller, evangelist for the Georgia-Cumberland Conference, will be the speaker at the early o'clock service. He will speak on "The Meal of Faith." At three o'clock Sabbath afternoon, a musical program will be held in the college chapel. The Fine Arts Division of the college will be

Camp Cumby-Gay Will Be Site of Theology Retreat

The Southern Missionary College Division of Religion recently announced that October 20-24 will be the date of this year's annual Spiritual Retreat in Camp Cumby-Gay, Georgia.

All who are taking the Bible instruction course, theology, and religion are expected to attend.

Schubert is Speaker

Elder Walter Schubert from the Missionary Division of Religion will be the featured speaker during the encampment. Elder Schubert has had wide experience in evangelism in both the United States and foreign fields, especially among Catholics.

Christian Directors

Dr. Otto Christensen, chairman of the Division of Religion, will be the program co-ordinator for the session and will assist by several of the faculty from the division.

Elder Schubert will start his series Friday evening at the campsite of the college.

1961-62 Joker Presented By Hilderbrandt Today

The Joker, 1961-1962 was presented to the students and faculty during chapel, October 13, by its author, Dwight Hilderbrandt, with the aid of the staff members, Bill Smart, and the art editor, Bruce Kapprine.

Cover Is Unique

The student-faculty directory for this year has the word "Joker" across the top in red letters, bordered in black, with a white background. In the upper right part of the cover were the numbers 1961 and 1962 with the "J" of 1962 arranged in single letter, underneath the term in red in the "61." The card resembled Artome, the cover, which opens in a manner of a book. In the same manner for a book, and throughout the Joker's 40 pages, Keyotee drew the illustrations.

Due to the fact that this year's Joker is much larger than last year's and the allowed budget is practically the same, the editor, in thinking of the former of the Joker, decided to conserve space in the layout work and yet retain the same picture as last year's Joker.

Introduction Minimum

To initiate the students and faculty in their knowledge of what events they should expect to be "in the news," to make it a friend of each student and family member to contact the faculty number, and to help everyone know his SA officers better, there are included in this Joker the calendar of future events, the faculty telephone directory, and the list of the double B's received and the officers they hold.
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Voice of Prophecy to Be Here for Spiritual Emphasis Week

The Voice of Prophecy group will conduct the Fall Festival of Religious Emphasis, October 27-November 4. Del Deloff, vocalist on the Voice of Prophecy radio program, will begin the service Friday, October 27, at 7:15 p.m. Speaker for the church service will be Elder B. R. Thompson, pastor of the Cumberland Seventh-day Adventist church.

Richards is Speaker

Elder H. M. S. Richards will be the special speaker throughout the week, assisted by the Voice of Prophecy Quire and Rev. Sanders, Organist.

College Field Day For Lagathering Comes Tuesday

The annual Missionary Promotion Day will be held on Tuesday, October 27. It is expected that 600 students, faculty members and community participants, in 100 automobiles, will drive the area of the Georgia-Cumberland Conference from Atlanta, Georgia, to Gainsville, Tennessee.

Spirituality Steeped

This year the theme will be the spiritual blessing to be gained from the drive, and 100 per cent participation is urged in place of the emphasis on getting money. Students and faculty members who cannot go out on the field day will be asked to contribute their "day's work" from the industries or from their situations.

Goats to Atlanta

The best will transport a group to Atlanta where union convention and local conference officials will hear the voice of prophecy. (Continued on page 6, col. 2)
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Colorado Film Set for Midday Lyceum
Letter to the Editor

South of the Border

Dear Jerry:

Here's just a line to tell you that the people of Mexico are not all of one race, either. There are many different nationalities, as well as a number of different languages spoken. The common language is Spanish, but there are also some who speak English. The people are very friendly and hospitable, and they have a great respect for their culture and traditions.

Your friend,

South Missionary College

Woman's Residence Hall

Gays, Extra Girls and Smoke

By ROY CAULF

Attention Gaylele Girls: Just as there were Mary Sawyer's solution to the age-old problem of Saturday night Quarry, the saying, "Men are machines, ladies, not..." Man were created..." is not for us or for our..."

Are we all agreed?

Does anyone have any idea of smoke is the unanswerable..."

The winds from America

Our dorm is now come..." as we know, the South..."

We've heard to have and not" they don't have all the..."

Most From America

Life is not..." as we know, the South..."

We've heard to have and not" life is not to expect..."

Don't ever give up. Educate..."

We have to think..."

Not as much..."

Teddy Bear

Several nights ago Teddy Bear was a visit by three of the "boy's..."

The more we work, the mul..."

Addition to Jones

Several nights ago Teddy Bear was a visit by three of the "boy's..."

The more we work, the mul..."

Teddy Bear

Several nights ago Teddy Bear was a visit by three of the "boy's..."

The more we work, the mul..."

Addition to Jones

Speaking of washing clothes and the..."

Teddy Bear

Several nights ago Teddy Bear was a visit by three of the "boy's..."

The more we work, the mul..."

Addition to Jones

Speaking of washing clothes and the..."

Teddy Bear

Several nights ago Teddy Bear was a visit by three of the "boy's..."

The more we work, the mul..."
By GEORGE JACKSON

"Chickee" Jones Hall has just about completed its changeover now—that is, from winter housing to summer quarters. There was (and still is) a strange room to the left of the hall—plenty of things like Grissimo face, baby blues, etc., in the dorm room. Yes, we just love summer, but most of us would probably appreciate it more if we had just as much of it left as we had.

Lastly, the water fountain from floor 1 was replaced! Everyone knows that "the most important thing in the gym" is when it gets turned off, it is received with open arms here in the dorm. I hear all kinds of comments as I am entering "get me rid of something like that" but on my part to that noise I say every day. I have a newspaper that I can't turn off at night!

By News

And then there's Bob Deloffield. The old time movie star when Bob came into the dorm carrying a big bag over his shoulder someone asked what he was carrying. "Just a little favor for my parents."

The folks at home don't have to think of us as much as we have, I mean a lot more work.

Picnic Memory

The school picnic by the river was enjoyable. I mean a lot more than a picnic. We'll be lucky again this spring with news about everything to tell everyone.

Volunteering

Even though we are hundreds of miles away, we find that we are part of good ole' Southern Miss. Most everyone says that all in our class just got renounced again this year. Because we were students, Mrs. Ollis Graham, Forester, Ollis Graham, Forester from Columbus Union College just let us know that little number of the junior class up to 17. Glad you all chose SMC and hope you'll be here in the future.

Upcoming Events

One thing we are missing is our big fall football game due to the fact that our class was divided into three groups: Some taking surgery, some customs, and the rest on regular fall duty.

New Ball Team

Guess you all have heard rumors up there about the scarcity of our state population and sadly enough; all those rumors are true, but I never knew there were others besides some of these girls anywhere. Don't you do the wrong idea, they have gotten used to the idea doing without some furniture. Why, only yesterday I heard our junior dormitory window was smashed at 10:20 by a Rapiderned Hennessey, Bert Polters, Brenda Bueh, and Sylvia chow down until they get their laundry done. A lot of people knows that the "most important thing in the gym" is when it gets turned off, it is received with open arms here in the dorm. I hear all kinds of comments as I am entering "get me rid of something like that" but on my part to that noise I say every day. I have a newspaper that I can't turn off at night!
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Southern United States Conduct Re-evaluation Study

The Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools visiting team will be on the campus March 16-17, 1960. The re-evaluation for the association is to be completed by the end of the first semester.

Appled Accreditation

The accreditation department of Southern Methodist College is be conducting an evaluation program that will be held with the National Center for Accreditation of Teacher Education. This program is to run concurrently with the Southern Association program.

Dr. Kennedy, Mrs. Sirmurst and Mrs. Don were attending the reevaluation for teacher education during the month of October.

Annual Meet

The Eastern Tresstate Education Association will hold its annual meeting in Kansas City, October 20-22. This program is to be entertained by credentialed and administrative staff of the schools which plan to attend in the October issue of the Southern Educational Journal.

Mrs. Mollie Baldwin received her master's degree in education.

Students, Faculty See and Hear Army Field Band

The United States Army Field Band, under the direction of Capt. William E. Thompson, assistant conductor, presented a public concert in the Chattanooga Memorial Auditorium on Sunday afternoon, October 9, at four o'clock. Several students of faculty members attended the concert from the SMC area.

Tours Worldwide

The band field came to Chattanooga after worldwide tours in all 50 states as well as 73 European countries. A special feature of the concert here was the arrival of the "Soldiers Chorus," widely recognized as one of the finest male choruses in the world. The concert concluded the tour of the band's international appearance in Europe. The concert was well attended and vociferous, they have been enjoyed on network radio and television and in a recent short movie about the tour. Selections that were played by the 100-member organization include patriotic, classical, and military music. The trumpet and drum cadet, Richard Anderson's arrangement of "Bugler's Holiday" and "Carvallo of Venice." The marching band played "Cobett's" eight drummers exhibited their virtuosity with drums and dance.
'Personable' Describes Girl From Hawaii

Out of all the students present at the Southern Missionary College campus this year is a petite blonde, Cecilia Cullington, from Honolulu, Hawaii.

Cecilia graduated from Vitallo Senior High, Vancouver, California, and worked as a typist for the New York Times, Los Angeles, San Francisco. Last year she served as a medical-biological technician at the University of Hawaii School of Aviation in Pensacola, Florida, where she did X-rays in the pattern and brother and sister.

Cecilia tells her typical style as the envy of one of her talents.

Home Economics Students Enjoy Outing at Lake Ocoee

It's been known that you can’t have too much fun. So the delicious home-made stews and other food really hit the spot when suppers rolled around. During the time everyone helped with the preparation of at least one pot. Many that note the gravity of Lake Ocoee and its contributions to the outdoor activities of the students, who would have any interest in swimming and water sports. You can imagine how good the cool, refreshing water felt after a hard week of studying and work.

Cecilia shows her typical style as the envy of one of her talents.

Freshman Nurses Visit Facilities on Orlando Campus

On October 3, at 7:00 p.m., 33 freshman nursing students climbed into the bus and headed off on a visit to the Florida Sanitarium and Hospital in Orlando, Florida. The bus traveled through the campus and arrived at the hospital at 7:30 p.m. Several of the students were on the bus at the time of the visit.

After a few minutes of normal observations, the students were shown to the hospital. As they arrived at the hospital and entered the building, the students were welcomed by the staff. The students then toured the hospital and were shown various areas, including the operating rooms, the intensive care units, and the recovery areas. The students were given a brief overview of the hospital’s history and its role in the community.

The students then had the opportunity to ask questions of the staff members and to gain a better understanding of the work that goes into running a hospital. The students were also given the opportunity to visit the hospital’s gift shop and to purchase souvenirs to remember their visit.

The students then returned to the bus and were driven back to their college. The trip was a success and the students were well pleased with the visit to the hospital and the experience they gained. The students were grateful to have had the opportunity to learn more about the field of nursing and to see the work that goes into running a hospital.
Fine Arts Series Starts With Strings and Vocalist

The introductory program of the Fine Arts Series began at 8 o'clock Saturday evening, October 9, in the Tabernacle Auditorium, with the performance of three students of Dr. J. E. Luttinger, violinist, and the Messiah String Trio. Mr. John Smith from Athens, North Carolina, was accompanied on the piano by Mrs. Merith Taylor for Dr. Luttinger, a pianist at Dalton, Tennessee, was accompanied by his wife on the piano.

Messiah Trio

The Messiah String Trio, consisting of Dr. Luttinger playing the viola, his wife playing the piano, and Mrs. Eden Thomson, playing the violin, was from Ellijay, Georgia. Or Messiah is a former head of the music staff at Atlantic Union College and Madison College.

Each of the guests performed standard classics and their own arrangements of masterpieces and each of them is medical doctor of the voice or violin. It is expected that they will be the Green Room of the College Cathedrals, rivaled by the Fine Arts Music Guild, followed the program.

Several Announcements

Following is a list and description of the remaining Fine Arts Series concerts.

On November 12 Thomas Brock, concert pianist from New York, who will be a concert for advanced piano students will present the concert in the Tabernacle Auditorium.

Jan. 13 Samuel Rachman, famous cellist and cellist of the New York Symphony, will also be the guest of honor for the SMC Concert Band on the 12th, to be the guest performer.

On February 23 the Women's Quartet from the Chattanooga Symphony Orchestra, the only players of early woodwind section, will present solo and ensemble selections.

On February 23 the Chattanooga Boys Choir, who have appeared across the nation, will present the final program of the year under the direction of Mr. Samuel Grimes.

Concerts will be presented on Sunday evenings in the Lyceum Wood Chapel, except for the first program. SMC students are $5.00 for all five concerts—S.M.C.

Savemoney
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them and help them find their territory and work it.

Organizer of the field day activities will be the Huntingdon Commissioner, assisted by student band leader and band director.

The cooperation of companies is as follows: David W. Taylor, brother of Bob; Eldon R. Thorson, Elden A. Wynn, Fred; Kenneth Swerter, and Business Manager Charles Firemy, Jr.

Elder Thomson and Dr. Russell are working on personnel for the bands. Band leaders and car drivers have arranged for the men to help on Monday and, as they will be back in town on Tuesday night, they will be back in town for the last day and show the students how to find their territory and work it.

Out-of-town schools will also visit the SMC. The names of these schools are as follows: Forest Lake Academy, in the area where the students will be working. The schools are also in the SMC area, and near Chattanoga for the convenience.

The committee advisor for Missionary Prevention Day is as follows. The meeting is with a member of the school, in which he is called.

A talk without a vision is dull, a vision without a task is dream. But a task with a vision is victory.—"FAN"

SMC Students Accompany Dr. Hefferlin to Oak Ridge

Three SMC students will attend the Annual Information Meeting of the Thermocouple Divi-ision of Oak Ridge National Laboratory October 19 with Dr. Ray Hefferlin.

Close operation is maintained between Oak Ridge Laboratory and the Physics Department at Oklahoma State University. The invitation to attend the annual held defense meeting was extended by Dr. Arthur B. Smith, assistant director of the laboratory.

The Thermocouple (therm) project is attempting to produce usable power from hydrogen-bomb exhaust. If successful, this project will solve the fuel problem of mankind for any foreseeable time in the future. Many novel problems are met and solved in this effort and the current meeting is the event at which these solutions are dis- cussed, visitors from all over the world attend.

The meeting will take place in the main research building of the X-10 laboratories. The DCX-1 and DCX-2 areas will also be visited by the SMC students present.

The group will be with Dr. Ronald Eob, Bob McCarthy and Donald Nurnberg.—"FAN"

New Lab Equipment Aids Students in Language Skills

The language department of the Southern Methodist University has received a new language laboratory to aid in the teaching of the three modern languages offered at SMC; Spanish, German, and French.

The equipment is the Ford-a-boost model B, manufactured by the educational electronics division of Thompson Rainbow-Woodbridge; it is equipped, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey. This Ten-Code equipment and other matter used will be purchased by SMC at an estimated cost of $43,000 and is installed, in the hands of the G. A. Darrell Laboratories.

Instructors

Teachers for the various lan- guages are Dr. G. C. Hubbard, chairman of the Communication Division, beginning German; Dr. C. L. Spanos, Miss Olive Westphal, assistant professor of Spanish; and Mrs. Elmer Orona, instructor, teaching French.

Attendance

Five students will be assisting in the laboratory: Mr. Hefferlin, Bob Lutz, Mission Reyes, Dave Rich, and Mary Ann Ford.

Paul Holden, a senior English major, specializes in Spanish, German, and French, has lived and worked in England, Germany, France and Spain. His father is a chaplain with the United States Army and is living in Germany. Paul will be assisting in Spanish, German, and French.

Fulton, Thompson Head Nurses' Club

The students who were eligible to join the nurses' club met on September 20 and chose a nominat- ing committee. The students included Pat Burdine at chairman, and selected two people for each office. The committee had a last meeting before the faculty would determine by ballot.

Bill Fulton, a junior, was chosen to be the head of the nurses' club. He was born in Owensaet, Kentucky, on May 19, 1940, and is a member of the class of 1964. Bill attended four years and graduated from the Owensaet- District, High School and is now taking nursing and theology at Southern Missionary College.

The one chosen to be the presi- dent was Linda Thompson, a fresh- man nursing student from West Branch, Florida, who was born on November 10, 1943, in Vandalia, Indiana. She attended Atlantic College for four years and graduated there last spring.

Julie W. Baker is the secretary of the nursing club. Al- though she was born in Elizabeth, New Jersey, she attended Lakeview High School from 1947 to 1951, her home is now in Miami, Florida, after she graduated from Gulfport Academy.

The one chosen to be in charge of the Social Committee was Kathy Odion, who was born on September 9, 1941, in Orlando, Florida. Her life most of her nurses training at Southern Mis- sionary College.—"FAN"
Field Day Total Hits $6,870; 450 Solicit; 200 Give Wages

Southern Missionary College had one of its largest Field Days in its history recently. There were 105 students in attendance and, finally, with many car drivers from the community, brought together to rent $6,870.

70 Car Crew
Over 70 cars and almost 450 people participated in the program, covering the territory between Atlanta and Knoxville.

Something new was tried in organizing this year when a bus load of students was sent to Athens. This was met by cars and drivers furnished by the Georgia-Cumberland Conference and the Southern Missionary.

Student leaders were chosen early so that they could get the members of their bands and unselfishly work for and sustain their fellow students by making up their bands.

Pamphlet Solicited
The bands and instrumentation of the college solicited items of furniture and appliances in other items solicited by students and faculty members, were put on display and then auctioned on Saturday night, October 21. The proceeds from the auction totaled $1,044 while the cash solicited during the Field Day came to $5,826, making a grand total of $6,870.

The organizing Committee spread the spirituality and the participation of the students, and very little pressure was put upon anyone to go or give for anything. As a result, spontaneity was shown by the students in going and by the student giving of their labor from driving the college industries and community industries.

Taylor Led Out
Plans are already being laid for a more efficient campaign next year for both the solicitation and organization of maps, territory, etc. The committee that planned the campaign for the students and the college were the following:

Dr. Wilbert T. Taylor, chairman; Elders B. D. Thompson; Principal Kenneth Stewart; Dr. C. C. Hardin; Elder L. A. Wynn.

Voice of Prophecy will Start Field Weekend of Prayer Tonight

The Voice of Prophecy coast-to-coast radio broadcast will present the Great Thanksgiving Singing Convention at Southern Missionary College, October 27 through November 4. Included on their line-up of network-NBC, Mutual, and ABA-are H. M. St. Richards, well-known one of the nation's best-loved singing groups of sacred songs, the King's Herald quartet.

Mundy and Waller Elected to Lead Seniors This Year

Senior officer team, led by a right-hand man, Harold Waller, consisted of: Joe Munds, president; Bill Mundy, team vice president; Paul Hudson, team secretary; Howard Mattson, team treasurer.

On Saturday night, October 15, the prospective graduates of 1935 met to elect the senior class. W. M. Schadike, Academic Dean, led out in the organization.

William Mundy was elected president of the class. Mundy is from Ad valves, North Carolina, and is majoring in physics. He has served as president of his junior class, also.

Harold Waller, a theology major from Roanoke, Virginia, is the vice president. Waller is also chairman of the Student Association.

The student vice president represents the senior student officers on the College campus at Edwards Boarding House from Morrow, Ohio.

Cliff Mathews was elected to the position of secretary. He is from Columbus, South Carolina, and is majoring in elementary education.

Kenneth Storer, a business major from Kossville, Tennessee, is the treasurer of the club.

The class chose Donald Dudderage as their sponsor—PAN.

Special Services Held for New Campus Structures

One new building and three structures were completed in special services on the campus of Southern Missionary College.

The Arthur W. Poling elementary school, the laboratory school for SMC's Division of Education, was dedicated. The new school completed last year, is now ready for use.

The chapel of the new Women's Residence Hall was consecrated for the use of religious services only. Services at both occasions were officiated by Dr. Raymond E. Moore, president of Lewis and Clark College, Chicago, the medical and dental school for the Seventh-day Adventist denominations.

Those participating in the dedication of the Schooling School were as follows: Preb. Fred. Morris, chaplain; Chairman of Fine Arts, introduction of guests, Dr. C. N. Reem, president of SMC; excelsior, Elder Roy B. Tscharner, president of the College.

Meet Mr. West
See page 4
What do you think about SMU in Tennessee?
See Page 6
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Field Day a Success

Field Day Total Hits $6,870; 450 Solicit; 200 Give Wages

Southern Missionary College had one of its largest Field Days in its history recently. There were 105 students in attendance and, finally, with many car drivers from the community, brought together to rent $6,870.

70 Car Crew
Over 70 cars and almost 450 people participated in the program, covering the territory between Atlanta and Knoxville.

Something new was tried in organizing this year when a bus load of students was sent to Athens. This was met by cars and drivers furnished by the Georgia-Cumberland Conference and the Southern Missionary.

Student leaders were chosen early so that they could get the members of their bands and unselfishly work for and sustain their fellow students by making up their bands.

Pamphlet Solicited
The bands and instrumentiation of the college solicited items of furniture and appliances in other items solicited by students and faculty members, were put on display and then auctioned on Saturday night, October 21. The proceeds from the auction totaled $1,044 while the cash solicited during the Field Day came to $5,826, making a grand total of $6,870.

The organizing Committee spread the spiritualty and the participation of the students, and very little pressure was put upon anyone to go or give for anything. As a result, spontaneity was shown by the students in going and by the student giving of their labor from driving the college industries and community industries.

Taylor Led Out
Plans are already being laid for a more efficient campaign next year for both the solicitation and organization of maps, territory, etc. The committee that planned the campaign for the students and the college were the following:

Dr. Wilbert T. Taylor, chairman; Elders B. D. Thompson; Principal Kenneth Stewart; Dr. C. C. Hardin; Elder L. A. Wynn.

Voice of Prophecy-quartet—Wayne Hemper, arranger; John Thralls, tenor; Bob Edwards, baritone; Jerry Dolbin, bass

The Voice of Prophecy coast-to-coast radio broadcast will present the Great Thanksgiving Singing Convention at Southern Missionary College, October 27 through November 4. Included on their line-up of network-NBC, Mutual, and ABA-are H. M. St. Richards, well-known one of the nation's best-loved singing groups of sacred songs, the King's Herald quartet.

Mundy-Lattimore-Tu
An anniversary and annual event and world history in their symbols or to Bible prophecy. H. M. St. Richards has, through radio, made millions of millions hear his great Bible truths and spiritual significance to all living to-day. A world traveler and famous student of the Bible East, he is recognized as one of America's outstanding Bible scholars and is sought as a speaker in the great metropolitan areas of America and all other world areas. Having read the Bible through more than thirty times, his knowledge of the Scripture has made the Voice of Prophecy coast-to-coast broadcast one of America's most-watched religious programs. Over the past thirty years, his dedication to his faith in God's leading has developed a world broadcast band now over sixty stations.

Son is Added
A recent addition to the staff of the Voice of Prophecy radio-broadcast is H. M. St. Richards, Jr., eldest son of the program speaker and founder, H. M. H. Richards. An active evangelist and famous washer, Harold Richards is sometimes heard as guest speaker at the coast-to-coast broadcast. He will appear as the speaker for College, Academy, Church.

Associated with Evangelist Richards will be the radio program's conductor extraordinaire, Old Bob, who is heard on the broadcast every Sunday. He will present the first Friday night program. The program's originator, Red Bradley, will also appear.

Financial Support
Voice of Prophecy broadcast are now available in twenty-two major languages. The King's Herald gives strong musical support to the program. Three voices are heard each week playing the world's most-loved gospel songs in six different languages—English, Spanish, Portuguese.

(Continued on page 6, col. 2)

Bindery Nears Completion; New Manager Coming

Rapidly approaching completion is the $35,000 structure soon to house the new SMC bindery. The building itself is of modernistic design, constructed of concrete blocks, and has an attractive red brick facade. The interior, measuring 60 by 120 feet, will be heated and cooled by a new direct-steam hot water system, which will also maintain a constant humidity.

Bindery Engineer
Inside will be found the latest in bindery equipment valued at $50,000. Much of this equipment has arrived and is being stored in the former storage building until the time of installation.

W. O. Chastain, bindery manager, is expected to take over complete charge of the building about November 15, from Washington where he was manager of the Walls Wells College Bindery. Mr. Chastain has also been president of a bindery association comprised of all Adventist-operated binderies.

Expected Arrival
It was originally planned to have the bindery organized shortly after the start of the month, but unforeseen delays, among them, various illnesses in the Chastain family, have necessitated a postponement. Present plans call for operation of the bindery in a limited capacity by the first of January. It is expected that full-scale production will be achieved by January.

Similar binderies at other denominational colleges employ upwards of 250 persons. The building and equipment cost is one of the best sources of campus employment for girls. Since the bindery will fall under normal business regulations, the minimum wage will be raised to $1.50 for those.

Title Is Misnomer
Actually, the title of bindery is a misnomer. The main function of the SMC bindery will be in rebind- ing library books, and in the production of text books and secondary school texts.

The average book is bound by its own hands. The most recent ones of the SMC bindery will be in rebinding library books, and in the production of text books and secondary school texts. Three volumes through 500-600 bands during the life of the book. Contribu- tions to these volumes will be rebound every two years. This creates a much easier work in which the SMC bindery is calculated to operate.
You and Your GPA

"GPA, GPA? That's almost all I've heard since I've been here. Yes, I suppose it's important, but they seem to hang it around your neck and make it a burden for you to carry. Actually, I've become quite concerned over it, if I don't get a GPA of at least 1.0 I'm as good as out! This is an exclamation which may fit your feeling exactly at the moment and mean exactly what it is.

The grade point average is very important, very important; your success in college naturally depends on it to a large degree. So worrying about getting a GPA of 1.0 if you are really interested in succeeding; you will doubtless make it—if you persevere.

The GPA is actually only a "C" average. If this is your goal, it is a low one.

Then again, you may be the student who is concerned about the overall scholastic standing of Southern Missionary College. This 1.0 GPA "hugs" you. You would like to see SMC take on a genuine scholastic air. Perhaps it already has, in the sense that each student is doing his best. Then we may not have the percentage caps of high grades as do Princeton, Harvard, Yale, UCLA, or MIT, but remember we do have the same goal as these well-known schools.

Our goal as a school is to prepare workers to step into the world and present to it the truth we live by. Our goal is to prepare men of this world, it also reaches to the world to come. Ours is not to try to beat all others in getting the highest grade; rather, it should be to get all the knowledge we can of a course even if our grade point average is less. This does not, however, refute our absolute failure learn. Those of the more intellectual group are perhaps a bit higher.

Nevertheless, whatever your intelligence is, you still have the ever-present GPA nudging you on. This GPA is an important feature of college life, so accept it as such and make the best you can.

You are one of 746 students registered at SMC now. The college is not up to a cap of each of us. What we are at SMC will be. If we want SMC on a high scholastic standing, our efforts towards that end will make it so.

The Student Association is planning the scholastic phase of college life and is endeavoring to help each student reach his ideal and make it a reality. If this is accomplished, the scholastic standing will undoubtedly be improved.

At this point, a sincere glance into your real purpose for being at SMC and your purpose in life will aid you in reaching your goals.

---

Business Club Plans Program

The Business Club has been organized and officers have been elected for the school year. The officers elected are: as President, Howard Kellner; as Vice-President, Professor William Alexander; as Secretary, Walter B. Price; and as Treasurer, Anselm R. Meier.

The officers are: as President, John W. Alexander; as Vice-President, Howard Kellner; as Secretary, Walter B. Price; and as Treasurer, Anselm R. Meier.

The Student Association accepts the administration of the college, and is made up of each of us. What we are at SMC will be. If we want SMC on a high scholastic standing, our efforts towards that end will make it so.

The Student Association is planning the scholastic phase of college life and is endeavoring to help each student reach his ideal and make it a reality. If this is accomplished, the scholastic standing will undoubtedly be improved.

At this point, a sincere glance into your real purpose for being at SMC and your purpose in life will aid you in reaching your goals.

---

By George! Every dorm has its dull moments and a few even have dull weeks. I suppose I could call the past four weeks rather dull ones for Jones Hall. Now mark my words, in ten minutes after the Southern Accent gets into the hands of a few Jones Hall boys they'll be telling me all about the exciting and thrilling events that have taken place. (Such as the rains when lights go out on third floor, the show that Jones Hall put on and even a hidden birthday party.)

Blind Interest

I looked out my window one rainy evening last week and was not too pleased to see a couple of guys try to put a windsock on the junior hall. The windsock was placed on the junior hall's edge of the roof of the dorm was nutting out already. However, the boys were earning a lot of reinforcement even those who were washing the blinds and didn't want a windsock placed on their dorm. So next week there will be a holder out over the edge of the roof while the other watch until work permits well, if you're interested.

Street Vendor

One of the first floor dorms was having a little fight among some evil genius. The boys there were talking for hours and hours that they will be interesting and helpful to both the Business and social committees. —FAN

---

BY CAROL M. BURKHARDT

Scales and Devotion

On October 9, at 9:15 A.M., a group of the student body was walking down the hall when suddenly four erstwhile freshmen were found to be so socially-clad, boisterous and excitable that four of the seventh-semester students were afraid of being disturbed by the"Grub and Gums." They at once decided to visit the seventh-semester dormitory and to seek those scholars they held to be "Grub and Gums." They at once decided to visit the seventh-semester dormitory and to seek those scholars they held to be "Grub and Gums." They at once decided to visit the seventh-semester dormitory and to seek those scholars they held to be "Grub and Gums." They at once decided to visit the seventh-semester dormitory and to seek those scholars they held to be "Grub and Gums." They at once decided to visit the seventh-semester dormitory and to seek those scholars they held to be "Grub and Gums." They at once decided to visit the seventh-semester dormitory and to seek those scholars they held to be "Grub and Gums." They at once decided to visit the seventh-semester dormitory and to seek those scholars they held to be "Grub and Gums."
To Change or Not to Change SMC's 17-Year-Old Name?

By Bruce G. Freedman, Jr.

One of the important functions of those handling the 50th anniversary of SMC's Student Association is to decide whether or not to change the name of the Student Association. This decision is likely to be made at a special meeting of the Student Association in late October.

Many people have been discussing this issue for some time. Some feel that the name should be changed because it is outdated and no longer reflects the current needs of the students. Others feel that it is time to change the name because it is no longer appropriate for the current needs of the students.

The Student Association has been in existence for 50 years, and the name has remained the same. However, the world has changed significantly over the past 50 years, and the Student Association needs to keep up with these changes. The name of the Student Association should reflect the current needs of the students.

The decision to change the name of the Student Association is important because it will affect the way students identify with the Student Association. It is important to consider the opinions of all students before making a decision.

The decision to change the name of the Student Association is likely to be made at the special meeting in late October. This meeting will provide an opportunity for all students to express their opinions on this issue.

The decision to change the name of the Student Association is important because it will affect the way students identify with the Student Association. It is important to consider the opinions of all students before making a decision.

The decision to change the name of the Student Association is important because it will affect the way students identify with the Student Association. It is important to consider the opinions of all students before making a decision.

The decision to change the name of the Student Association is important because it will affect the way students identify with the Student Association. It is important to consider the opinions of all students before making a decision.

The decision to change the name of the Student Association is important because it will affect the way students identify with the Student Association. It is important to consider the opinions of all students before making a decision.

The decision to change the name of the Student Association is important because it will affect the way students identify with the Student Association. It is important to consider the opinions of all students before making a decision.

The decision to change the name of the Student Association is important because it will affect the way students identify with the Student Association. It is important to consider the opinions of all students before making a decision.

The decision to change the name of the Student Association is important because it will affect the way students identify with the Student Association. It is important to consider the opinions of all students before making a decision.
Mr. West’s Work Deals With Sensitive Nerve—Money

Seventeen years in Chattanooga and never saw Rock City! These words were written by a man who retired from the ministry, Mr. West, however, including parts of the religious and scholarly. After graduation from Southwestern Junior College in 1943 and from college, he was a minister known SMC from the get-go.

Mr. West was the man whom every job-seeking student meets personally before registering is over. Work assignments are one of his favorite jobs. If you have property to sell or you are house hunting, you want to count Mr. West. Free to train an interview. One may get in formation about the real estate article between telephone calls, one or two calls, but he points his finger at the College's three homes, etc.

Mellon Emphasizes

Reference to Southern Mena- tion College, Mr. West graduated in 1943. He may be willing to share with aspiring young helpers here during these two years be his prediction book: retail 1943 was averaging 100 per cent deliveries. one summer amounting to $4,200. One bit of advice Mr. West might mention to students to study the book on the religious background of everyone. Instead of being the minute that makes sure you know what is the time real self, you must know what is the time in your home. Reading materials. A Sabbath School teacher never ever graduating and academic Bible Institute during his six-year work, and besides adequate material at Forest Lake Academy, Mr. West feels he could not have been with- our Joanna Shidley, 10, have taken up their father’s musical talent. The special music at services a few Friday even- evening was refreshing—after the initial reaction, that is. Accompanied by Mrs. West’s tenor voice, it seemed to usher in the Sabbath. Mr. West, we all know, you played the violin, in fact, as an instrument. Miss Joan West, 12 years of age, but we didn’t realize you sang too. Thank you for the talented students with the SMC.

Reminiscence

What an evening it was and you who the others and members of your original Southern Mena- tion College string quartet get together? Do you remember the days when you attended your sec- ond year in the same administration? You have once in your life, aren’t you, about 50 radio stations that really was on the air?

The Wests have recently taken up water sports as a hobby. This summer was Mrs. West’s first time in the slot, but she seems right home at it.

Sensitive Nerve

His job requires that most sensi- tive nerve—the money center. A student may come in with a sensible idea and work on that idea after talking, praying for a solution, perhaps a faith venture, that was the way others and us to graduate. This may not be the place to air those stories, Mr. West says, there is no place to be as a student, or otherwise, who does what he says he will.

Mr. West is a firm believer in the SMC tradition of Southern Culture. He appreciates those who practice Courtyard West’s words of the year by reflecting the Originators of the Golden Rule—EA.

Future Teachers To Hear Carrigan of National Group

Dr. Richard M. Carrigan, director and assistant secretary of the National Congress on Teacher Education and Professional Standards, will speak to the teacher edu- cation group at 7:30 p.m., Novem- ber 12 in the Fine Arts Chapel. On Carrigan is connected with the National Education Association in Washington, D.C., and according to Dr. R. M. Carrigan, his meeting promises to be one of the most outstanding meetings of the year.

Assisting Dr. Carrigan will be Mrs. Charlotte Shidley of the Tennessee office of education.

Mr. West, in a word of advice, expresses a statement to Barbara Whalen, his nearest superior.

Friday Night Seminars Serve Dual Purpose in Campus Life

Upraisers through student groups gain valuable practice and experience while helping to make the life of the student body in Friday night seminars. Folding chairs will be pitched in the aisle and on the floor in the chapel, and a majority will be located in the center, during the evening 45 in the Fine Arts Chapel.

Dual Purpose

Senior President Bob Strickland said, "This program has a dual pur- pose to give the student greater experience with an interesting social media and to be available to the student applicable to the student’s daily life.”

Of the many of these student groups, speak on the average, of the evening All students in this center within a 100 mile radius of Col- legiate, they say that speaking

Hulsey, Mckee Are Elected at Annual Alumni Meeting

Among 175 guests attended the annual Alumni meeting which opened in the very spacious, Friday, November 15 in the tabernacle. William J. Hulsey, a graduate of 135 and president of the SMC Alumni Association, was elected the group. Fred Veeland, an ex-student from Cyprus, was the speaker for the evening All members who had come from different parts of the country were welcomed.

Alumni Conducts

The tabernacle division Sallahan School was conducted entirely by Mr. Hulsey in the presence of Dr. George Jeffrey, a missionary minister from ten years ago, giving the annual speech. Mr. Hulsey in the title of the sermon given by Elder Elja J. Mcllhat at the event of the year. He is the evangelist for the George-Cumblerd Co.-

Program of Music

A feature of recent music was held Sabbath afternoon in the Lynn and Mcllhat Chapel with local talent participating. The Fine Arts Di- vision of the college was in charge. Making its first appearance at this program was the college orchestra under the direction of Raymond Benningham.

At 6:00 p.m. Saturday, the program and the program of the program for the following was held by their annual alumni supper and a short business meeting was followed by the program. New officers were elected for the year.

Officers Elected

They are: Harry Hulsey, presi- dent; G. D. McKee, vice-president; John West, secretary; J. B. Crum, treasurer; Mrs. Mary Crum, vice- president; Miss Betty Johnson, secretary. The new officers are sworn in office for the second year.

Music Faculty Makes Plans For Concert

On November 4 the music fac- ulty will present their concert in the tabernacle. The entire music fac- ulty will participate, each performing in his particular field.

The program will include a das- pany musical numbers, German songs, 32 variations from Beethoven, and a variety. Organ works will consist of classics of Bach and also "Paradise and Trum- pet." To add to it a variety of music published only this year will be performed.

In addition to group ensembles, there will be vocal and instrumental music from the church.

Ms. Ackman will sing accom- panied by Miss Hopkins, the newest member of the faculty, she will play the violin, accompanied by Miss Hopkins. Mr. West will join in the classics. The concert will be planned so that each district as well as participant in the concert will be played during the concert and later be joined in a piano duet by her dad.

Religious Emphasis

(Continued from p. 1, col. 4)

Will be held during the week, from the completion of their education.

Officers Elected

The officers for the foremen at the foremen are as follows: Bob Strickland, president, Ted Mouse, vice- president; Janice Sugg, secretary; Wal- ter Sugg, public relations secretary. Bob Murphy, song leader, Linda Mur- phy, organizer; Patty Gapford and Linda Logan, pianist—PAN.

Religious Emphasis

(Continued from p. 1, col. 4)

"Calling to Day and Yesterday," presented yesterday afternoon in the tabernacle—PAN.

Dedication

(Cost, from p. 1, col. 3)

Those participating in the con- versation service for the chapel of the new Women’s Residence Hall and Chapel on Thursday, November 27, were Mildred Wood, associate professor of music at SMC; remarks and introductions of pulpits, Dr. G. P. Niles, president of the residence, Mimi Mcllhat, a student of the chapel, Sagna Tims, voice, Dr. Elmer E. Breeden, president of the residence. The program was conducted by Elder Don R. B. Anderson, principal of the residence, Elders Winona Sallahan, Mrs. Mcllhat, a student of the residence, Miss Iris Sallahan, president of the residence, and wardens, Miss Alfa Turner, dean of women of SMC.

Check Sheet

Many of the approximately 150 students attending the meetings are fellow theological students, who, under the direction of Professor Clifford A. Arrives, the semester sponsor, filling out a "suggestion sheet" will be returned back to the staff we received the letter to the students to give their opinion as to the areas where the students have done well and where they need improvement.

Benefits

Although this activity has to be "suggested" in between worship and MV on Friday evening, the attend- ance this year has been full to over- capacity.

This extra-curricular activity is one of several carried on by the theology students to help them in their training for their work. In the case of some of the participants and to the listeners are several (1) the scholars gain ex- periences which are difficult, if not in- stinctive experiences, to make beliefs, etc. (2) see how well organized and meetings are conducted, and (3) get practical help for the students. The attending students get to hear a sermon with adults who are students of their school life, and they observe their fellow students in the role they will ultimately fill in completion of their education.

Officers Elected

The officers for the foremen at the foremen are as follows: Bob Strickland, president, Ted Mouse, vice- president; Janice Sugg, secretary; Wal- ter Sugg, public relations secretary. Bob Murphy, song leader, Linda Mur- phy, organizer; Patty Gapford and Linda Logan, pianist—PAN.
Dr. Booth Will Give Lyceum
On Guatemala, Land of Maya

The demonstration’s own Ernest Booth, professor of history, and his photography and lecture, will be conducting the lyceum program at Southern Missionary College, Saturday night, November 11.

The program will be presented, according to the schedule, in one of several pictures filmed in the early morning.

Anne Meadow

This motion picture shows the entire country of Guatemala, from the wooded plains of the east to the west and coastal towns, to the high mountains of the interior. The ancient Maya remains and cultural tribes of the country will be seen.

“Black Christ”

Beginning in Southern Mexico, Mr. Booth will show the two methods of getting into Guatemala—by land and by railroad. Once there, you will see jungle plains and mountains, beautiful places, primitive fields, unchanged for 500 years; and you will follow possessions of Indians with their famous “Black Christ” and primitive music.

Friday Evening Program

Exhibit which, who has his headquarters in Ecuador, California, will also be conducting the Friday evening program, November 11.

The exhibit will begin at eight o’clock in the College Tabernacle.

Women Plan Open House And Reception

On Sunday, November 19, the women of Sigma Theta Chi will initiate the Founders’ Day with a reception for the college. The program will begin at 3:30 p.m. with a reception for the new women’s dormitory. This will be the first official open house of the dormitory and the program will follow in the Tabernacle.

The theme, which has not yet been revealed, will be chosen to focus on the interest and enjoyment.

Five committees are involved in the planning for this event, and the Sigma Theta Chi, president of the college, reports that she is planning for a very successful event.

Dr. Mundy was bom in Madison, Wisconsin, and attended the University of Wisconsin, and the University of Minnesota.

Mundy was president of the Student Association and the Student Association’s executive secretary, and attended the University of Wisconsin, and the University of Minnesota.

Nina Hansen

Who’s Who Taps Nine On Basis of Leadership

On November 6, 19, nine students were told of their election to the Who’s Who in American Universities and Colleges for the 1911-12 school year.

The students having to meet specific qualifications were chosen completely from the student body. Some of the qualifications are as follows:

1. They had to have at least 50% of the students in their class as well as the President’s Council.
2. They also had to maintain a GPA of at least 3.5.

Ed Pangiel was born in Newcomb, Ohio, and attended Missouri High School in Missouri, Ohio. He has been at SMC all four years. His major field is mechanical engineering. He is now working on his paper for the Mechanical Engineering Curriculum.

John Booth was born in Abbeville, South Carolina, and attended Mt. Pisgah Academy in Cambridge, North Carolina. His major field is elementary education.

Otto Was born in Abbeville, South Carolina, and attended Mt. Pisgah Academy in Cambridge, North Carolina. His major field is physics.

Friday Evening Program

Exhibit which, who has his headquarters in Ecuador, California, will also be conducting the Friday evening program, November 11.

The exhibit will begin at eight o’clock in the College Tabernacle.

The theme, which has not yet been revealed, will be chosen to focus on the interest and enjoyment.

Five committees are involved in the planning for this event, and the Sigma Theta Chi, president of the college, reports that she is planning for a very successful event.
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To Be a Friend

We all need the help of a friend, even a cockrel needs the help of a friend. Sooner or later the friend comes by and the cockrel sticks. Now if the scheme of the universe is such that the degraded, best anchored feet to its unlighted stem, can find a friend to whom it may cling, do you think that you, with all your possibilities, your intelligence, your good sense of humor, your virtues, and your faults, need to be without a friend to whom you may hold fast? Friends? Why, the campus is full of friends, helpful people doing good to people, kindly people, all waiting for you to reach out and take hold of their all-sustaining friendship. You must reach out, you must take the first step. Emerson said, "The only way to have a friend is to be one." To be a friend is one of the noblest and most difficult undertakings.

Friendship depends not upon fancies and sentiment of the moment, but upon character. True friendship is abiding. Like character, it suffers long and is kind. It endures all things, a shining jewel through the darkest days. That miserable groom who believes that only he who has a dollar has a friend deserves neither the dollar nor the friend. For friendship is measured neither in dollars or cents. It is measured in the character, the sympathy, the loyalty with which it clings.

We have here at SMC the opportunity of a lifetime. The opportunity for treasure far greater than silver or gold. We have the treasure of genuine friendships. Which brings us to the question: Are you, and am I, the kind of friend others can treasure? SB

Nature Versus Litter

Now that autumn is in full swing and Mother Nature bids her trees to cast their leaves to the ground and prepare for another winter, human beings are more inclined to be heedless in their processing of the leaves, and other such wastes with the rationalization that it will be lost among the fallen leaves.

However, this season's leaves may seem to be "a mess," but just look closely and meditate on the beauty and wonder of nature. Look at the multi-colored, the slowly dominating beauty of the leaves. How thrilling it is to see nature in its work, beautifying, preparing, providing! It's all so refreshing as you walk down the sidewalk, down the stairs, to the dorms or to a class, walking to the dining hall in the loveliness of autumn. Don't ruin it all with the scar of a wrinkled up old newspaper or wrap.

Southern Missionary College has a beautiful campus, and it's continually getting better with the improvements. Let's not undeniably be beauty by littering up the campus. JK

News Notes

- The Business Club and Miller Brothers of Campus compare the mistakes of Jane Austen, fashion coordinator, who will present "Holiday Traditions" on November 17 at 7:00 p.m. in the Lycam Wood Hall. The presentation will feature career clothing for the ladies, and young executive styles for the men. Miller Brothers new "Shop Girl.

The Student Association Benefit Film "The Breakfast Club" will be shown on October 28. A film entitled "Dr. Emmett Brown's Delirium" will be shown in the Tabler Auditorium. The ticket is $3 for adults and 50 cents for children admitted.

- The Student Association Benefit Film "The Breakfast Club" will be shown on October 28. A film entitled "Dr. Emmett Brown's Delirium" will be shown in the Tabler Auditorium. The ticket is $3 for adults and 50 cents for children admitted.

Women's Residence Hall

I Have a Problem

By Judy Carey

Oh, I let Don sleep in this morning, was his Arizona reply. Sure was a mighty generation of 8 o'clock, you know. I imagine he is really grateful for your understanding.

Economic

Since I'm on the subject of the colleges, I must tell you about a strange concoction. She was born in Ireland but has been living in America for the past 10 years. With a smile on her face she told me that she had been to the market and bought a pig for 5 dollars. The next day she went to the market and bought another pig for 7 dollars. The third day she went to the market and bought another pig for 9 dollars. To the market and bought another pig for 11 dollars. To the market and bought another pig for 13 dollars. To the market and bought another pig for 15 dollars.

"Why are you buying pigs?" I asked her. "Because," she replied, "I believe in the doctrine of supply and demand."

She then continued, "If I were to buy a pig for 16 dollars, the next day the market would be flooded with pigs, the price would fall, and I would have lost money.""
Music Faculty Members Give Solo and Ensemble Concert

On November 4, 1961, at 8:00 P.M., in the Taber Auditorium, the Fine Arts Faculty presented their annual fall concert. The concert was designed to attract a larger audience than previous concerts. The program consisted of songs, instrumental and vocal music, and featured the work of both professional and student performers. The concert was enthusiastically received by the audience.

Dempsey’s Team Still Leads; Flagball Starts Fourth Week

As flagball starts into its fourth week, TDU and Toughest, the two teams, are still shaping up and looking better every game. Before I go further into the games won and lost, I would like to explain a few points of the last game. The first error to be connected is that pending to the game of October 18th, Toughest, by right, was off to win with a TD by Chuck Turner. However, the score of the game was called off shortly after, as a total of eighteen points were scored in the TD.

ATS Announces Jingle Contest For November

The American Telephone Society will conduct its annual jingle contest in the month of November, reports Jan Spence, sponsor of the event. The rules of the contest are simple; five dollars; a second prize of $25; and a third prize of $10. Those who participate will be awarded for the best three jingles.

In addition, the contest is open only to those members of the local ATS chapter. The third winning jingle, chosen by a committee of five judges, will be mailed to the national headquarters as soon as the local program is completed.

Winners will be announced at the end of the month.
H.M. S. Richards Comes From Long Line of Ministers

Canada. He set up what is thought to be the first printing office in San Diego, California, and until 1918 he was engaged in full-time full-service printing in the city of Cali-

Department To Offer Courses in Astrophysics

The SMC Physics Department is offering a sophomore course in Astrophysics during the second term of the 1965-1966 school year.

Students 'React' To This Week's Examinations

Far East Color Pictures

First for Foreign Legion

Schubert, Noted Evangelist; Speaks at Theology Retreat

Saturday, October 18, 1961

H. M. S. Richards

with H. M. S. Richards

Elder H. M. S. Richards, who conducted the work of Spiritual Evangelist at Southern Missionary College, returns from a long list of

Methodist

Christ. In Japan he

And in

A

Stunt in Radio

his first radio program was

broadcast over the Fresno, Cali-

nia, station in 1937. That year he

also started his regular radio program over a station in Los

Angeles. He later called this program

The Voice of Prophecy. About

five years later, Paulie started his famous radio series as did the Luthean Church.

The Voice of Prophecy, by 1937, was broadcasting over 18 stations in the west coast, many of which carried a daily program. The

station grew in number until there

were 30.

On N.C.J.R. regularly

the General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists founded the ideal of regional programs, but shortly after that regional attempts, the General Conference asked Elder Richards to serve a national program. On January 4, 1942, the Voice of Prophecy began broadcasting to a national audience

over the American Broadcasting Company stations as a permanent, regular program. By 1946 the Voice had grown to

40 stations and was heard by

400,000 people. The first budget for this was $45,000.

Office Class

Visits Stores

in Chattanooga

Eleven students in the class of

Office Management led by their teacher, Prof. Charles Reid, participated in the field study conducted from October 1, 1961 to

October 31, 1961.

Elders Richarsds shared his experi-

ence as a pioneer in radio evangelism.

Eduador Richards was born in Denver,

City, Iowa, on October 28, 1884.

He attended high school at Gen-

tlemen Academy, Lowell, California,

where his father was vice-president of the Colorado Conference of

Seventh-day Adventists.

In fact, his father raised the money to start the academy for the denomination in Colorado. Young Richards started attending in 1904

and was graduated in 1904.

He then attended Washington Missionary College, Washington, D.C., and was graduated from that college in 1909. He worked most of his life in the field of

Office Management.

Elders Richards started his min-

istry has been centered mainly

with evangelism, but he has held

pastorates such as Capel Hill

Church, Washington, D.C., and the

Ontario Church in California.

In 1926, he started in evang-

elism, moving to California in

the middle of the present

age and will be present at the

question.
Kennedy Directs Re-Evaluation Of SMC Program

The entire educational program of Southern Maryland College has been under study for the past one and one-half years. The report of this study, which includes visitations visited with every person connected with the college and every front of its operation as expected to be ready by the end of the semester. As of now, 18 Members of this team, which consists of faculty members and those in the Southern Association, are in the process of visiting schools.

Renewal Assumptions

The current study is being conducted in order to determine ways to improve the school and also to help the visiting committee in its evaluation of the college. Studies of this nature are undertaken every ten years for the purpose of removing the school's accreditation with the Southern Association.

It is believed that as a result of a study made for the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, the Southern Association may make changes that will help SMC and its students.

Nine committee members participate in this committee, chaired by Dr. M. J. West, representing the students. The committee is composed of ten students, including Dr. Everett Hunter, Librarian, Dr. Elizabeth Hyde, Student, Dr. William E. Taylor, President, Dr. Howard W. Johnson, Research Coordinator, and Dr. C. G. Blackwell, Chairmen. The committee's chairman is Dr. K. M. Kennedy.

Thurber, SMC Graduate, Newest Member of VOP

Mr. John Thurber, graduate of Southern Maryland College, is the newest member of the VOP of People's King's Harriet quartet. After graduating from SMC in 1956 with a major in music and a minor in education, Mr. Thurber taught voice and chorus at the Glenelg Valley Academy in Glenelg, California, and South Lewis County Community in South Lawrence, Massachusetts, for five years.

Mr. Thurber, from New Hampshire, Mr. Thurber says that he loves Collegeville. Of course his interest in SMC and the Collegeville is probably influenced by the fact that his father, Dr. Robert S. Thurer, was president of Collegeville. The Thurbers now have three small children.

Harriet Stamper has been a member of the Collegeville for many years. Although she was asked to remain with the Collegeville, she asked to come to the Collegeville. Her daughter, Miss Harriet Stamper, is a student at SMC.

Stop and Rest at The Oaks Motel

A Mile from SMC Phone MA-63549

The Best Accommodations.
SDA Church Body Takes Action on Fallout Shelters

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Security of personnel at Seventh-day Adventist institutions and churches as well as safety of vital records and continuity of leadership in the face of natural or nuclear disaster was considered by officials of the denomination’s annual council which concluded here recently.

Among the arms suggestions made by President Kenneth and other governmental officials was creation of Civil Defense, Adven
tists are delegates from every state voted the following outline of recommen
dation action, thereby enabling the church’s program of disaster preparedness. Implementation will be the hands of respective institu
tions and conferences.

1. Buildings to be constructed by the church in the future shall be so constructed as to provide for the ben
fit of reasonable costs over the greatest possible protection from damage by such hazards as fire, wind, and nuclear blast.

Fallout Shelters

2. New buildings shall provide one or more rooms which can be adapted to serve fallout protection.

3. Existing structures, shelter areas shall be provided, with additional shelters as conditions be
done where necessary.

4. Shelters areas are to be stocked with the minimum food, water, and other necessities to maintain life and build of personnel in case of a disaster.

Emergency Leadership

5. Institution personnel are to be trained to perform various duties in order to provide for the leadership of others during civil defense activities.

6. Emergency continuity in leadership shall be planned.

7. Provision shall be made for the security of all vital records.

8. Members shall be encouraged to make safety provisions in their homes.

Sobering Events

The church’s program of nuclear and disaster preparation training shall be stepped up.

The action taken serves as the final resolution for such preparation may be very short or it may be repeated in a period of some time.

Shelter Administration

For many years the administration has been operating deep underground in struc
tures which are disaster-resistant in their design. These structures are located in various parts of the world.

The shelter is a part of the structure in which it is located, and is designed to provide protection against nuclear radiation.

First Concert

When he was 15, young Brockman attended a church service in Philadelphia. The concert, which was held in the church’s historic sanctuary, featured the choir of the First Baptist Church of Philadelphia.

Artistic Residues

Brickman has been a teacher at the State University of Idaho, and is also now an assistant in the School of Music at Southern Methodist University. As part of his visit to this campus, he plans to conduct a master class or workshop for students interested in the band. In addi
tion to his formal concert, he will also supply informal talks for educators.

Brickman has also performed recitals and concerts on radio and television programs.

The quartet sang several songs including "The Lord's Prayer" and "I'll Be There."
WSMC - FM Starts Tests

To Prepare for Broadcasts

WSMC-FM, Southern Missouri College's educational FM radio station, begins program tests Wednesday, according to John Vogt, manager of the station.

Under the terms of the construction permit granted by the Federal Communications Commission some time ago, WSMC will make program tests for several weeks before it goes into small official broadcasting.

Educational Station

The station is an educational outlet for Southern Missouri College and has a power of 10 watts, and it may be monitored on 88.1 megacycles.

The tests will be carried on for several weeks intermittently between the hours of 5 and 9 p.m. each day.

Student-Faculty Parties Planned For Staff Homes

Students and faculty members will work together in planning parties in faculty members' homes for staff day night, December 2, according to Mr. Edgar Grunfield, chairman of the Social Committee of the faculty.

Students may plan the parties and request to use the faculty member's home, or faculty members may plan and invite just students, said Mr. Grunfield.

Some students and faculty members are already planning their parties, and Mr. Grunfield urged that plans be made early and guests invited so that the last minute rush can be avoided. —FAN

John Vogt

Terry McCard

'Visits' to Other Lands Will Highlight Band Concert

The Southern Missouri College band, under the direction of Mr. Kyle Hamel, will present a concert in the concert hall on Saturday night, December 9. Osborne will be the featured novelty of the program.

The program, which will begin at 8 p.m., will feature visits to different countries of the world via music, according to Mr. Howard. Some of the places to be "visited" are Spain, France, Paris, the Caribbeans and Naples, Italy.

Freshmen Palmers will play "Grandfather's Dance," while accompanied by the band. There will be several other solo acts.

Some of the standard band marches are to be played during the program. The band will play

Linda Garton and James Wicke, residents of the Upstate Delta Phi,卓助在ta晚上时，ontos her reception.

Kopitzke, Randolph Elected

Leaders of Junior Class

Eve Holden and thirty-two other persons met October 27 and November 10 to choose class officers for the school year 1961-62. Bruce Kopitzke was elected president; Dr. Randolph, vice president; Judy Edwards, secretary; Sandra Schorr, treasurer, and Bob Stoddard, public relations. Bruce Kopitzke, a biology major, has served as president of the Club Officers; Council and chairmen of the Public Relations and Development Committee of the Student Association.

Dr. Randolph has held the offices of junior assistant director of Memorial Student Union, Sabbath School song leader, and is currently serving as president of the Missouri Student.

He is also majoring in theology.

Dr. Clyde Buxton, head of the Division of Communications, acted in the first meeting. —FAN
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Old South' Theme Depicted

At Reception Held Last Evening

Last night, the room of Sigma Theta Chi entertained the men of University Delta Phi at the annual reception. The event began at 9:30 with a tour of the new women's residence hall and the facilities, and continued with the banquet and program in the main hall. The only activities in the new buildings were in the workshop area and bingo and cards. The reception on the campus of the new buildings were in the workroom area and chairs across the doorway of the room.

The atmosphere of the room was that of a parent's home, and the stage was set as a drawing room in a colonial plantations. Tall blue and white candles, Spanish moss and various forms comprised the decorations on the tables, each of which centered toward three new tables with the name of the room, in the two rooms of old, colonial homes, served to create the atmosphere of the stream Southern living of the mid-18th-century.
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Letters . . .

(SMC's administration has not considered changing the name of the college.—Editor.)

Keep the Name!

Dear Editor:—

I was among the column writers by our student body president four weeks ago when there was any discussion about changing the name of our college. I doubt if there can be anyone on our campus who believes that there is a need for a name change. I do not believe that the administration has any opinion that we should retain the present name. I am aware of the fact, however, that there may be thought of it being among the trend of similar actions, even though it may be, in other men's eyes, the same as going to the college of the future. I believe that this is one of the best names for this particular campus in the light of the total situation.

Let us not be hastened to have a new name.

Respectfully submitted,
Jay McElroy

Honey-Coated Memories

By Tom

Memory is a fragile thing; the strongest, and the most precious of memories. History-honored memories have been made in one day or a few weeks. . . . A boy'sojacket is accepted, A dress poased and painted. . . . Photos are still placed on an invisible shelf and kept out of view. A dash of anyone's perfume to an old flip was changed in the instant that final newform. . . . I told my girl to turn our school colors. . . .

Judy Carey

Two weeks before icecap crept through all the dormitories and campus. Every creature was stirring. Some of the dorms were posted by the window with signs, in hopes that the more sensitive resident would be on the look out for such a message from the "OU" girls. "What is the matter?" we wondered. The answer is Fowler's Deuce. This is revealed in the lives of the students. The line between the "OU" girls and the seniors has been drawn and the dorms have been made to fit into the new category. Not for us.

This is the name that the name that means so much to hundreds of our students. We are not going to change it, not even on the campus. The name that we have now is the name that we will keep. It was not at this time to be the greatest of wonders; it was not at this time to be the greatest of things. It was just the name that we had when we first came here. It was the name that we knew. It was the name that we kept.

John Brown

The beauty of the golds and grays were so inspiring that some of the fellows began to.Work on the graphics. The seniors, as usual, were watching with both interest. One of the seniors says: "This is something that we are going to be watching for."

Anna Mae Parker

To Ann and All Her "Dears"

By Jean Brus

Mother was able to finish filling the Thanksgiving baskets with her usual love and care. We all felt that this was the best gift we could ever have. Ann and all her "dears" came to us today to help us make the baskets. They were all so happy and were willing to do anything for us. We all enjoyed the time we spent together. It was a beautiful day and though the weather was not so good, it was nice to be able to move about and get some exercise. The boys were outside playing. They were all in a good mood and doing well. We all enjoyed the day and had a good time. The baskets were all finished and the boys were happy with the results. The baskets were delivered to the homes of the students and the boys were happy with the effort. The baskets were all delivered and the boys were happy with the effort.

Thanksgiving is a time to give thanks for all that we have. It is a time to be grateful for the things that we have and to be thankful for the things that we do not have. It is a time to remember the past and to look forward to the future. The baskets were all delivered and the boys were happy with the effort. The baskets were all delivered and the boys were happy with the effort. The baskets were all delivered and the boys were happy with the effort. The baskets were all delivered and the boys were happy with the effort.
Miss Parrish enjoys SMC and traveling small country cities.

**Miss Parrish enjoys Travel & Literature**

"A feature on me!" exclaimed Miss Parrish. "There is some-

thing about you that I haven't featured with such much more re-

spective than others.

She then told me how much in such as these the people always

seem to get the most basic points of life twisted—or at a simple party introduction. It is unfortu-

nate how one could do this, not because her life is mixed-up, but

because she is living on so many pleasant and
done so many interesting things.

Return to AUC

When she was six and old, her

family moved from Caldwell to

towns and back to Cali-

fornia when she was eleven. When

she left, she promised her-

tself to at least college.

She completed her education.

This she did in 1959, graduating with a B.A. degree and a major in English.

Her first professional in college

was in elementary education, but as she

was working for the English

professor and backing some litera-

ture courses, she became more in-

terested in English and less in-

terested in elementary education.

Enjoy Traveling

After completion of college, she

received an appointment at the Un-

iversity of Arizona to work on her master's degree and at

the same time took two classes in

Barnes Foundation. Besides travel-

ing quite a bit on her master's

degrees, which were

Wells Wall's College Academy and

public school in California.

During an English major, she
e

joins a great deal of reading, espe-

pecially the modern poets such as

Robert Frost and Richard Wilks

who are among her favorites. As a

teacher she has essay themes to

read.

These she finds interesting, some-

times for the material itself, but

usually for the insights pro-

vided in the experiences.

She claims that the crafts

and for exotic travel

dishes, but also likes "just plan food."

Prokofiev Small Group

After inquiring concerning who

kind of clothes the ladies in

her town wear, I add, "Is this

though or not, 1 should read the results for her favorites are the most

concerning her. This is her favorite of our school's
campus. Her prefer-

ences are small-Miss Parrish

with a great deal of student interest

and simple tone to cover the subject

photography.

Having worked for her, I feel

that I could tell you some things about

her that she would not mention

about herself in an interview. My opinion is that Miss Parrish is kind and has an intuiting person-

ality—PEA.

Dr. Booth's Film Features Mayanas

Dr. Ernest Booth presented the
typhoonic "Mayanas" of the

"Tides of Calcutta," Saturday night, No-

vember 11, in the college to-

room.

The 90-minute picture, filmed

in color by Dr. Booth, showed the
country of Calcutta, from the

central current and deserted jungles

to the high mountains and inter-

nary. Especially featured were

the sauric Mayas and the

saharan Indians with their

Christian "Black Christ" and primitive music.

Dr. Booth, who has been a

island of Biscay in California, also

attended the college Friday night, November 11.—PEA.
Sophomores Elect Rouse, Scott

Meeting October 27, the Fine Arts Chapel, a collection of hall-rooms but spirited sophomore enthusiasm found the ordered hall of class organization.

Dr. S. T. Windschke gave the students an overview of what it would take charge of the nominations for class officer.

It was only after careful consideration of the election of each nominee that the sophomore ballots were cast.

To guide the sophomore in the election of the class selected as president, Dr. Rosen, a double-stem student from Washington State, assisted him in the study of the position.

For the purposes of class secretary, the vote went to Frances Tarte, also a Florida education student.

Delegated to pilot the class through the financial jungle to educate them in the art of bookkeeping was Ethel Delue. Serving as treasurer will be Patricia Beatty, the psychology student of Colleagde.

New Commission Chooses Dr. Rees As a Member

Dr. C. N. Rees, president of Southern Methodist College, Colleagde, Tennessee, has been appointed to a new commission in graduate education for the General Convention of Seventh-day Adventists, Washington, D.C.

This commission, to study the graduate education for the denominatio, looking over the various curriculums and proposed degree requirements for the various colleges and universities of Seventh-day Adventist denominations.


The members of the commission are conference personnel and college presidents of the Seventh-day Adventist denomination.

SMC Plans Teacher Exam For Interested Applicants

PENNSYLVANIA, N. J.—The National Teacher Examinations, prepared and administered annually by Educational Testing Service, will be given at more than 200 centers across the United States on Saturday, October 16, 1960. SMC will give the test on the following Monday of anyone applicants want it administered.

At the mid-year deadline, the candidate may take the National Teacher Examinations for one of the three education areas.

A Bulletin of Information in which an application is inserted describing procedures necessary may be obtained from college officials, school superintendents, or directly from the National Teacher Examinations, Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey. Completed applications, accompanied by proper examination fees, will be accepted by the ETS office during November and December. The tests will be given in January as long as there are enough candidates to warrant holding the exam.

Business Club and Miller's To Show Holiday Fashions

There are two places will be given at the close of the program. The place will be set for the empaneling of Miller Brothers — PAN

Numbers Catches Author's Mistakes

Richard Roberts, working on a phase of the physics department research project, found and brought to the attention of the author, and take in an equation given in the Optical Spectroscopic Measurements of High Temperature background paper given as a symposium by that name in Chica, April, 1960.

The equation describes the final stage of radiation out of an arc; which is so derived to that it obscures its own radiation. This phenomenon is called self-absorption and self-reversal. In the process of calculating the equations with these equations, Ronald discovered an incorrect notation.

Dr. Willard Perman, professor of Chemical Engineering at the University of California, has presented a number of mathematical papers at the conference when he reviewed the equations and corrected them for publication. The paper will be presented in moderated sessions of the conference.

Loma Linda Therapist Attends Detroit Meeting

Loma Linda University's Curriculum in Occupational Therapy will be among the 1200 occupational therapists attending the 47th annual conference of the American Occupational Therapy Association in Detroit November 6-9. Miss Edith W. Marsh, Loma Linda for the conference last Wednesday.

Thirteen states and regional chapters of the American Occupational Therapy Association will be represented at the conference, which is being advertised as the most complete rehabilitation conference to date, including the 1960 official schedule of exhibitions and new equipment. The conference of the American Occupational Therapy Association is designed to bring up-to-date rehabilitation information to the more than 6000 therapists and to the country's physically disabled, a professor of science degree.

Little Debbie

Oatmeal — Snak Cakes
Raisin Creme — Swiss Wafer
Frosted Fig Bars — Choc-O-Creme

Helping Our Ninety Students to Earn Their Way Through College

McKee Baking Company

Expoit 6-2451

Collegedale, Tenn.
Board Votes Journalism Minor And Three Per Cent Pay Raise

Dr. C. N. Nesbit, president of Southern Missionary College, reports that at the recent meeting at Miami Beach the Board of Trustees took several actions.

Further attention was given to the plan of the new shopping center, and the board incorporated several ideas and slight modifications before authorization to go ahead to transact business after adjournment.

The board also voted a journalism minor. It was thought that present personnel would be able to give the necessary classes for the minor.

Fowler, Quartet Win at Olewetha Kiwanis Program

Two items from Southern Missionary College won first and second prizes in the annual "Talent Program" at Olewetha, Tenn.

Judy Fowler, junior English major, won $100 for her spoken solo, "Two Ways From My Windows." Her duet, "On the Beach," accompanied by Judy McClellan, a male vocalist, won second prize of $10 with "Little Lute." The quartet consisted of Nancy Reedy, first tenor; Jim Slabom, second tenor; Dean Harris, baritone, and Ross Clark, bass.


Kenney Visits NCATE; Plans Teacher Accrediting

Dr. K. M. Kennedy, chairman of the Division of Education at SMC, recently attended the national meeting of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in Miami Beach.

A session was devoted to the National Council for Accrediting Teachers Education to visit the campus for the sole purpose of accreditation of the colleges in these programs.

Fleming MC for Program, 'Around World With Santa'

The Student Association gave its annual Christmas program Saturday night, December 16, in the college gymnasium. The theme for the program was "Around the World with Santa." There were approximately 650 students in attendance.

Ten countries were visited on the tour of the world and Santa Claus was colorfully presented in each one. The program was under the direction of Harriet Slaven, program committee chairman of the SA.

Survey Shows SMC Ranks Third In Student Study

The new Southern Missionary College magazine, "The student," was the title selected by students in a survey conducted by the college's new magazine committee. The survey, conducted by the college's new magazine committee, was designed to determine the preferences of the students in terms of content and format. The magazine is published quarterly by the college's student newspaper, "The Student."
Editorials

Castro Duplicity

Through recent newspaper headlines and radio commentaries we have learned that the country at our front door will also be a country of progressive Communism as long as Fidel Castro is at the helm. Castro’s admitting that he has always been Communist perhaps shocked some, yet others probably thought he was simply stating the obvious. He has now made an established fact. The man who drew the sympathy of most of the world in his rebellion against Batista’s government was motivated by Communism.

We might wonder why Castro hid this ideal during the revolution and shortly after its overthrow of the former government. The answer he gives us is that the United States would have interfered more than it did and would have taken a definite position against the revolution and aided Batista with artillery. This is a likely answer, especially when bringing the number one enemy of the United States to its front door. But why did Castro hide his ideals from the men and women who were supporting him, the very people who were leaders of his revolution? He had no idea that Castro was Communists inspired by Castro’s revolution in Cuba. The Soviet revolutionaries turned against him after the revolution was over. They were fighting for freedom, but were defeated by Castro.

Why did he hide his ideals? A true answer would perhaps be that he would have been literally smashed with the objections and forces of the five countries of the world as well as by his own militiamen before he even fired the first shot of his ideal.

So, after Castro’s revolution is a success, and the world smiles at his “Cripping Cuba,” he turns the tide of freedom and slowly builds his Communist government. Now he feels strong and has the full support of Khrushchev he seems no longer to need to hide his goals and introducing the possibility of nuclear war. Presently, it’s all cold war. Whether Castro will remain the dictator of Cuba’s Communist government and exact his bonanzas to be seen.

Building Minds

At the present, Southern Methodist College is undertaking a building program such as it has never known before. This is my third year at SMC, and I already have seen the old science building torn down, the new Women’s Residence Hall, and the library, which will be in operation soon.

The inclusion of these additions on our campus have been needed for a number of years and are now representative of the first faculties to be seen in any of our denominational colleges.

In addition to the science building and the new library, the Campus Center and the new church. Ultimate plans are for the completion of the layout of the whole campus.

Yet, SMC is building bigger and better things to meet the needs of modern education; it’s a time of building.

How true this should be of each student in college. College years are to be, and may be, not only for the building up of our minds and the storing of knowledge that will prepare us to meet the challenges of a modern world, but I think the success of one’s college career is determined by how the way be applied himself to that task. The person who goes through college with the determination to grasp everything that aids along the lines of public men will no longer cause a student to make a candidate for the class record. If you feel that you aren’t getting your money’s worth from college, it’s probably your own fault. It is possible to get your money’s worth, but you’ve got to put forth the effort.

Happy Holiday Season

— SOUTHERN ACCENT STAFF

Letters...

Let's Raise GPA

Dear Editor:

In one of the recent issues of the S.A., Mr. Stanley W. Bartoli announced the plan for the new grades of the Fine Arts College. He was justifiably wrong about the future of the Student Association. I was present at the meeting and am aware of the inconsistencies in the selection of our own. I must say, however, that the Student Senate was submitted to the students for a vote.

The Student Senate was submitted to the students for a vote. They voted by recent ballots, and six of those chosen were on the Senate. The first two, however, were not chosen for their grades, but on their reputation, added two or three more.

The number chosen was inconsistent with our own program in that (1) the low GPA requirements left the open field too many people, which also has a tendency to make, (2) the basis of selection by leadership was dropped as to the SMC standards, that is, effective in service.

Contrary to our method, our past college and other college institutions have a scholarship with a very high standard, and the leadership is in the adjacent determining factor. Castro has said that “Viva Castro” is the idea. They are very negative, and, in a sense, it is necessary. Why are they now? It is smaller in and to less service that we have chosen to establish.

The Student Senate has chosen its v2e this year for its task this year to do work in the college currently and estimate the intercultural and international atmosphere of Cuba. This goal is realized only on the fact that professional airmen are produced. The choosing of "Who's Who" could be a tangible method if it had been based on scholarship as an adjoint factor to the leadership to self-governance and self-governance and self-governance and self-governance.

Until two years ago the GPA requirement was 2.0. Then the Senate lowered it to 1.5. The next step is to change it to the situation of "Who's Who" has decided.

First, I believe the GPA standard ought to be raised to about 1.8

SOUTHERN ACCENT

The SOUTHERN ACCENT is a biweekly newsweekly published by the Student Associated Council, Southern Methodist College, and is sold and sold around campus. The student council and the self-governance and self-governance and self-governance and self-governance and self-governance.

Editor-in-Chief

— SOUTHERN ACCENT STAFF
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by Robert Simkine

Russia Is Winning Psychological War

Great Spies? Yes, this radiation bomb has been of incalculable value. By the Civil Defense in their specific instructions to the public, have been directed to protect against radiation! "Radiation is a powerful weapon against disaster!"

Judy Casey

Weather Forecasting

Judy Casey

The winter season is coming upon us and the probability of snowfall is increasing. It is important to be prepared for these conditions. Here are some tips to help you stay safe and warm during the winter months:

1. Check the weather forecast regularly to stay informed about upcoming snowfall.
2. Make sure you have adequate supplies of food, water, and other essentials in case of prolonged power outages.
3. Keep your home insulated to prevent heat loss and reduce energy costs.
4. Stay informed about any local emergency plans or evacuation procedures.
5. Be mindful of your surroundings and do not venture out during dangerous weather conditions.

Remember, staying prepared can make a significant difference in keeping you and your loved ones safe during the winter season. Stay safe and warm!
Admissions, Tests, ATS Mark World of Elder J. M. Ackerman in Enrollment

J. M. Ackerman

U.S. Reports: 7.8 Per Cent Gain in Enrollments

Enrollment in public and private college students increased this fall for the 10th consecutive year to an all-time high of 3,591,000, the U.S. Office of Education reported today. This exceeded by 7.8 per cent the previous record of 3,316,000 set in the fall of 1950.

More Male Enrollments

The 1951 fall enrolls included 2,742,400 males and 1,847,600 women, compared with 2,717,000 men and 1,357,000 women in the fall of 1950. The percentage increase for men was 8.8; for women it was 5.9.

The first time enrollments in the fall of 1951 were men and 3,100,000 or 4.9 per cent, women. In total, the fall of 1950, 5,415,000 of the new enrollments were men and 1,870,000, or 1.6 per cent, were women.

Degree-Credit Students

The number of degree-credit students—their course programs consist primarily or wholly of work leading toward a bachelor’s degree or higher—showed a decrease in both public and private institutions, study either on the day or at night.

2,000 Institutions

Nearly 7,000 institutions listed in the U.S. Office of Education Directory, which offers degree-credit programs, were included in the fall enrollment count. Among them were: schools with complete courses, teachers colleges, theological and religious seminaries, other types of independently operated professional schools, and junior colleges.

CHIC FURNISHINGS

201 East Michigan, Champaign, Ill.

The Furniture Gallery

FURNITURE

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

HOME—OFFICE

Phones: 6-1250

Open 6 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Scribner’s farm

ORCHID CORSAGES $2.49 & Up

(Royal B. Brandon)

Scribner’s Garden Center

McKee Baking Company

The Best in Cakes and Cookies

Helping Over Ninety Students to earn their way through college.

Will have openings for work second semester.

Phone 396-2451, Collegedale, Tenn.

SMC and Collegedale College Send Delegates to Bible Meet

Twenty-five Southern Missionary College students and ten Collegedale Academy students were among 175 delegates to the recent Southern Bible Conference held Nov. 30-December 2 in Camp Kahului, Molokai, Hawaii.

The day program began with a morning devotion on the theme, "Live in Recklessness of Mankind, Sabbath morning by the authorship of the Letter of the Apostle Eldor Melvin Adrian, associate retiree of the religious liberty department of the General Conference spoke on "Last Day Events."

The theme of the Bible conference, "To Know Him and to Make Him Known," was presented by Elder Bruce Johnson, member of the faculty of the University of the South.


Rosa Gives Climate

Some time was also provided in the program for fellowship and recreation.

The climax of the conference came Saturday night, December 1, when in the dimly lit auditorium, Elder Dan R. Russ, president of the Southern Union Conference, showed by lighting his candle that he was there. The challenge presented by Elder Johnstone to retain the blessing of the Bible conference and to take it back and share it with others. Lighting his candle from the flame of Dan Evans' dedication, unsung invitation to the church, unspoken challenge, the MY see separation from the local conference, Elder T. E. Graves, Roy J. James, William Depp, George Yost, and W. E. Peake of the Georgia Cumberland, Florida, Kentucky Tennessee, Carolina, and Alabama. Ministries, respectively, then passed the challenge on to the delegates.

At the close of the conference, the darkness was gradually pushed back and replaced by light. Then as they said, "Send the Light," the group made its way to the water-source where they gathered for prayer in groups of about 30.

Asked for comment about the Bible conference, John Kambs had this to say, "It was a wonderful spiritual feast. I particularly enjoyed the fellowship with other young people who had the same goals. I wish everyone could have been there!"

More Comments

Barbara How, another one of the delegates said, "It was an experience I shall never forget. It was a marvelous three days in my life."

Speaking of the results of the conference, Stanley Gilman made this comment. "I believe we will see an increase in the number of students for next year and this result of our Bible conference."

Delegates from SMC were sent the following. Sylvia Allen, Barbara How, Ronald Taylor, Carol Davis, Margaret Davis, Kathy Dennison, Mary Arlene Douglas, Paul Ench, John Fawley, Stanley Gilman, Barbara Hoyt, Barbara Hults, Barbara Thomas, Robert McDowell, Walter Mitchell, Tom Mortier, Linda Mundy, George Felder, Tolin Ray, John Lechler, John Schmitt, Kenneth Strait, Bill Tyndall, and Harold Wilkes, Elder R. E. Francis, assistant professor of religion at SMC, was on the Bible conference staff.

Delegates from Collegedale Academy were sent by Charles Barden, Howard Brown, Bob Glore, Rodney Hyde, James Anderson, Louise Garland, Fred Hurley, Herbert Hall, and Janet McKee. CA's past president, R. C. Scudder, and Bible teacher, F. T. Lechler, were also on the staff. —PAN

Kennedy at Council

(Congress from page 1, col. 5) Elders G. M. Matthews and O. A. Dust will be here to preside at the Student's Union education program on this page.

Three suggestions and comments will be the first to come to their attention. The first is to submit to NCATE, and to inform the School of their report. The two will be attended by Dr. Kenneth M. Kissinger, Mutual, he has just written to the School, this will be attended.

I am a member of the Council, and will be glad to have your report. I am very interested in this work and will be glad to help you in any way I can.

Collegedale Cabinets, Inc.

Manufacturers of High Quality Laboratory Furniture for Hospitals and Schools

Collegedale, Tenn.

Phone 6-2792

McKee Baking Company

The Best in Cakes and Cookies

Helping over Ninety Students to earn their way through college.

Will have openings for work second semester.

Phone 396-2451, Collegedale, Tenn.
Christ's Foreign Legion Holds Services; Dunbar Is Speaker

The traditional spirit of St. Nick’s is being inspired to the utmost by the activities of the Student Association. This is what the students of the Foreign Legion were doing just around the corner. On Saturday night in the Student Center, there were four student groups of different nationalities, including Chinese, German, and British students, singing and dancing in the Foreign Legion Lounge. The students were very enthusiastic and enjoyed the activities. There were also some student organizations holding meetings in the Foreign Legion Lounge.

Alumni Office Solicits Pictures of SMC Campus

If anyone has color or black and white slides of the Missionary College, including new buildings in and around the campus, the Alumni Association would like to have them. In addition, the Alumni Association is interested in any photographs of student activities around the campus. The Alumni Association is also interested in any photographs of the alumni themselves.

Student Association Gay Atmosphere Prevalent On Campus; WSMC on the Air

By Donnie Friedman

The traditional spirit of St. Nick’s is being inspired to the utmost by the activities of the Student Association. This is what the students of the Foreign Legion were doing just around the corner. On Saturday night in the Student Center, there were four student groups of different nationalities, including Chinese, German, and British students, singing and dancing in the Foreign Legion Lounge. The students were very enthusiastic and enjoyed the activities. There were also some student organizations holding meetings in the Foreign Legion Lounge.

The Student Association is soliciting information about student activities on campus. They are interested in any information about student groups, student organizations, or student activities. They are also interested in any information about the alumni themselves.

PUBLISHERS

SMDA Magazine Collected 'Icon'

From the current SMDA Magazine, an article is being collected about the Student Association. The article is about the Student Association and its activities. The article is being collected in the SMDA Magazine, which is published quarterly.

New Concept

It is my pleasure to announce that the current concept of the Student Association will be for it to be a fully independent, self-sustaining organization. This will be accomplished by increasing the number of active students, increasing the amount of funding, and increasing the number of events. The new concept will be presented to the Student Association at the next meeting. The new concept will be discussed and approved by the Student Association.

Faculty-Staff Plan Party For Tomorrow

The faculty-staff social for this month will be held Tuesday night, in the College Theater. The science department will coordinate the food, and the department will provide the food. The food will be served in the College Theater, and the department will provide the food. The food will be served in the College Theater, and the department will provide the food.

Stop and Rest at The Oaks Motel

4 Miles from SMC
Phone MA 4-6199
The Best Accommodations.

COLLEGE SALE INSURANCE AGENCY INC.

for all your insurance needs

9501 LINCOLN AVENUE

Phone: 848-9125

AUG. 10 - BIRD'S DAY

COLLEGEVILLE, MINN.
Choral Group and Orchestra Present Christmas Program

Friday evening, December 15, 1965, the college choral group and orchestra under the direction of Mrs. Dorothy Aydelott, and the later directed by Mrs. Raymond Knott presented an evening of Christmas music in the Thelma R. Andrus Auditorium.

Highlight of the choral section was the Choral Christmas Cantata, from Reubin Abbot's, 'Ye Angel', sung by the college's choral and accompanied by strings and the piano.

Orchestra

The step-by-step song from national carols, including the well-known "Ringing Christmas Bell".

The college orchestra, a new organization on the campus this year, played Pachelbel's "Trumpet Tune" and "Air" and "Abbott Merry Christmas" by Bach. The choral section prevented a portion of Corelli's Christmas Concertos.

The combined choral section the choral section included students from the College of "Mar- tual Serenity", arranged by Chri stmas Cantata, "The Hell's Willows" from Handel's Messiah.

Candlelight Carol

The final song service per formed at the congregation left quietly under the supervision of the usher. The chosen song traditioned carols by candlelight which moved a return to the theme of the day. The group was dedicated to singing Christmas hymns.

The officers of the college choir are: Sister Ann Boyd, vice-president; Betty Fowler, secretary-treasurer; Betty Darden, public relations officer; Joy Whitcomb and Larry Strickler are to charge of the choral group.

The Choral Christmas Cantata, Corelli's Christmas Concertos, and "The Hell's Willows" from Handel's Messiah were sung by the College of "Mar- tual Serenity" arranged by Christmas Cantata, "The Hell's Willows" from Handel's Messiah.

Building Starts on New Academy

Ground was broken Sunday, November 26, near Bethlehem, Georgia, for a new 15,000 sq. ft. building for the Georgia-Cumberland Conference. The structure will house offices for the conference and will be used for conferences and other activities.

Contest Opens for Name

The Georgia-Cumberland Conference executive committee has proposed that as soon as possible a name be chosen for the new academy under construction.

Elder Reeves Becoming Known as 'Flying Preacher'

Elder Clifford Reeves, associate professor of Belgrade, is gaining a reputation in the "flying preacher" field. Reeves has been known to travel thousands of miles to get to his 100:1 "flying preacher" meetings, including his trip to the "flying preacher" convention in the "flying preacher" territory of the 'flying preacher' and "flying preacher' area. Reeves has been known to travel thousands of miles to get to his 100:1 "flying preacher" meetings, including his trip to the "flying preacher" convention in the "flying preacher' area. Reeves has been known to travel thousands of miles to get to his 100:1 "flying preacher" meetings, including his trip to the "flying preacher" convention in the "flying preacher' area. Reeves has been known to travel thousands of miles to get to his 100:1 "flying preacher" meetings, including his trip to the "flying preacher" convention in the "flying preacher' area.

As a result of the La Sierra Week of Prayer being held during November 6 to 11 one was Galtae meeting. "Four Words that Make the Difference," Soluble evening, "Fuel for the Storm at the Coe," Saturday, special prayer night at the Sierra Vista Church.

SMC Band Plays Annual Concert For Christmas

The SMC Band, under the direction of Prof. Lyle M. Harrell, gave its first concert of the season Tuesday night, December 19.

1. Participants must be in the MV age group, that is, below 35 years of age. They must be mass within the territory of the Georgia-Cumberland Conference.
2. In the event of a tie, the first name of each entry will be chosen from the list of all entries.
3. The committee will choose as best as it can.
4. All entries must be sent in on the government post office envelope.
5. Entries must be returned by the end of the contest. Each entry must have the name of the city, the contest, the name of the contest, and a statement to the effect that the selection was made.
6. All entries must be sent to the contest.
7. All entries must be the Department MV State Academy.
8. The contest will be judged for the Christmas tree lighting.
9. The contest will be judged for the Christmas tree lighting.
10. The contest will be judged for the Christmas tree lighting.

Tree Lighting Follows Concert

The SMC Band played an annual concert for Christmas. The concert was sponsored by the Student Association, who sponsored the Christmas tree lighting.

The annual concert consisted of a group of Christmas carols arranged by the band under the direction of Mr. Reuben Abbot. The concert featured the Spiritual Christmas Cantata, "The Hell's Willows" from Handel's Messiah. Reeves revealed, "Since I preach preaching methods and a lifestyle, I feel it is necessary to encourage these people to choose these methods of preaching methods."

SA Benefit-January

Film: "White Angel"

"Courageous Devotion Conquers Blind Obstinacy in High Places."

Christmas Gift to Southern

The officials of the college choir are Kenneth Blusten, president; Judy Blusten, vice-president; William Ricks, treasurer-secretary; and Robert DeLaché, president-cum-musician.

Dorm Forums Give Parties

Forty children from the Betsy Oaks Orphanage in Chattanooga attended the Christmas program given by the women of Sigma Theta Chi, Thursday night, December 14.

The following Monday night, December 18, the men of Epiphon Delta Phi gave their annual Christmas party for children from the Van Vleet Orphanage in Chattanooga.

The party given by the Sigma Theta Chi was held in the reception room of the Women's Residence Hall. Upson Delta Phi gave its party at the college gymnasium.

Referees were served at both the women's and men's parties. Apples, apples, and punch were served by the men.

Following a program of Christmas carols, renderings of Christmas carols, songs, and Christmas carols, the show Saint Class immediately after his arrival, he handed a large box of gifts to the children. These gifts--toys, clothing--were given by the men and women of the two clubs. Doug Rawlinson played the role of Santa Claus at both parties. -- P-A-N
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TV Covers SA ‘Thank-You’ Letter

Miss Jones Dies on Christmas Day

In 1917 she accepted the invitation of the Southern Junior College and went to College, Tennessee, where she served faithfully and well for 33 years until her retirement in 1952.

Elder Reeves Article on Calendar Goes Into the Homes of Many Millions

Elder Clifford A. Reeves, associate professor of Religion, has introduced a Sabbath school. She was deeply interested in the origin and development of the Sabbath school in her company, which personalizes the calendar and makes it more meaningful to those who want to keep the Sabbath. She is publishing a series of articles in the calendar written by Elder Reeves was distributed. The series of articles is available in most countries in the world. The series was begun in 1959 and continues.

The written message by Elder Reeves is contained in the back of the greeting folder which accompanies the color calendars sent out by national organizations to their agents, friends, and customers. Over 2,000,000 leaves have already been used in the first edition. The series is entitled, "History of the Calendar." The calendar account begins with the origin of the calendar and follows its development down to the present day in a series of articles.

James Dunn Heads Project

A "thank you" letter bearing over 1,000 signatures of students, faculty, and friends of the College. The letter was presented to the College Board of Trustees by the students, who thanked Congressman John Dunn, chairman of the public relations committee. The letter was then presented to the County Judge. Judge Dunn said that the College Board would receive thousands of copies of the letter and that they would be sent to every student in the College. The letter was accepted by the College Board and was printed in the College newspaper.

Florida’s Schmidt Will Be on Campus Week of 20th
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News Notes

- Joanne Anderson, a senior member of the math club, has received her pin for the official 140 club meeting on Thursday.

- Eddie Somers, president, and Hasdell of the General Conference Department of Education, will be on campus Wednesday 7:30-8:30 to study the teacher education curriculum.

- The team members of the Education Department, the academy, academic school, and the YWCA will be visiting the school.

- Miss Hennek will be studying at the University of Tennessee second semester. She will be studying in relating arts heading toward SMC's offering a major in Secondary Education.

- Tuesday evening, December 12, at 7:00, the public was invited to hear Reverend T. Watterson speak at the Mayfield Elementary School, Chattanooga, Tennessee. His subject was "The future of the church in the community before an audience of 400 people.

- The Student Government association of $250 from the SA's benefit program.

Letters

What's Happened To Our School Spirit?

Dear Editors:

May I add an "Ammon" to Bruce Peterson's annual writing of the name of SMC?

While I'm not standing SMC this year, I am still loyal to the school, in name and in what it stands for. What's happening to our school spirit that we are ashamed of the name I hope to see a news soon that the whole idea has dropped.

Robert N. Wells

Knoxville, Tennessee

Good Reasons For Name Changes

Dear Editors:

I hope the SOUTHERN ACCENT is unbiased enough to print a few comments from the other side of the fence. This is an issue that has cropped up at the name of Southern Methodist College.

Don't think you that our denominational leaders in the field of education at the General Conference in Washington, D.C., must have carefully thought a great deal before they decided that the time had come to change the name of Southern Methodist College. Surely our distinguished educators here must have given careful consideration to the changing of the name of College of Missouri. That must have been removal, wouldn't you say so? Yes, I believe we all know that at least some of these reasons were: from our own observations and in the side of others.

Oh, there may be opposition, probably though before I'm sure that those who have been here in this name had opposition — probably more probably more. It is the fact that the names are changed, and three have been experienced for each action.

Sincerely,

Jim Seaton

Southern Accent

January 19, 1962

You are now living in the first month of a new year, January, 1962. You have a whole year before you. What are your plans for it? Or have you even made any plans? In observations of people who made no plans at the outset of past years, we see at the year draws to a close that the year is just the same, nothing planned, nothing to show for the past year besides the things which were essential to do. Many a person with potentiality to do great things tempts by the wayside because of a lack of will power to get busy and do something worthwhile. They made no definite plans but merely thought to let things go as they will. If the book comes open, if not, open, maybe it will later on, maybe I'm just not cut out to do anything important much less anything outstanding in my life.

Maybe I'm just supposed to get mediocre grades in my college career or in my years of high school, or maybe I'm supposed to stay on this position I have at the shop because I'd have to put forth effort to get a promotion and that would take a lot of extra time.

Oh, yes, my neighbor, he's a swell guy, sure, someday I'll tell him about my religion. He's been wanting to know about it for quite a while. I'm planning to tell him sometime. When, I'm not sure, because maybe I might have to put forth effort, do some studying so I would have a good forceful presentation, because my life isn't exactly a great example of what I'd have to tell him of the truth. I guess I'll tell him about—somehow.

In any case the planning in this situation try a new outlook on this year. Try a new year's resolution that goes something like this: I will not procrastinate this year and will get on the ball and do the best that I can in the things that have to be done. You may be surprised to see the changes take place if you follow through with the resolutions. That book will come sooner than expected, these mediocre grades will come up, this promotion will be closer, and most of all, that neighbor may become a church member, a member of your family.

One thing, however, you don't have to start at the beginning of a year, you can start anytime. The tradition has been to start a new year off with new resolutions and plans, but stick by them throughout the year so they will have a chance to work.

Remember: Let's better do, in '62!

GK

Southern Accent

January 19, 1962

Women's Residence Hall

Watches and Appetites

By Beverly Slocum

Anders Coffee and Brenda Murphey were treated to a lovely surprise when they returned from vacation. Two thoughtful girls had fixed their own iced tea and refreshments. They knew just what a girl likes in her coffee—some lemon slices, plenty of wet wood, old cans and to make sure that Anders slaps well, cocktails were in their bed. This was all composed of Allie and Gayle Towler. The girls are dedicating their brains to science on the installment plan, because no one could normally think of such things.

Smoky

Judy Schabler is following safety rules explicitly. During the night not long ago, she stumbled, but wouldn't open her door for fear of fire outside. She couldn't locate anyone with smoke every where, the teller that the fire was.

Such are many of the unusual occur-
ences in the girls' dorms. But that isn't surprising, considering how unex-
pected, we do so, I now see you slowly sinking under the dirty mops.

(Ted's to the fact that the house is the Women's Dorm we electric, and the girls bed changes, that and spread begun unsmiling 2d.)

E'erly to Bed

By John Brown

Happy New Year! Here's hoping that the New Year is baby! I hope that you and your family will be healthy, wealthy, and wise. This time I'll try to follow the Ulltah practices that the full moon rising very bright, turns a wreath. Some do not think that the moon will rise over the room, but I believe that it must rise at least 6:00 in the morning. Barry get out the razor and shaving lather and221

Most things happen right and get down to work, it's not like full that will show up work of science every now and again. You may have heard the saying "Early to bed early to rise, makes a man healthy, wealthy, and wise." How is it you may another who has also tried to follow the Ulltah practices that the fall moon rising very bright, and which girl still do down to the work and here, and proceeded to shave.

After writing, he went back to the room and dressed for dinner. Then, with his books under his arm, down the stairs he flew—and for a great—so I thought. He looked, glanced at the clock in the lobby, then ran out and wrote a note to Autumn Dwyer that he would be there at 12:00 to pick her up and—well, I'll tell you in the morning.

Grand Opening

Keith Quam has been a very busy boy these last few (in more than one way). Keith made a pilgrimage to the Taliesin after the old day. I don't know exactly what he was looking for, but the first thing he knew, he was walking through the ceiling of third floor.

Bicycle Wanted

And then there is my old friend Gilbert Burnham, you may have heard Gilbert Burnham, he is quite busy. Gilbert has a real fast English bike, and does he ever ride it. He even knows the name of the bike the Colonel is in the market for a "Bicycle built for two." Anytime a friend of the Colonel is in need, Gilbert will call him on it to the Colonel's request, Gilbert service them if it is any price below the cost of a screen contact, Gilbert Owen.

The New Style

During Christmas several followed hot Christmas tides in their rooms. The most unusual room was in Mr. Cullin's house, It was a big lamp from a belly bar, placed beside our bed. A Christmas surprise from some of boys' many friends on seconds.

Resolution Pather

New Year is the time when we pull resolutions concerning our personal lives; the acrid for the coming year. And then, inevitably, some of us break our resolutions one by one. One of my resolutions was to have this column in tone. Well, this year I have broken my resolution and I'm late. So I must run, see you next month!

A Color Surprise

Film S. A. Benefit, Feb. 3

"If you like animals and you don't want to miss this colorful adventure!"

S. A.
Orlando

Vacation Hustle, Bustle
BY JEANNE PERRY

The last few weeks have been exceedingly busy ones for all of us. This has been the excitement of Thanksgiving vacation following our great anticipation of Christmas vacation only three weeks away. Of course, those three weeks will be filled with a lot of hard work, which makes up the last eighteen days of Christmas won in the hearts of each of us. I would like to take this opportunity to give a word of thanks to each girl who helped in preparing the pretty decorations. Even Strega would have had the Christmas spirit after sitting there for a few minutes.

Miss Cateson Visits Campus

Who said people in college were too old for a Christmas stocking? Each of the faculty members had a part in fulfilling the strenuous student life at the school. One of the most enjoyable parts of this Christmas was the visit of Miss Cateson from her distant home. She was delighted to be able to visit each room and pass out some of the little gifts that the students had given her. She was happy to come back to her old school and enjoy the festivities with the students.

Faculty-Student Party

The party was held in the Union Building and was a great success. Many of the students attended, and there was a great deal of enjoyment and merriment in the festivities. It was a true Christmas celebration, and everyone was happy to be a part of it.

Vocation Vacation

Well, vacation is over, and we are all back at school to prepare for the richly decorated school. Thank you for being so nice to us, and we hope that you will enjoy your vacation as much as we did.

Reading for Impression

Ken was reading a book on Greek literature. He is quite a scholar, and he is always looking for new books to read. He is a very serious student, and he always takes his studies very seriously. He is a good student, and he is always doing his best to get good grades.

Wooden Snowman and Mascot

BY GEORGE JACKSON

Welcome back from vacation everyone! I hope you had as nice a Christmas as I did. My Christmas was pretty quiet, except that if you went north you probably had a lot of snow. I spent my Christmas down in the South, and we had quite a few snow days. But after a few weeks, things started to calm down, and we had to get back to school. It would be nice to spend the holidays with our friends.

Snowman and Mascot:

Some of the students decided to make a snowman and mascot for the school. They were happy to have the opportunity to be creative and make something special for the school. The snowman and mascot were a big hit, and everyone was happy to see them.

Winter Sale

Crose-Out Sale on All Winter Merchandise Up to 50% off

Time to 'Catch a Breath' And Then 'Plunge in' Again

BY BRUCE FREEMAN

With the frenzies of a new year in our somewhat wound-up bodies, there comes the ever-sought-after aspect of a new semester—change to catch a breath and plunge in again.

Joining this new semester and prowess of schoolmates' friendly climbing will be many new faces. The Student Association would like to take this opportunity to wish all the anticipating "new-comers" a pressure but hearty welcome to the SMC campus. We especially extend a hand of welcome to the returning Florida College students. The campus has missed their presence, and we sincerely hope they will find SMC friendlier and better than ever in every way.

But for every action there is an equal and opposite reaction. Some days will be leaving our campus for various reasons and therefore the SMC campus will be a shining invitation to return to our campus in the very near future. We especially hope the departing students will be courteously aware of our missing them and that we wish them the best of success and the swift acquisition of modern ways.

In the actual machinery of the Student Senate, there will also be some new faces. Mrs. Horace Sturman, president of the Sorority, will be joining the Student Senate in Sept. 1951, to study for the evening. With a full load of the G.I. Bill, he will be able to complete his college work.

Eliza and Mrs. Wren have a daughter, Martha, 13, and a son, John, 11. The whole family enjoys collecting, and they have over 70 different kinds of rocks.
Reporter Tells Students Not to Fear Communism

Communism has the world in fear, but there are few reasons for the world to fear Russia and Communism. Their dictatorial or semi-dictatorial government is the result of a combination of factors, according to George Butcher, reporter of the Chattanooga News Free Press, at the Friday, Jan. 5, convention of Southern Missionary College.

Clues vs. Truth

What the Communists are claiming they have done and what they really have done.

Reeves' Calendar

(Continued from page 3, col. 4)

the weekly cycle is clearly pointed out. Excepted as an institution of God, the seven-day weekly cycle is mentioned as "the twin sister of the Seventh-Day Sabbath," a proper and meaningful mention of its creation and redemption power.

Leites

The mistaken culture of a Puritan, the monthly magazine writes on the calendar, is mentioned in an article and the most important article is an excellent article that explains the lesson of the New Testament.

Dad's Services

Mr. Leites, a poor and wealthy man in his early fifties, is mentioned in the article and the lesson is well explained.

Bill Kirstein is Elected President of Freshman Class

The 350-member freshman class of SMC met to elect a president on January 17 in the college chapel. Dave H. Friedman, '64, was named president. He is a student of the music department and is a member of the senior class. The election was held in the college chapel and the new president was announced.

Saxophonist Sigurd Rascher Gives Two Varied Concerts on SMC Campus

Sigurd Rascher, recent saxophone scholar of the University of Southern Mississippi, gave two concerts at Southern Methodist College on Sunday night, Jan. 15 and 16. He gave a fine Arts Society concert on Saturday night; the SMC Concert Band Band and Rascher presented a program on Sunday night. They were well received.

Stop and Rest at The Oaks Motel

A Miles from SMC

Phone MA 6-5339

The Best Accommodations.

MCKEE BAKING COMPANY

The Best in Cakes and Cookies

Helping over Ninety Students to earn their way through college.

Phone 396-2451, Collegedale, Tenn.
Groups Meet On Sabbath For Discussion

Once every three weeks on Sabbath afternoon at 4:00 o’clock, theology students and those interested gather together in the Library Management room in the basement of the library to discuss religious topics.

There has been much of such discussion ever since the first time. The first meeting was small with only four or five present. This increased to about fifteen at the last meeting. There were twelve to fifteen present. The meeting is not for debate but for discussion.

The question they have been discussing so far is a question on the Sabbath that the Trinity Interview in Chicago asked our seminary minister students. The question is whether keeping the Sabbath is a moral law or not. The Divinity School says that if “Sabbath observance is not a moral law, then we are free to use it, accept it, and observe it or not in our own way.”

The purpose of these discussions is to deal with such questions that our ministers will have to meet when they go out in the field. Also, students must be prepared to answer such questions on the Sabbath when they are asked.

14 Nursing Students Capped; Hyde Speaks at Event

Fourteen sophomores nursing students at Southern Missionary College were capped in a special ceremony Friday night, Jan. 26.

Speaker for the occasion was Elize J. Hyde in the head of the nursing departments at Southern. Elder Hyde said, “As you leave this campus now for three months, so to enter upon your clinical training on the Orlando, Florida, campus of SMC, the present and great expectations of your teachers and classmates will follow you. What will you do with your time to be of service for your fellow students and society.”

Young Women’s Class

“Leading education have observed that in many women’s colleges the teaching and teaching professions be cause these insufficient type of college for a spirit of dedication close to that of the maternal spirit. Is this the reason and sort spirit which we will take our to the ladies’ hands and see to serve.”

Participating in the service were the following: Mabel Wood, professor of English, hyde Herman Young, innovation, quaker, Sylva Allen, Cate.

This group in Chicago asked 13 questions, all on the fourth commandment. Dr. Chitterson states, “This question and others are not new, but that other question that comes up, but today is brought up by the thinking people in America. The purpose of these discussions is to deal with such questions that our ministers will have to meet when they go out in the field. Also, students must be prepared to answer such questions on the Sabbath when they are asked.”

Southern Publishing Awards $300 Scholarship to Garner

A $300 scholarship was awarded to John V. Garner Monday by the director of the Southern Missionary College. The scholarship is being given for the work of a student named J. V. Garner, who plans to study in the field of medicine.

His interest in this type of work is not new. Garner has been studying in the field of medicine and biology since he was in high school. He plans to graduate in 1951 with a major in philosophy and minor in either psychology, Gerde or Hebrew.

Southern Publishing Awards

Dr. Fredrick A. Hinder, professor of Andover, will be the guest speaker for the senior class presentation, February 19, in the tabernacle auditorium.

The presentation of the $125 will be led by two officers of the senior class. Bruce R. Ingalls, professor of English, and Judy M. White, secretary of the student council, will present the program.

The program will be held in the auditorium and is open to the public. The program will include music, poetry, and a reading of the senior class presentation.

Harder to Speak At Senior Class Presentation

Dr. Fredrick A. Hinder, professor of Andover, will be the guest speaker for the senior class presentation, February 19, in the tabernacle auditorium.
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Culture and Courtesy

Are culture and courtesy synonyms? We have all seen courteous people who are cultured; we have also seen so-called cultured people who were not courteous. It is possible to define culture as "the enlightenment and refinement of taste acquired by intellectual and aesthetic training." We can conclude that a person who recognizes and appreciates plastic and musical beauty; and is not afraid of hard work; who has a love of fine music and a refined taste in dress is cultured. The question is: Do these attributes alone constitute genuine culture? This type of cultural sophistry, although often seen, he is perfectly refined unless someone crosses his path or steps on his toe, then he becomes loudmouthed, bellowing "out of order." Therefore, this person was not truly cultured, because a cultured person is always courteous. He has been living under a guise of pseudo-culture rather than pursuing genuine culture.

A person who is truly cultured is not easily offended. He doesn't wear his feelings on his sleeve. He doesn't react to other people's behavior. This demonstrates his gentleness by being kind to others. To forget one's self and help others is a true mark of refinement. As a person who has no feeling at all, what is his culture but a way of treating people the way you would like to be treated if you were in their place.

If each of us linked this rule with a love of beauty and refinement of taste, there is no doubt that the world would be a much better place in which to live.

S.B.

National Scenes

The united congress has made a start toward being a political one in a real sense. The introduction of the House of Representatives and that third of the Senate met up at Nashville, Tennessee, on Tuesday, November 4. There is some belief that the formal adjournment of the House will not prevent the meeting of Congress in mounds or any change in the administration's plans to go to war toward federal aid to pauper schools. The Catholic Church is to maintain up to one hundred thousand of its own Catholic schools in the House, and of course children of those who are in other denominations are to be taught Catholicism in large cities, so the voting may be close with the possible federal aid to any education bill, giving some construction aid to parochial schools.

International Scene

The International Conference is coming to a close simply because the Hindus will not permit the international officials to visit their country to investigate whether they are living up to the Non-Offense policy. Western observers in the conference are now ready to stay on the premises in the event Washington should ask them to leave, and they have their staffs with them.

The Organization of American States has formed a new bond of friendship, one of the main things that have been worked out during the convention are the American ideas for national sovereignty, the idea of a separate United States, the idea of an American commonwealth. The American ideas for a commonwealth in the Caribbean, the idea of a separate United States, the idea of an American commonwealth are all brought up with some official pronouncements that there is no longer a separate United States, that it is all one thing.

The science departments were visited by American Academy with demonstrations, January 29, in the interest of the sciences and in science. Dr. John Chittenden and Dr. Roy Heflin were on the trip, accompanied by a few staffs. They are all soon to follow: Donald Doles, Benno Kirsch, John Schulte, represented chemistry and biology departments. Karl R. Bingham and Donald Nicholas, representing physics and math departments. A discussion group was left at the Science Day evening program, in which many questions about Christian education were asked and answered.

The February meeting of the council was held in two sessions: the editorial sessions, and the business and accounting sessions. There were three members of the editorial and one member of the business meeting, who directed the direction of the club presidency until the next meeting, and prepared for the next meeting with the club presidency.

Hustle, bustle to get those last minute themes, critiques, and other activities out of the way so that you can feel that you have all the items of all the first semester truly done in a true Most of us may see the proud owners of a season's theme presented by the Royal Symphony Orchestra, and the team played basketball that beside their own and less for hours.

We are looking forward to even better and faster teams for second semester now that the players are more experienced and in top shape.
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Editor's Note

The college administration does not wish to lose touch with students who are not of the same type. We are very anxious that no one may know that we are willing to lose touch with students who are not of the same type.

Sports

Turner Turners Win League; Plans Set for New Semester

Joe Byrd

Lancaster

This year at SMC has been good. We've had a successful season on the basketball court. Our observations show that the basketball team is a very good team. In our last game we played a very experienced team. The coaches said that we would have a very good season next year.

New To Come

The teams for the second semester are being chosen, and it is expected that we will have a very good season next year. Our thanks to Mr. Cooper and his assistants for their help and cooperation.

Here are the latest results of the teams for the last game.

Women's Residence Hall

Rest After the Storm

By Sandy Miller

With a slight of wristful relief, we left the arena of the basketball court, and entered the residence hall. We were driven to the storm by our happy state of mind.

The东风 has found an effect on the way of disrupting our hopeful tone of cheerfulness.

Barbara Hollen has several problems to face this semester. She has a lot of homework and the tests always leave her tired. She also has a lot of friends who are looking for some special annual event for post-holiday entertainment and have decided to have a very nice night out. They want to go to a dance, but they are not sure if it will be too much trouble.

Judy Dowler is in the last year of her college career. She is thinking about her future, and she knows that she will have to make some decisions soon. She is not sure if she wants to continue her education or if she wants to get a job. She is also thinking about her family and her future.
Choosing SA Leaders Becomes Serious Business

BY BRUCE FREEMAN

The month of Washington and Lincoln propels students through the specter of time’s hauntings, and trembling closely behind comes the month of March. With the approach of March, two significant events should be pointed out. On March 2 the vote presidential candidates for 1964-65 will present their plans and philosophies for next year’s SA. Secondly, the student body will cast their votes for one of three two candidates and three other executive offices.

Choosing your top leaders for student government is, like any other election, a process of important decision-making—important to you as a member of this student body and to the college as a complete unit. This is where leadership ability is analyzed and evaluated objectively, but here, as in every other matter, you must base your reasoning on the abilities of the candidates as well as the relationship to your personal life and the college. Leadership ability in all its implications is all too often considered in whole, and relationship to its parts is underutilized. Ignored by this is the fact that "leadership ability is a continuum of factors. Leadership is basically influencing others in a task, to be continued and directed. The sign of a true leader is his ability to draw the rest out of those around him. He won’t be the executioner, but will be a consummate master that leads a new leader in knowing how he helped others by giving them direction and motivation from either spiritually, intellectually, socially, or physically.

By selecting your leaders, keep these factors in mind. These criteria will work together to make up the fullness of your leaders. Today, and every other leaders guide, whatever they do and however they do it. Creating, in a sense, a true leadership team is a must, and training leaders is a necessity.

Don Dees Arrives And Re-Opens Barber Shop

Since January 8 of this year, Mr. Dees has been the new Collegedale Barber Shop located next to the College Gym. Mr. Dees started into the barber shop business after having studied at the Florida Barber College, Jacksonville, Florida, and received his license in 1966. He continued there until May 1965, at which time he received his diploma.

He has gained experience since then, during which time he was a barber for two years in the Army, 17 months of which were spent in South Korea. Mr. Dees now resides in Collegedale with his wife, 17-year-old son and 5-year-old daughter.

Choice, Dedication and Certainty Are Ideals of Miss Lindberg
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Students Make Good Use Of Spectroscopy Class

The physics department hosted a spectroscopy class for interested students. The class was taught by Mr. Tucker, Walker Win Hickman, who is a professor at Andrews University.

Tucker, Walker Win Hickman

Scholarships

Jim Tucker, senior biology major, and Hannah Walker, senior chemistry major, were awarded $10,000 each for their hard work and dedication to their studies.

Holiday in Paris Is Title For SA’s Spring Talent Revue

The annual Student Association talent revue, “Holiday in Paris,” will be presented on Feb 18, 7:30 p.m. in the Lynn Wood Hall Chapel. The program will feature a variety of music, dance, and drama performances.

SA Lecture Series Will Present Times’ Popham

John N. Popham, general manager editing of the magazine “Times,” will present a lecture entitled “The Changing Nature of the World” on Friday, Feb. 18, 7:30 p.m. in the Lynn Wood Hall Chapel. Mr. Popham’s lecture is the second in the series, “Our World—Today and Tomorrow,” which is being presented by the Scholarship Committee. The next lecture will be given by Dr. Frank Marzouki, who will discuss modern science and the history of the world. The lectures are open to the public and admission is free.

Board Holds Annual Meeting, Announces Plans for New Year

The Board of Trustees of Southern Missions College took several steps to strengthen the educational programs and to make plans for a new college year during its annual meeting in October.

The board also voted to employ Mr. Gary M. Ulman, chairman of the board of trustees and the publisher of the college newspaper, to serve as the executive director of the college. The board also approved the appointment of Mr. Gary M. Ulman, chairman of the board of trustees and the publisher of the college newspaper, to serve as the executive director of the college.

The board also voted to employ Mr. Gary M. Ulman, chairman of the board of trustees and the publisher of the college newspaper, to serve as the executive director of the college.

Elder Archa Dart Lectures On Love, Marriage, Home

“Obedience without love is slavery. Love without obedience is hypocrisy. Obedience with love is harmony.”

These statements were given at the Elder Archa Dart Lectures on love, marriage, and family. The lectures were presented by Elder Archa Dart, who is a member of the College’s Department of Family Life.

Symphony Quintet Presents Program

The Symphony Quintet, under the direction of Mr. Tucker, Walker Win Hickman, will present a program on Saturday, Feb. 19, at 8 p.m. in the Lynn Wood Hall Chapel. The program will feature a variety of music, including works by Beethoven, Schubert, and Mozart.

The Board of Directors which met at SMU recently, was full of joy and excitement. Mr. W. B. Schmidt, chairman, and Mr. W. B. Tucker, treasurer, presented the financial report for the past year. The board also voted to accept the plans for a new campus building for the college and the College Board decided to make plans for a new college year during its annual meeting in October.

The board also voted to employ Mr. Gary M. Ulman, chairman of the board of trustees and the publisher of the college newspaper, to serve as the executive director of the college. The board also approved the appointment of Mr. Gary M. Ulman, chairman of the board of trustees and the publisher of the college newspaper, to serve as the executive director of the college.

The board also voted to employ Mr. Gary M. Ulman, chairman of the board of trustees and the publisher of the college newspaper, to serve as the executive director of the college.

The board also voted to employ Mr. Gary M. Ulman, chairman of the board of trustees and the publisher of the college newspaper, to serve as the executive director of the college.
'Holiday in Paris' Theme For SA Talent Program

The Student Association presents "Holiday in Paris," the annual spring talent review, tomorrow at 8:00 p.m. in the Tabernacle Auditorium. The program will have a French atmosphere. The stage setting will be of a dimensional effect, using the color.

Elder Detamore Will Be Speaker For Prayer Week

Elder R. W. Detamore, the Orangeburg evangelistic team, will be guest speaker for the spring Week of Prayer which will be March 9-17.

Second Semester SMC Registration Approaches 700

Registration of students for the second semester at Southern Missionary College has now increased to 696, as the number of students continues to grow. The registration deadline is approaching, and students are encouraged to enroll as soon as possible.

Literature Evangelist Rally For SMC Starts Next Week

Concerting February 26, Southern Missionary College's annual cultural poster rally will give the various publishing organizations of the Southern Union an opportunity to meet students interested in the field of literature, with a special emphasis on the SMCC program. This gathering is designed to help students in the field of literature, with a special emphasis on the SMCC program.

Shopping Center Construction To Get Underway in March

Preliminary plans for the construction of a new shopping center on the campus of SMC were approved by the Board of Trustees of Southern Missionary College on January 31.

The shopping center will be located on the corner of Main Street and College Avenue. It will consist of a parking lot, with a street-level parking area. The project is expected to be completed by the end of the current fiscal year.

The shopping center will feature a variety of stores, including a supermarket, a department store, and several specialty shops. The project is expected to bring new life to the area, with increased foot traffic and economic development.

The construction project is currently underway, with the first phase of the project expected to be completed by late March. The construction team is working diligently to ensure the project is completed on time and within budget.
Motivation of SA Officers Should Affect Student Voting

By RICHIE FREEMAN

A change in administrative policy in your Student Association and its leadership has many implications that should be noticed and understood by all. On the understandable principle that what you vote for, you get, you may assume that new ideas, objectives and philosophies concerning the leadership and SA functioning and purpose will more likely be put into action by the SA officers.

Changes in certain aspects are necessary for a progressive SA. If natural rights, you, the students, should demand changes, and more importantly (and often neglected), you should know the reason for the changes. All too often, students think that a leader will make a change or implement a new policy on the basis of "its popularity," in its power to attract votes, and popular support. A change in leadership and style of leadership is necessary for the change in the SA's objectives. The new SA must be the voice of the students.

In this spirit, let us develop the new SA. Let us be bold, and take advantage of the opportunities we have been given. No SA president has made such changes as have the new SA presidents.

Working Together

The SA is a relatively small thing, but it does uphold the essential concept that the Student Association and the administration in the academic setting are not independent of each other. The faculty resuming their role is a welcome addition. It is not a private individual or things that they do in relation to the administration that has the things being interwoven. It is a desire for something other than ignorance of the facts. Similarly, working together, we can choose a better, and better-organized, better-managed, better-run government.
Women Open New Kitchenette For Student Use

A new kitchenette in the Women’s Residence Hall was completed and opened for use on February 10, reports Miss Elizabeth Van Andel, associate dean of women.

The completely-equipped kitchenette may be used by the women any time during normal, non-compulsory hours during the academic year.

The kitchenette is a small, well-equipped room that is available for the exclusive use of the residents of the Women’s Residence Hall.

Dr. F. E. J. Harker Addresses Seniors At Presentation

Dr. Frederick J. Harker, professor at Anderson University, was the guest speaker for the senior class presentation, February 19, in the tabernacle auditorium.

The presentation of the 65 seniors was made by two officers of the junior class, Bruce Klopfer, president, and Judy Edwards, secretary. Mrs. Dorothy Adams, music and drama director at SMCC, gave a solo and Mr. Don West, director of student finance, and Mr. Raymond Keust, mathematics professor and orchestra conductor, presented a violin duet.

Chapel began at seven o’clock. February 19, to accommodate the full program.

FUTURE EVENTS

March 10—"Kathryn" Lyric 3:30—Tumbling Program PE Exhibition
March 18—"Producers on Parade"—Quiz Program by Science Club
March 24—"Barmen’s Banquet" March 28-April 3—Spring Va

MV Society Gives Program; Depicts Possible Future Events

On Friday evening, February 9, the MV Society gave a program entitled "G Capac."

The theme carried with it a life-

Popham Gives SA Lecture, "Challenging Decade Ahead"

Leading the way in advertising the unity between scientific knowledge and humanism is the challenge which faces the present civilization in the decade ahead," said Mr. John N. Popham, director of the "Challening Decade Ahead," in the tabernacle auditorium.

"The next decade will be a period of tremendous explosion both in population and human knowledge. "We are nothing more than an urban world," he said. "The next few years several areas of the country will become "population centers" such as Boston in Washington.

"You will be able to drive your car a distance without leaving an urban area. This may necessitate forming regional governments to handle the complex problems that arise in these areas," he said.

The new is in operation to construct a network of 40,000 service centers that will deliver every major city in this country.

"The goal of this network is to provide a service that every SMCC will have to the city in achieving the most uneasy necessity for a peaceful existence in the world."

Stop and Rest at The Oaks Motel

A Miles from SME Phone MA 4-4529

The Ideal Accommodations

Need a Haircut? Collegeade Barber Shop
**Numbers, Osborne Speak for Presidency**

*Producers on Parade* Will Be Business Club Production

On March 17, at 8:00 p.m. in the tabernacle auditorium the Business Club, under the direction of Ben Fielder, will put on a quiz-must type of program called *Producers on Parade*.

Commissions for their program will be selected from the audience. The two acts will be done by 20 members of the group, assigned numbers, through the drawing, and by votes of the audience.

There will be 16 questions as to home appliances, luggage, camping equipment and other items that one would be proud to win.

Mr. Wayne Vandy-Vere will be the speaker for the group. Care Villenyn, secretary of the club, is in charge of writing the quiz for commercial. John Bever, the PR chairman, is in charge of the publicity and the committee consists of 20 members.

The program will be put on entirely by the Business Club members and will be the first Saturday night program put on by a club. President Ron Patel states: "This will be a very different type of program. It will be light, entertain a lot of fun, and a lot of valuable prizest will be given away. We know everyone will have a good time."

There will be no admission charge. —PAN

*Fine Arts Division Acquires New Shanty Organ for Chapel*

At last Southern Metropolitan College has a real organ on campus. What is an organ? Webster defines it as "a musical instrument whose sound is produced by pipes." This means that the three electronic organs on campus are not really organs at all but instruments that produce sound through electronic means.

The new pipe organ in the Shanty is a Conn Company in Orrville, Ohio, which is recognized as one of the country's finest organ builders. The two-manual console has thirty-two stop-tabs for control of the 15 stops and 13 combination pedals which allow the organist to use any one of any stops by pushing a button. The box which encloses the four ranks of pipes is located on the back wall of the chapel.

The organ contains 326 pipes but preparation for 505 more pipes has been made which will be added when completed. The console itself is situated on a movable platform on the stage of the Fine Arts Recital Chapel. The organ will be used for teaching, practice and recitals. The installation of the instrument took two weeks. Organ technicians from Atlanta, Georgia, have done an efficient job.

The March meeting of the American Guild of Organists, Chattanooga Chapter, will be here on March 19. Mr. D. C. Cat will give the opening recital on the organ at this time. On another section of this program the College Choir and organ will sing a group from their sacred repertoire, and the program will also include organ music by Bach and other great organists.

The March 23 meeting of the Fine Arts Guild will be given to a concert to celebrate the organ dedication.

*Students Assume Campus Positions On Special Day*

Students of Southern Metropolitan College are going to have Administration Day on March 14. This is a day on which the roles on the campus will be reversed. Administrative offices of the college will be held by members of the Student Association. Bruce Freeman, president of the Student Association, will be acting college president and David Osborne, vice-president of the Student Association, will take charge as the college academic dean. Teachers will appear as student teachers.

The day gives the students an opportunity to prove the many principles that have been taught them. The teachers, according to Dr. Schneider, are to leave the campus and pursue matters of self-improvement.

The day will include a chapel service and a meeting of the President's Council. —PAN

*Fine Arts Series Sponsors Choir*

The Chattanooga Boys' Choir, under the direction of Stephen Strong, Oropol, gave a concert February 25 at the Lynn Wood Hall chapel at Southern Metropolitan College.

The concert was one of SMCC's Fine Arts series, sponsored by the Division of Fine Arts, Dr. Morris Taylor, chairman. —PAN

*Students to Vote in Elections Next Wednesday*

The 1962-63 SA executive officers will be elected by the students March 14 in a secret ballot. The students will choose between two candidates for each office. The candidates are nominated by the Student Senate, are ones who had high standing on the preferential ballot.

The runners as introduced in chapel last Friday are as follows:

**President**

Ronnie Thomas, a junior math major and a member of Chi Alpha, sits in Lakeland, Florida. Numbers, if elected, in promote an active SA, test based on organization and integrity goals, one that will be the pride of the Student body, help a working organization. Numbers is at present chairman of the scholarship committee.

David Osborne from Nashville, Tennessee, is a junior theology student who plans to attend Oral Roberts University's School of Medicine. If elected, Osborn (13) develops an SA which has more people working at more jobs and not a self-perpetuating clique. In a design a program which will develop the physical, mental and spiritual aspects, note its deep emphasis on the physical for all the students.

**Vice President**

James King, a resident of Collierville and a sociology major, is one candidate for this office.

James Wilson, a junior chemistry major, is the other candidate.

**Treasurer**

Sammy Jordan, a senior history major, a history major, was selected as the other candidate.

**Secretary**

Janie Nance, a junior biology major, was selected as the other candidate.

Gordon McDavitt

Becomes Head Of Department

Mr. Gordon A. McDavitt has been appointed to the position of sociology professor and to head the department of sociology and linguistics. This position was previously held by Dr. Clyde G. Bullock in the chairmanship of the Department of Communication Arts.

An undergraduate of Colby Union College, where he received his B.A. degree, Mr. McDavitt has been a graduate student at the University of Maryland for an M.A. in Education and at the Southern for an M.A. in Sociology.

At the present time he is studying for his Ph.D. in English. Having passed his comprehensive, he has to complete his course work and is the subject of research for his doctoral dissertation is Matthew Arnold. —PAN
Letters... 

Another View On Fallout Shelters

Dorothy R.}

Colporteun, So, rage do needs ra7Lf,?i ^

by Ralph Waldo Emerson once said, "Who was a man, must be a non-conformist ."

This ends application to our situation in the above case. One should feel free to express his ideas and be able to make suggestions without fearing a reprimand.

Ellen G. White had this to say: "The teacher must make rules to guide the conduct of his pupils. These rules should be few and well-considered, and once made they should be enforced. The teacher himself has helped to frame them."

To cite an illustrative example, let us discuss the idea of chaperoneage. Under this term in our student guide book, SMc and You, p. 13, Elder Dakly was widely quoted. I immediately say that he made some very inappropriate statements. However, in the paragraph of his book preceding the quotation, he had been largely referring to a particular young woman whom he confessed he had not understood until she was with young women.

If we go to the point, the person is old enough to be in college in a certain old enough to decide how to control himself respectfully. I would like to see the regulation simply require that at least one couple be together on outings or dates to act as a check on each other. Surely, this should be sufficient for young people who are nearing maturity. Emily Post, in her book, Emily Post's Etiquette, p. 166, in a chapter entitled, "The Chaperone and Other Laos Convention," even raises the question as to whether the old idea of chaperoneage is necessary for our modern generation. However, I do think that chaperoneage still has its place in some instances such as overnight stops.

Another View On Library Regulations

On p. 32 of book, SMc and You, (p. 12), was formulated through student-faculty cooperation, and is open for revision and improvement as needs are indicated. I feel much of the content of these regulations which should be further considered, as is illustrated above. I would like to see the- and other student ideas—expressed for proper consideration. So, I encourage YOU to speak up!

Comments on the News...

The hollies of the area of Tangle are many and varied. Some fellows have quite cool rock houses, or truck trucks, but headstones and trash cans are more the business of the manly body, and the less-exposed Urals.

Last week’s cover passenger to practice his hobby. Bill and his brothers have been to- Con certain that if these fellows really have no avocation to offer while in college, it is to put their power to the best use of all which to make sure they wasn’t pruning by.

The toboggan run that existed for the benefit of the Women's Residences Hall has been dropped in favor of what has been titled the Dorm Girls' Invest. Not to be confused by the title of our campus, the ladies of the Women's Residences Hall have also been busy engaged in various and sundry investment projects. Some of theclassmates are: Dian Tran, Florie, Jennie Reid, and Katharine Lewis. With the plan...
Friendship Teams Make Sabbath Visits to Homes
At the 7th Annual Meeting of the Southern SDA's, June 21, 1962. The team visits, begun the first Sabbath out, 1,200 homes were visited, and 125 persons were baptized in the SDA church. The team visits were initiated as a way to help the new members adjust to the church and become more involved in the community. The team visits were continued throughout the year, with the goal of visiting as many homes as possible. The team visits were successful in bringing new members into the church and helping them feel welcome.

Orlando
Sunshine Days
By Betty Jane Fiall
Greetings to all "Tiger" students up there in the land of snow and sunshine. We wish we could start spring up here with pleasant weather and sunshine. We are all happy to have such good weather and sunshine. Among the most beautiful of our occasions was the day when we gamed our daffodils and tulips.

SPECIAL PRICES ON:

**Arrow Products**
- RCA Whisperbro Westinghouse
- Maytag
- Gibson
- Motorola
- Zenith
- Amana
- Fodders
- Singer

**Men's Clothing**
- Southern Mercantile

S.A.D.A.'s Are Restless; Can Be Remedied by Work
By Bruce G. Fearman
In the February 23, 1963 issue of Time magazine, there appeared an article inquiring student curricula and the resulting effects on student government. The article was well received, and the viewpoint expressed by the student government was in agreement with the article's conclusion. Along with this new era for student affairs has come a cycling student (a "normal" for student government. On several campuses, the student government has been simply abandoned.

Disaster
Our first day in the hospital was quite an experience, to say the least. To start with, we were all extremely excited to see the face of Milt, who told us about our recent trip to disaster. We were thrilled and surprised at the hospital staff that welcomed us. Among the most exciting of our experiences was when we gave each other hugs and kisses.

Offspring Brought
I'm not all of you have been reading and hearing about Mr. Glenn's flight in space. We have been hearing some interesting stories here, too. We have seen our new club members, and we are hoping to see more of them in the future.

Southern Mercantile
Department of Southern Missionary College
College, Tennessee

**SPECIAL PRICES ON:**

**Luggage**

**Arrow Products**
- RCA Whirlpool
- Westinghouse
- Maytag
- Gibson
- Motorola
- Zenith
- Amana
- Fodders
- Singer

**Men's Clothing**

**Stop and Rest at**

**The Oaks Motel**

**6 Miles From SMC**

**Photo: 6-45-39**

**The Best Accommodation**

**Collegedale Cabinets, Inc.**
Manufacturers of High Quality Laboratory Parcels for Hospitals and Schools
Collegedale, Tenn. Telephone 6-2912

**Southern Mercantile**
Department of Southern Missionary College
Collegedale, Tennessee

**SPECIAL PRICES ON:**

**Luggage**

**Arrow Products**
- RCA Whirlpool
- Westinghouse
- Maytag
- Gibson
- Motorola
- Zenith
- Amana
- Fodders
- Singer

**Men's Clothing**

**McKee Baking Company**
Bakers of Little Debbie's

Helping your students to earn their way through school.

Phone: 396-2451
Professional Clubs Have Varied Activities This Year

Southern Methodist College departures and departments have organized clubs, commonly called professional clubs, to help interested students in their chosen fields.

Physics Club

In reviewing and previewing the various activities of the club, one notes that the Physics Club has been very active. It is a new club this year, brought forth with the mind of providing assistance to the student community.

The November meeting was attended by the club's two officers, Bob McGarrity, president, and Ronald Fox, secretary-treasurer. Sidney Geller, president of the Chemistry Club, was invited to take this development seriously. The November meeting in the Physics Club invited special guests at that meeting. Or, the Chemistry Club members were invited to special guests at the meeting. However, Mr. Johnson commented how the Physics Club members were invited to special guests at the meeting.

Near the end of January, Dr. Helford, of the Chemistry Club, attended the "Revolution in Science Message in a Rainbow" at the second annual Chemistry science symposium at the American Institute of Physics—Bob Eckhardt, John Evans, Bob Fox, and Bob Speeman—were present with their theories on the symposium.

In April, students will present reports on their research on this physics project for the past few years.

Chemistry Club

Mr. Murrin Rogers spoke at Chemistry Day on March 1, in the science building. Room 201, at 7:30 a.m. This topic was the nuclear project which is used for hydrogenation. Although it is small, he said his town company that manufactures the nuclear project, the discovery of which has made Mr. Murrin world renowned.

Business Club

The Business Club meeting of March 21 will feature a talk by Mr. Bob Ford, president of the Elgenger Hospital, Chattanooga, Tennessee, at 7:30 p.m. Room 201, at 7:30 p.m. and his topic is "Future in Hospitality Business." Each student will receive a free ticket to the meeting.

April 5, John Harney, director of publicity relations for Southern Paper Co., California, Texas, the largest manufacturer of newspaper in the world, will meet with the Business Club in the science building. Room 201, at 7:30 p.m.

The first club meeting sponsored on SMC's campus as a Saturday night program will be "Productions on Camera". March 8 is sponsored by the Business Club.

'Nurses' Club

Dr. J.J. Greenhead, the president of the Nurses' Club members—Sylvia Allen, Tam Blein, Barbara Ohlson, Jeannette Callahan, Barbara Jones, Arden Bawom, and Eunice VanPelt, and Lucinda, Hope Landis, Grace Hoffs Mylo, Patricia Joyce, and Elizabeth Wilson—were left and left the campus, one return with their senior projects. Most of these are taking their second and semester sophomore and junior seniors, and eight seniors, and take the annual Spring Social and take the annual Spring Social and take the annual Spring Social.

SMC Alumni Is Appointed To PUC Faculty

In a recent action the administration of Pacific Union College, a SMC graduate, Fred Velten is appointed to the department of Biblical languages.

After receiving his B.A. degree in 1951, Velten entered in the Graduate-Columbia, B.C. as an instructor of the B.C. SMC president. In 1952, he accepted a call to be the pastor of the Carrie Church of Christ, in which he was later appointed by the president. During his service there, through a thorough speech, he gained his independence from the British Commonwealth.

Returning to the B.C. in 1957, Velten served as pastor of the Wilmore, North Carri[1], district. Elder Velten is one of two men at Emmaus Missionary College and will complete work on his B.D. degree in September. —PAN

Church Ships $1.84 Million Of Relief Goods

Winter Missionary Field Camp meeting on March 24. The meeting was devoted mainly to those who have had the privilege of participating in such events. On Saturday, February 6th, one of the highlights of the event was the theme of the General Conference. During the event, the General Conference, Safe Home, was distributed throughout the Pacific District, giving them opportunity to meet and talk with one of the men about their summer experiences.

Convocation Experiences

Wednesday morning chapel time was set aside for information on Sabbath school. Some of the experiences and what the literature ministry ministry did for them. The three evenings of the rally were set aside for information on Thursday school. "The work is good," said one of the men who have the privilege of participating in such events. On Sunday, February 7th, one of the highlights of the event was the theme of the General Conference. During the event, the General Conference, Safe Home, was distributed throughout the Pacific District, giving them opportunity to meet and talk with one of the men about their summer experiences. On Sunday, February 7th, one of the highlights of the event was the theme of the General Conference. During the event, the General Conference, Safe Home, was distributed throughout the Pacific District, giving them opportunity to meet and talk with one of the men about their summer experiences.
MV Society Conducts Annual Election for New Officers

Voting in chapel Wednesday, March 21, SMC students elected Missionary Volunteer Society officers for the 1962-63 scholastic year. The eight candidates were selected by the Collegiate Church Board and then submitted to the student body for preference.

Selected to guide the Missionary Volunteer program during the forthcoming year was junior theology majors Terry McComb of Hamilton, Georgia. As leader, McComb will act as coordinator of the Society’s expanding missionary program. In the number two spot, associate leader, is Dwight Hibbard, a junior theology student from Mobile, Alabama. The chief responsibility of the associate leader is his post as Student Association chaplain.

Acting as secretary to the society will be sophomore nursing major Joanna Reid of South Abbeville, South Carolina.

The position of treasurer went to Kathleen Detamore, a pre-physical therapy freshman from Tompkinsville, Florida.

It is the policy of the society to conduct a special project each year, of which the current Friendship Program is but one example. Next year it is hoped that in addition to this project, a Missionary Guide program will again be offered.—FAN

Numbers and Wolcott Win Top SA Positions

Voting in a close one-on-one run out, SMC students elected their Student Association officers for the 1962-63 academic year. Voting took place from noon of Tuesday, March 13, until noon of the following day. During this time students chose from a field of eight candidates to fill the association offices of president, vice president, secretary, and treasurer.

Chosen by the students to fill the associate presidency was junior mathematics and physics major Donald Numbers. As second place vice president is James Wolcott, a junior chemistry major. Assigned to the students in the office of treasurer is Darrell Cross, a junior business major. The office of secretary was won by economics student Judy Edwards.

In a pre-election statement to the Student Association, the current president-elect Numbers asserted his belief in the mission of the Student Association in which every student should feel an integral part. Furthermore he expressed his desire to create an association which will be remembered as a movement to creative and productive thinking. The election tally was under the direction of hand teacher David Hooke.—FAN

Examining Team Visits Campus

For Re-Evaluation

A group of educators from the College and University Commission visited the SMC campus during the fall semester. As a result of the visit, the school has been classified "Belonging to the educational category of the second-division, liberal arts college, with the right to give degrees, in the educational category of the second-division, liberal arts college, with the right to give degrees," the classification to which the school has been assigned since 1953.

The visiting team consisted of Dr. Robert J. O’Sullivan, assistant director of the College and University Commission; Dr. J. E. G. Hildebrand, associate director of the commission; and Dr. Donald E. Smith, associate director of the commission.

The team visited the college on Monday and Tuesday and conducted individual interviews with faculty members and students. They also met with the administration and reviewed the college’s accreditation files.

The team praised the college for its commitment to providing a high-quality education and for its efforts to improve the academic programs. They also recommended that the college continue to invest in technology and facilities to enhance the learning experience for students.

They also reviewed the college’s financial状况 and recommended that the college continue to focus on maintaining a stable financial position.

The team presented their findings to the college administration on Thursday and recommended that the college continue to improve its programs and facilities to maintain its classification as a second-division, liberal arts college.

The college administration thanked the team for their visit and acknowledged the recommendations. They also indicated that they would continue to work on improving the college’s programs and facilities to maintain its classification.

The team also visited several other colleges in the area during their visit, including St. John’s University, St. Mary’s University, and the University of Notre Dame.

They also met with the college’s alumni association to discuss ways to increase the college’s visibility and support among alumni.

The team’s visit concludes the college’s reevaluation process. The college is pleased with the teamwork and support from the team and looks forward to continuing to improve the college’s programs and facilities.

The college administration is committed to implementing the team’s recommendations and maintaining the college’s classification as a second-division, liberal arts college.

SMC Invites All Prospective Students to College Days

Once a year Southern Missi- 

nary College invites all prospective students for the following year to the campus. The two days spent there are to give the visitor a 

real view of college life. This year, April 22 and 23 are the dates for the college days.

As the basis from which the ac-

ademics of the Southern Mis-

sionary College have been 

formed, the college is guided 

by a competent faculty which 

teaches the students. Each 

member of the faculty is a 

professor of arts, science, 

mathematics, and the like. 

All phases of the school pro-

gram are on display, either in 

 chapel programs, instructional tours, 

academic presentations, or reten-

tional evening programs.

Each academic division is open 

for visitation and inspection. 

Students and administration mem-

bers are present to advise, or 

answer any questions asked. This is 

an opportunity to acquaint the prospective student with the field of his choice, or help him to decide the course he wishes to follow.

A complete tour of the indus-

tries and job opportunities is a vital 

part of the college day program, 

showing where students can work for financial aid. On Sunday and Monday evenings, the students 

will participate in the "College Bowl," a parlour-games program, and on Monday evening the program committee of the Student Association will present an "Evening in Europe."—Continued on page 3, col. 2

Senate Nominates Candidates

For Officers for Next Year

In action behind closed doors the Student Association Senate, Wednesday afternoon, March 21, chose nominees to fill various Students Association administrative positions for the 1962-63 scholastic year.

For the key position of Student Accent editor the Senate nominated Susan Bailey and Lester Phillips. For business manager of the paper first Colleague, will be naming against Robert Hale.

In the yearbook race Maureen Ritter will be competing against Maryanne Douglas for editorship of the Southern Sentinel. The two nominees for yearbook business manager are Harold Brown and Wayne Durrill.

In the WSMC membership contest it will be Edward Merchant, against Dick Wilson.

For Scholarship Committee chairman James Dunn will be competing against Cecil Ray.

Nominees to try for Health and Labor Committee chief are Charles Wethington and Paul Year.

The candidates for Recreation Committee this year will be Bailey Watson and Gonzalo Kelley.

In the Public Relations Committee contest, Domonick Cummings will be running against David Coates for the propaganda post.

The Program Committee director light will be between Ted Pitman and Ronnie Case.

Continued on page 4, col. 1

Dietmore Team Will Conduct Prayer Week

Elder Charles W. Dietmore will conduct the Spring Week of Prayer at Southern Missionary College April 6 through 10. He will be in residence at the college facility.

As usual, the college will conduct the morning services in the auditorium. The evening services will be held at Elder Dietmore in the assembly hall. The college will also conduct evening services in the auditorium.
In order to create a better understanding in the minds of some who perhaps have gained the impression that the Southern Accent is taking too definite a neutral stand on many issues and ideas which could develop into hot discussions, we will present the principles on which the newspaper is published.

First of all, we take into consideration our real purpose for being here at SMC, specifically a Christian college known as the "School of Standards." We are here to get a Christian education, a harmonious development of body, mind and soul. This harmonious development, would, therefore, be a unity between the three phases, in our case, the foundation of our religious beliefs. This is principle number one, our loyalty to our purpose in life, to develop ourselves harmoniously for our life tasks.

Principle number two is the basis on which our religious foundation is founded—love and truth. If we quarrel among ourselves, it is a shame that we are not actually stable in What is published in our school newspaper is the question asked here. Why publish some body's ideas which will cause an issue that doesn't really appear on the campus unless created by the overly controversial statements or ideas being published? This could be principle number three, to not try to cultivate controversy and feelings on the campus. Closely associated with this is the principle of our school, in fact, do very closely harmonize with this principle of the editor of this newspaper.

This brings out another point, which we shall call principle number four. The editor, being a theology student, has very high standards to live up to and would not be doing himself well, for principle's sake, to cause a division in any group striving for a singular goal.

It will be noted that the Southern Accent has numerous opportunities, however, for student opinion. This does not excuse us from expressing opinion or the student's viewpoints at all, rather, to develop deeper thoughts to be expressed as worthwhile and constructive statements.

The Student Association column was initiated this year to bring a means of communication between the Student Senate and the student body as a whole. This is one form of student opinion. Letters to the editor, column features and free lance articles, to mention a few, are other opinion possibilities. The opportunities are there, only waiting to be used by you for your ideas of betterment and development of our stay at SMC.

GK

Souther Accent

The Southern Accent is a newspaper written by the students of Southern Methodist College. Views expressed by the Southern Accent are those of the editors and staff who represent the students' viewpoint after the administration.

Our Basic Policies

Religious News

- Twenty-five years ago only 11 per cent of the subscribers belonged to any church, according to the listing in "Who's Who." Ten years ago it was 24.4 per cent. Today only 40 percent of the Southern Accent subscribers have a religious affiliation. Southern Methodist University is the only United Presbyterian Board of Foreign Missions, until recently has been reporting the percentage of students that are identifying with the same church that most of the students identify with.

The advantage of the Southern Accent's 1962 national budget provides more than two million students to think more deeply concerning the spiritual implications of their lives, according to a Prager report. This sum is to be used for missionary and repair of churches and chapels, upkeep of community and purchase of clergy men's salaries.

The editor further stated that the government was making sure there would be no official registration of religious or non-religious religious beliefs. Religious instruction will continue to be given in the children's stuff rolled as grades of the public school, with completely voluntary attendance.

Sunday School, which put their strongest support into any from the United States Supreme Court’s six to three decision in their favor, continues to be in many schools. If a City Council has voted 10 to 2 to override Mayor Abraham Nevelson's veto of a City Council amendment. At the same time, it approved an after-school religious education, which permits nuns elected on Saturday to Sunday, on pages 100 Robert R. Whittle: Chairman, Northern United Committee of Seventh-day Adventists, his membership ship was for the exemption, but would have preferred that instead of mentioning Saturday only the amendment would have included all those who go church on another day Sunday. The Kentucky Court of Appeals has also just declared a similar exception clause to be constitutional, stating that the members of the church do not sufficiently perform any religious activity to amount to the establishment of a religion. Rather, they avoid performing religiously or any other person who would have been a Sabbath other than Sunday. Maryland is still weighing the possibility of such a move, but is now without exception.

The appeal of Lester Dominguez is beginning to work for some people, that Kidwell has been chosen by the most fascinating book from the library and couldn’t help himself from it. This is not the only situation. As a publishing friend, Mr. Friend, came to Kidwell’s office and helped him with the most fascinating work. Neither the title of the book nor the result of this book.

Books and Lights

- Elder M. Donaldson Osborn, Associate Editor, was the guest speaker at the Southern Methodist College Board of Seventh-day Adventists will enter their meeting with additional articles. It’s a rather interesting structure. This is the last in which thoughtful writers discuss over the country watched. William John Gilmor held his first press conference after his flight through space. The 600-120-foot-long one was captured on Cape Canaveral on January 17, when he was back for a month until everything was OK. Some people were very much the Colson Gilmor in it. It’s something a junior high school student could do.

More than 15 Pozzenti and Jewish clergymen were among those signing a page full of advertisements in the New York Times appealing to the House of Representatives to support their De-Religious Activists Committee. The signed page quoted George Washington’s warning against the importation of petitions of pretended grievances that the committee threatened democracy by introducing the alien concept of attend to from his helper's (h) helpfulness (h).

Why were the lights on the entire side of the building? Had it been a week earlier? From what I’ve heard, Gil Kendall lamented that a student was in the shower room and didn’t want to use the free his feet, let’s not condense this about you, for the time-wasting, Gil.

Ludlow

Judy Edwards has been burning the midnight (and morning) oil for her Pen League story in Creative Writing, Judy was up at 4:30 a.m. The title of her story? Transcendentism, of course! Four of our Lady bishops are keeping the presentational aspects of home making and "Women's News.

- 120 Arlene Van Andel, who was the guest speaker at the Southern Methodist College Board of Seventh-day Adventists, was the guest speaker at the Southern Methodist College Board of Seventh-day Adventists, was the guest speaker at the Southern Methodist College Board of Seventh-day Adventists. On March 17, Civil Defense and战争, for the Georgia Cumberland Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, spoke on the subject of "Peace in the Time of Troubles."

She political talk into our public life, encouraging extreme moral superiorism, promoting, intimidating by the strength of words, rights with subversion, and encouraging the political extremism among the students to deal with anti-democratic themes and ends."
Tumbling Group Demonstrates Versatility on PE Program

The Gymbalas Tumbling group, under the direction of Mr. J. C. Cooper, held their spring presentation on Friday, March 10, in the physical education department auditorium. The program included a variety of routines performed by a group of four.

Student Take Over College And 'Run It for a Day'

Wednesday, March 14, Southern Missionary College was run by its students in an annual event called Student Administrative Day. Officers of the Student Association became acting administrations of the college for the day, and students selected by the teachers taught the classes, while the faculty left the campus to pursue activities of self-improvement. The purpose of the day is to give students the opportunity to develop leadership.

John Samuels Learns New Language for Interpretation

It is almost a common thing to walk down the sidewalk and see anyone who speaks the sign language "HE" rather than the regular greeting.

John's ambition is to become a medical missionary, preferably in South America. "But however God wants me He will put me.

Music Dept. Presents Hymn Festival

The music department of Southern Missionary College presented the "Festival of Sacred Advent Hymns" Friday, March 21.

The College Choir, College Chamber, the faculty and various guests attended the concert. The program included Christmas carols and sacred music from various denominations.

BRICK
3 Bedroom - Completely Finished
With Hardwood Floors - Birch Kitchen Cabinets with Formica Top

Electric Heat
Concrete Porch
24" Overhangs

$9,000 on Your Lot
No Down Payment — $525 Per Month
Plus Insurances and Taxes

1ST PRACTICAL HOMES
Phone 877-9661

See Our Model Home at 3920 Hickson Pike
Across from Highland Plaza Shopping Center
SMC Offers Mexico Trip
As Summer School Classes

Southern Monterey College will offer a unique experience in learning when it conducts a summer school in Mexico for those students interested in studying Spanish, its beginning, intermediate, or advanced level classes. The school will be held at the University of Mississippi in Oxford, Mississippi, from June 17 to August 12. It is sponsored jointly by the Spanish department of Southern Monterey College and Pacific Union College.

Eight Weeks
This particular school will take eight weeks, and it will carry eight hours credit, if the person wishes to register for that much. There is plenty of room for the offerings, and two weeks of the intensive study will be on the campus of the Seventh-Day Adventist Junior College at Murfreesboro.

The school will be in Murfreesboro City, where the students will live in private homes. There will be opportunities for sight-seeing and visits to places of historical interest during the time that one is studying in Murfreesboro or in the state of Tennessee.

n and Biographies
The overall cost of student living from the SMC campus and returning there will be approximately $35.00, depending upon how much of a class load the student takes.

The space is limited for this summer school program because of the number of college that the college has with us.

Senate Nominates
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
For chairman of the Social Education Committee.

This year the number of Student Association elective positions has been reduced by two from the previous year. The reduction was made by the direction of the Club Officers Committee, and those in charge of WSMC Programs Director because of the number of positions that they were offered to hold. For further information and recommendations, please write to Dr. Clyde Busch, chairman, Communi- cation Arts Division, San Francisco State College, San Francisco, California.

Examining Team Visits
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)

Dr. Chisholm

Organist Appears Here as Lyceum Event Musical
Apparition of the first of the SMC Lyceum series will be the world-famous organist Elizabeth. The concert of the year featuring will be on the campus of the Seventh-Day Adventist Junior College at Murfreesboro.

The concert of the year featuring the world-famous organist Elizabeth is a major event. This will be her last major appearance in the state of Tennessee, and it is a major event. She will be accompanied by a keyboard soloist.

The concert will be held on the campus of the Seventh-Day Adventist Junior College at Murfreesboro.

Dorms Show 'Man Called Peter'
"A Man Called Peter" was shown at 8:00 p.m. on March 24 in the auditorium. This film tells the life story of Peter Marshall, who was served in U.S. Senate Chaplain.

Peter moved up through the clerical ranks to become one of the high officials in the country—final chapel 20 years ago coming in to America. From Scotland in this regard, colorfully depicted the strength and vigor of the church in Boston.

The film is based upon the book of the same name written by the late Cardinal Marshall of Boston.

The funds received from this event contributed toward church improvements. The $26 room (only room for students with 16 hours or more) in Tidwell Hall and one in process of remodeling in Jones Hall for the same purpose, are some areas where these funds will be used. Guest rooms were made available to those attending, and new lighting for the hallways are some of the future plans for these rooms.—PAN

Married Students’ Forum Revived
The Married Students’ Forum has been revived on the campus, according to its new president, James King. At a recent chapel, Dr. D. B. Busch and Dr. W. L. Busch, president of the student government, the forum was voted to be reactivated. At a recent chapel. James was elected to head a new committee that brought in candidates for officers of the married students’ forum. The committee was responsible for selecting the officers and the forum was reactivated.

At the following meeting, President Bob Adams, president of the student government, and Mrs. Clark, publicity secretary, Dean William H. Taylor, was chosen president. James King will now represent the Married Students’ Forum on the Student Senate.—PAN

First Semester Dean’s List

Societies
Debates, Anne
Crawford, Kay
Hans, Delores
Dunn, Lynda
Williams, Joan
Dempsey, Linda
Clayton, Barbara
Coffield, William
Marven, Charles
Baker, David
Fellowships
Black, Patricia K.
Chaplin, Mary Margaret
Douthit, Neil
Perry, Frederick
Graham, Jerry
Nicholson, William
Tanner, Mary
Bitterman, Ronald
Crowley, Herbert
Young, Santa
Kendall, Gail

Business Club’s Quiz Program Gives $700 in Valuable Prizes
"Producers on Parade," a quiz-type of program was presented by the Business Club on Friday night, March 17. Over 350 prizes were given away to contestants and holders of lucky tickets.
Mr. Wayne VanderVelde was the master of the evening. Working closely with him were the Business Club officers under the direction of President Ronald Pitlak. Carol Williamson was in charge of writing the script for the commercials. Heading the correspondence committee was Carolyn Williams. This committee was responsible for selecting the above-named prizes, which were given away. Publicity for the program was under the direction of John Bevis. Glen Fuller was in charge of staging. Organ music was furnished by Miss Mary Lou Sullivan.

The contestants were chosen from the audience through various interesting means. They were asked a qualitative question and those who gave the correct answers were still in the game and performed a small role. Whoever performed the contest first or best won the prize.

The program was broken down into six different sections, each having a different group of contestants. One of the more interesting sections was "Homemaker’s Quiz." To be eligible for this section the contestants had to have married the previous summer. The second the two couples had a problem was most interesting. The two husbands were to make 5 chocolate cupcakes, all the necessary ingredients were provided for except the milk. To get the necessary milk, the two wives had to make a milk. Everyone who attended the program received a sample box of cookies, courtesy of Loma Linda Foods.—PAN
Local Conference Conducts Biennial Constituency Meeting

More than 500 delegates at the 15th biennial business session of the Georgia Conference held May 27-28 at the Southern Adventists' Seventh-day Adventists' Annual Session of 1962 attended the Southern College of Education at College, Georgia, at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. The conference was held at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, and at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

High Point

High point at the meeting was the installation of the conference's new biennial constituency, which was held in the auditorium of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. The conference was held in the auditorium of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

Delegates from East Tennessee, Georgia, and the Carolinas, who had attended the Southern College of Education at College, Georgia, other churches were located in Atlanta, Ga.; and in Statesboro, Ga.

Other churches included in the conference are: First, Aiken; Second, Eutawville; and Third, McCormick. The conference is located in the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

Officers Re-elected

Conference officers for the educational department were: President, Dr. R. C. Moore; vice-president, Dr. H. B. Rutledge; secretary-treasurer, Dr. C. E. Moore; and assistant secretary-treasurer, Dr. J. E. Brown.

Seven Buildings

In the educational building program, there were seven major building projects. These included two dormitories and a cafeteria. The new buildings are located on the campus of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

Two dormitories and a cafeteria

Preparations are already under way for the administrative building construction.

New Churches

In other conference developments during 1960 and 1961 new churches were established in Chattanooga, Georgia, and in Statesboro, Georgia. Other churches were located in spine and near Dayton. Other churches were located in spine and near Dayton. Other churches were located in spine and near Dayton.

300 Seniors to Be Guests of SMC on College Days

More than 300 high school seniors are expected to be on the campus of Southern Methodist College for the College Days on April 22-24. Buses from the various academies will begin arriving on the campus around 9 o'clock Sunday morning. Jim Dunn will be in charge of the welcoming and the posture work.

Sunday afternoon there will be a visit to the industries of the Health and Labor Committee, and Marvett Elliott, president of the SMC, will be in charge of this.

Quiz Program

Rob Smith, chairman of the Recreation Committee, will handle the recent events of Nature Sunday and Monday afternoon, and David Willett, state president, will lead the worship service on Monday evening.

SJC Convocation

Dr. Calvin Edwards, student association president; Bill Bland, football coach, and Dr. J. D. Edwards, education department chairman, will attend the meeting with massed students from the different constituencies in attendance of the SJC Convocation.

Historical Tour

Interactive tours and the interview system have been organized for the tour. Jim Dunn, president; Bill Bland, student association president; Dr. J. D. Edwards, education department chairman; and Bill Bland, student association president, will attend the meeting with massed students from the different constituencies in attendance of the SJC Convocation.

SMC Band Concert to Play Spring Concert on April 21

The Southern Methodist College Concert Band will give its first concert on the campus of the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, on April 21.

Douglas T. E. Brown served as director and guest conductor for the concert. Mr. T. E. Brown is a graduate of Wake Forest College, will be played in the band and orchestra as first clarinetist and second alto. He is a native of the Chattanooga Symphony and the band director of the University High School, Knoxville, and at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

For the past two summers, Mr. T. E. Brown has been on the faculty of the Sesame Music Center at the University of the South.

Dr. Brown will play Weber's "Concertino."

SMT Library Published

In 1,818 Languages

Posters of the Library have been published in 1,818 languages throughout the world, during the 1960 biennial session of the Southern Book Club Association, which has been published in 220 languages. Last year, for the first time complete bibliographies were published in many languages. Dr. Brown attended the Southeastern University, Knoxville, and at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville.

Esso Foundation Gives SMC $2,000 For Gymnasium

Eastern Methodist Academy in the recipient of a $2,000 check from the Esso Foundation, according to Dr. C. B. Ross. The receipt and the check will be put into a special fund for those students who wish to study music.

Many of the world's music critics have praised organist Elsasser for having "the world's finest pedaling technique." These exhibitions of "foot work" range from a French Endeavor played by feet alone and containing whole paragraphs of four-note chords to his own composition containing some 3,000 pedal notes to be played in approximately three minutes. This latter composition is often followed byใกลיתו ריקפורטע "_flight of the Bumblebee" performed almost entirely by the feet. He seems to be able to play Beethoven's sonatas to the degree that he has transformed and performed the entire 350 organ compositions. He was founded in four seasons, director of the Bach Society of Boston.

Conductor

As a conductor, he has directed the 124 members of the Brooklyn Symphony in some of the monumental Beech orchestra for orchestras. Similar programs have led to increased guest conducting, as well as in other capacities. Among his compositions, a few seasons, director of the Bach Society of Boston.

Department Buys Arc-Espark Spark For Physics Use

The physics department has just purchased a Belden Associates arc-spark source for use in instrumentation and research requiring greater rapidity of light. It is a type of electrophoretic analysis.

The unit provides for both alternating current and direct current, and has a number of instruments and suitable luminous tubes by one of these methods. Its performance is favorable to the other instrument.

The unit was purchased second hand from Boller, Company, in Allentown, Pennsylvania.
Enlarge Your World

How large is your world? The social circles of some are so small they cannot become important to others, because there are no people in the circle they can influence.

Do you decide you don't like a person from what you have heard of him before you have had a chance to find out for yourself what he is like? The one who tells you may not know anything about him except what other persons have said. This is a poor basis for choosing friends.

It is my opinion that we students are extremely friendly as far as the "hello," "how are you?" and "excuse me" are concerned, but that a large proportion of us are deceiving ourselves. We are content to be friendly with one another, yet are not acquainted with the full measure of trust and confidence which we place in our friends.

Women's Residence Hall

April - Vacation

By SANGRA ELROY

The April vacation has arrived for most students, and brings with it the opportunity to travel to different parts of the country.

For some, it may be a chance to visit family members or friends who live in other parts of the world. Others may choose to explore new places, try new foods, and have an opportunity to relax and enjoy some leisure time.

In conclusion, the April vacation is a time for many students to take a break from the routine of their daily lives and enjoy the fresh start that comes with a new month.

SWMCC Band Free Programs

Collegedale Community Center, April 21, 8 p.m., Highland Academy Band, April 22, 8 p.m., Nashville Women's Memorial Auditorium, April 23, 8 p.m., SMCC, April 24, 8 p.m.
Miss Lea Served As Accountant, Dean, Registrar

Walling up the college for four thousand years, Miss Lea has lived in Cleveland, Tennessee, Miss Lea is indeed a record.

At the age of twenty-one, she was the Accountant, and Dean, Registrar, and Trustee of a small Southern college. In 1945, Miss Lea retired from the college, and has since then been living in the South for forty years.

Memories

In the beginning, there were some memories of how the college was before the war - a small, simple place with a few buildings and a few students. But then, as the college grew, more buildings were added, and the student body increased. Today, the college is a large, bustling place with many buildings and a large student body.

Despite the changes, Miss Lea has remained a fixture at the college, helping to keep the books and assist in various tasks. Her presence is still felt, and she is respected for her dedication and hard work.

SA Secretary Loves Horses, Music, Hiking, and Tractors

SA Secretary loves horses, music, hiking, and tractors. She is an avid rider and enjoys spending time in the great outdoors. She is also a talented musician and enjoys playing the guitar and piano. In her free time, she enjoys hiking with her dog and exploring the local nature trails.

Class Parties to Be Held; Variety Is Anticipated

Harley will be the common denominator of all class parties to be held throughout the year. Crazy hats will be popular items in the party's theme and the end of the social, students will be divided into groups, and each group will have a different theme, making for good reveling.

Senator C. N. Rice is to be host for the sophomore class party, which will be held on Saturday evening. The theme will be "Wild West" and the party will feature horseback riding and a Wild West show.

The junior class theme is "Thermos or Percolator," with many specials for the sophisticated student. The event will be held on Saturday evening at the Student Union. The Sophomore class theme is "The Million Dollar Party" and will feature a variety of games and prizes for the students.

Collegegled Cabinets, Inc.

Manufacturers of High Quality Lab.

Collegedale, Tenn.

Telephone 6-2912

"Free Floodlight on any Oil Cabinet" Schedule

Orders Taken by any of our Offices

Summer Sale

SA Senate Experience Necessary for Leadership

By BRIDGE TRIMBLE

Grammatically speaking, the di-

5.000 students to this column's po-
litical interest, but it will be a

The student Senate is in session and
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Faculty Men Entertain Women at Annual Event

The men faculty and staff members entertained the women faculty of Southern Missionary College at the faculty staff dinner party the night of March 15.

The men, as hosts, met the women equipment managers at 30:15, the new women’s dormitory, and dormitory business managers showed them around the dormitory. From the reception room they went to the cafeteria where John Schmidt, director of food services, had prepared the evening meal.

The center of interest was a large vase for flowers around which were the slides for the evening’s meal. Mr. Schmidt served the vase out of a 209 pound block of ice and had glass and a crystal piece for the ice cube.

The group then went to the science building, room 221A, where Dr. John Christian and Dr. Clar- ence Chest performed a chemistry demonstration for the ladies. The demonstration put on a physics demonstration.

Since it was a rainy day, the group went to the library where Mr. Davis, director of libraries, showed the ladies some of the books he uses which included Mr. Kyle Boros, Mr. Wayne White, and Mr. Donald White. Mr. Davis also showed the group a quartz crystal of Mr. J. C. Coleman, a member of the Physics Department, Dr. Larry Williams and Mr. John Read sang for the group.—PAN

College Faculty Salaries Up According to NEA Survey

College professors, the senior faculty members, broke through the $10,000 barrier this year and are expected to earn, for the average, $10,376. College instructors, the beginning faculty members, have a median salary of $6,000 and Roy C. Macl, director of the NEA study.

The $10,356 for the full professor represented an increase of $12.06 per cent over the last similar study by the NEA, two years ago. One-fourth of the professors are paid more than $10,144; one-fourth less than $10,136.

The median salary for college instructors is $5,382, with one-fourth earning more than $6,000 and one-fourth less than $5,382. Some associate professors are paid as much as full professors—the range for such associate professors reaches a top of $10,500. Only 2 per cent of full professors earn as much. The median for college presidents is $12,000, with two presidents reported to be as high as $10,000 and $9,900 each with $10,000.

Nearly four-fifths of the college teachers are men, and, in addition, two-thirds are educators. Most of the data for the men is $7,009, and for women, $5,410. These data were obtained from more than 300 universities and colleges in all parts of the country. A geographic distribution of the report shows the highest median salary, $12,017, was reported in the Far West; the lowest, $6,019, in the Southeast.

On the average, professors comprise 20.4 per cent of the faculty, associate professors, 12.4 per cent, assistant professors, 20.3 per cent, and instructors 37.9 per cent.

Salary changes from the report received during 2 years ranged from a decrease of $7 per cent of the teaching staff in 15 per cent of the cases for 3.7 per cent of the teaching staff.

The group gathered for the NEA reception on March 15. Dr. Davis, director of libraries, showed the lady members the new women’s dormitory. The group was welcomed by Miss Jesse Martin, president of the NEA.

Dr. Bohannon was appointed to Iran Service After Mr. Bohannon was graduated from SMC, in 1952, he entered the Seventh-day Adventist Theology at Washington, D.C., and received the M.A. in Practical Theology.

He was the associate pastor of the Colombia, Georgia, church. While there, he directed the building of the Lord’s Church. Then he was appointed pastor of the Lincoln City church. During his stay there he was commander of the SMC Missionary Defense which followed a bull whistle, horn, and a hand bell for entertainment.

SMMC Business Club Visits Chicago During Vacation

Spring vacation began the SMMC business club’s tour of Midwestern attractions especially in Chicago. To arrive Thursday morning early, we visited the Board of Trade. The notion was to take a peaceful walk between layers and offices had been

Nursing Division Reveals Awards Of Scholarship

The Division of Nursing, is happy to announce the winners of the scholarship awards for 1964.

This year the $10,000 E. F. Glenn Award, senior housing day, was won by Dr. Robert E. Smith and the Division of Nursing, made the presentation at Collegeville. This award is given in the category of the nursing profession.

The winners will be announced in June.

The Division of Nursing entered the following contestants: Mrs. M. A. Davis and Miss W. B. Collins of Arkansas.
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SMC WELCOMES 300 SENIORS

Division Plans Special Week For Fine Arts

Fine Arts Week, an annual event at Southern Missionary College, will be held April 30-May 5. Events of the week will include three chapel services and the Friday and Saturday night programs. The Monday and Friday chapel programs will feature local talent from SMC’s music department, and the Wednesday chapel will be illustrated art lecture by Prof. George Ross of the University of Chattanooga. Friday night, the Collegiate Church will present its sacred concert. Saturday night, a fine arts movie entitled “Amazement Panorama” will be presented. It will be a panoramic view of American music and art and will feature the Collegiate Choir, instrumental and vocal music groups and interested students. In connection with this program, there will be an art exhibit under the direction of Mr. Larry Williams. The exhibit will include the works of four students minsting in art.

Also part of Fine Arts Week will be the Southern Missionary College Orchestra under the direction of Raymond Kerr. The concert will be scheduled for May 6, but it has been postponed until May 13—PAN.

Student Elections Include

orment for Accent

in a general election Tuesday, April 17, the SMC student body elected the Student Association Executive for the 1962-63 academic year.

Southern Accent

Elected to the Southern Accent Executive was Gilbert Burnham, a sophomore biology major. Burnham, who serves as student newspaper editor this year’s Southern Accent, is Henri LaCroix, California.

Acting as business manager for next year’s Southern Accent will be Carl Coddle, a freshman business student from Greenville, Tennessee.

Southern Memories

Selected by the students as Southern Memories editor was Martin Bowers, she is a junior home economics major from Maryville, Kentucky, and Jackson, Tennessee.

Southern Memories business manager will be Harold Brown, a junior business student from Tullahoma, Tennessee.

WSMC FM

In the WSMC FM ‘62, Ed McShesha received the majority vote of the student body in the election for Student Association Secretary. Linda Bryant, a Florida junior student, was chosen to fill the newly created post of Student Association associate secretary.

Health and Labor

The health and labor chairman will be James W. Freeman, a freshman theology student from Fruitland, Tennessee.

Program

Ronnie Cote, a junior pre-med student from Portland, Tennessee, was selected to head up the programs committee.

Public Relations

Chairmanship of the public relations committee was given to junior Kim Hebert (Continued on page 9).

FUTURE EVENTS

April 23—Lecture, Film Night—Chris Carr, SMC Outing at Camp Cummy Gay
April 27—Fifty-Senior Program—From 7-9 p.m.
April 30—May 6—Music Week—Friday Night, Senior Program—By Collegiate Guild
May 4—Friday night, Sacred Program by Collegiate Group
May 5—Fine Arts Talent Revue

Dr. Christensen Elected to Board Of National Group

NAPF (National and Western Professor of Hebrew), which met in St. Louis, Missouri, on December 25, elected Dr. Oscar Christensen, professor of Religion and Biblical languages at SMC, among five others from Fuller Theological Seminary, University of California, Gordon Divinity School, Jewish Theologcal Seminary, and Oxford University College. His new office and board membership were recently published in the NAPF journal.

Professor Raymond A. Brown of the University of Chicago, Dr. Christensen’s major professor, was elected president. Dr. Chanevski is chairman of the Division of Religion at SMC. He has held this position for four years, being on the staff here three years prior to his promotion.—PAN.

Symphony Orchestra Will Make Debut May 13

The Southern Missionary College Symphony Orchestra, the newest musical group on the campus, will present its opening concert on Sunday, May 13, at 8:00 p.m. in the Collegiate Auditorium. The orchestra is under the direction of Professor Raymond Kerr. Professor Kerr joined the staff of SMC this year, and first orchestra is made up of students from SMC and community people.

A feature selection will be “Lament” from the “Four Piano Concertos” with strings. The concert will be Mrs. Ellen Clark, Harold Sanders, Miss Jo Conner and Miss Louise Logan—all students of Dr. Marcus Taylor, chairman of the Division of Fine Arts.

SA Stresses ‘New Look’ In College Days Program

By DIXIE FREEMAN, President SMC

The myriad doors of opportunity stand open to the campus at one for the progressive student. The Student Association provides the opportunity to apply skills of leadership and creativity. A unified student body utilizing the maximum of one’s talents and direction as set forth by Christian educational philosophy and principle. Faculty are responsible for administrative dedication and loyalty to provide the potential of a rapidly progressing physical plant. College industries are libraries for application of the manual skills as well as unique financial helping hands for students.

SMC invites such visiting scholar to consider himself right at home on one Southern campus, where education in a progressive Christian program standards are a reality, and friendships are a fact.

Senior Class Plans Outing At Cumby-Gay

The annual senior class outing will be held at Camp Cumby-Gay, April 27-29.

Camping equipment will be loaded and orders taken before the major senior event begins slowly. The seniors leave for the camp, which is in Georgia.

Program for the four day outing will be a pleasant mixture of hiking, camping, various games, and sports, including horseback riding and canoeing. The senior event will begin at noon to welcome the Sabbath.

Schools and church will be held out of doors before dinner. An extensive nature hike is planned for Sabbath afternoon. For the Sunday night program folk singing will be the evening’s entertainment with the guest of honor, Dr. C. C. Cashwell.

The seniors will break camp at 9 o'clock Sunday morning and continue to enjoy the beautiful weather for part of their last month of college.

Mr. John Schmidt will be in charge of the food for the week end, and Dr. Wilbert Schallendor, the senior class sponsor, will be the cook.—PAN
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Your Choice and Future

If you have claustrophobia in crowds, in all sense of direction on campuses, a dulled idea of what college life is like, a fear of studying for examinations of higher education, or just plain wondering about college, we invite you, the high school and academy seniors, to indulge in College Days in order to get the full benefits they hold for you.

The goal of College Days is to paint a true picture of SMC, including every phase of student life from study and work to play. To this goal, the administration and students are striving through the efforts of the Student Senate.

You have gone through one day of the eventful week end already and have, no doubt, begun to form some basic opinion of SMC. We hope you have, but reserve room to form the real opinion when you have finished this day, because this day is geared for you, the information seeker. As you observe the college and all its offerings, you will definitely find the program that will best help you to make that dream come true, if indeed you have one.

The teaching staff are well trained in their specific fields and are appointed with much thought and study as to the contributions they would give to this college and to the residence who choose to be well educated here. The purpose is to develop a well-rounded individual rather than one who is top-heavy in any of the three forms: body, mind or soul.

You have seen the growing physical plans—the addition of Science Building, the new women's dormitory, the new year the new shopping center, and in the near future a new church, gym, administration building, and eventually a new campus. This is a progressive college and its students are likewise progressive.

The Student Association will be your voice in the affairs of the college's advance towards the future with the students' best interest at heart. If you choose to enter SMC, you will be part of this united effort towards service and ultimately perfection.

If you choose to cast your lot with SMC, you will include yourself in a heritage that no man can outlive. This heritage dates back to the years of struggle by strong men and women with utmost faith in God.

With only four short-years-steps, you will find yourself an alumni of this institution whose name spreads around the world.

The opportunities are all here for you. Now is your choice and your future. As you read the eighth pages of this newspaper, sections of which are featured for you, we hope you will decide that this SMC is the place for you. GK

Letters...

Buddy-Buddy Help In Cafeteria Line OK

Dear Editor,

I am happy that I have buddies who are ready to share same line in line. I do the same for them if I have a chance. All three students who are always about in line should get some friends to help them and that way everybody's happy.

Your humble servant,

Bob Aron

Station WSMC-FM

Is Appreciated

I would like to express my appreciation to the college administration for setting up an FM radio station on campus. The fine music in a new direction in entertainment for our hour. Two AM radio listeners left for years because there were no program except the news broadcast that was too loud to be a Christmas show, but now 154 AM is our evening fare.

The children appreciate the story hour on Monday and my sizeeregions morning the Boys. Sunday School classes have a smaller program more often, perhaps for the younger crowd.

Thank you to John Vogt, Terry McClure and all the staff and munc for their service; they who have worked for years to see this a working reality.

Lester Wolfe

SMC

News Notes...

Editor

Re/igious News

Letters

Letters from the Soviet Union are available for your personal collection. The first two letters were written by John Bonham, an American student, during his recent stay in the Soviet Union. The letters, which are now available at the Student Union Office, contain reflections on Soviet life and culture.

Religious News Notes

Church construction for the first two months of 1962 was estimated at $3,000,000,000 with the majority of the funds being allocated for the construction of new churches. The construction of these new churches is expected to reach completion by 1965, ensuring a significant increase in the capacity of churches across the country.

Refugee Data...

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees has reported that the number of refugees in the world has increased by 500,000 since last year, reaching a total of 2,500,000. The majority of these refugees are from the Middle East and Asia.

News from the South

The Southern Accents is a quarterly magazine published by the Southern Methodist College. The magazine features articles and editorials on various topics related to college life. The next issue will be published on May 15th, featuring articles on campus events and student life.

Women's Residence Hall

Mormonism is advocates of a true and living religion, which is supported by the scriptures and the principles of the Church. We believe that the Lord has set forth the plan of salvation through Jesus Christ, and we strive to help others understand and accept the principles of the gospel.

Dorm Catastrophes!

An unusual experience happened in Buxton Ziller about a month ago. In his room he found a tiny, brown-haired man who had been living there for the past two years. The man claimed to be a descendant of the founding family of the college.

Catched
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Another spring has rolled around, bringing with it the warnings of sunburn, the riotous exuberance of flowers, and an occasional astringent reminder we've been trying to conscience ourselves that "April showers bring May flowers."

Speaking of spring, we're all hoping that everyone had a happy vacation. We all did.

Mechanics

We have some rather adventurous pets down here, who have decided to take a course in auto mechanics. After the trip to College Dale, this past vacation, I think they have a head start. I never knew so much could go wrong with one car. Pat Ramsey's car is extenuating through, being something she couldn't find in her meager store of old rules. Linda Combs, Lil Wilson, Geraldine Denton, Ronald Hendrix, and Darla Combs, and yours truly have decided that a trip anywhere in Pat's car is not possible without three things: a blanket, because the "air-conditioner" can't be turned on; a flashlight, for the trip is the middle of the night to cool off the radiator and recharge the battery; and, of course, cheese and crackers to eat while waiting on some dark, lonesome highway for a car, a friendly truck driver to stop and give a ride. Anyway, things are looking up, when really the voltage regulator has expired. Even with all of this happening, the pets decided that the trip was well worth all the extra work. And, of course, Earl and Linda have started counting the sounds until the next trip. There is always some extraordinary mechanical ability some people have.

Assurances

Incidentally, any trip to College Dale is only one of the numerous trips that are just beginning with the usual ways of spring things. Jill Walk can give you a fairly detailed account of a trip to "Tom's Pizza Palace." She and Pat not only had pizza smeared from head to toe, but a gravy of grease here and there.

If anybody wants to see a good specimen of cauliflower ears just take a look at Tom Adams. She spent three hours on the phone the other day, doing most of the talking, I might add.

We have a couple down here that seem to need a little counseling from Dean Taylor on good social conduct. Barbara Clement's little girl, Cindy, and Mrs. Theriot's (four days) little boy, Duj, seem to think it's fun to bug each other and then go crying during dinner.

Work of Prayer

A few weeks ago we enjoyed a Week of Prayer conducted by Elder L. G. Scott from Kenner, Texas. Elder Scott was from New Orleans, Louisiana, and lived in his early childhood in a Mississippi farm. He was graduated from College Dale Academy. His college days were interrupted while he spent three years with the U.S. Army Air Force, and is the sergeant's assistant. He is a graduate of Southern Missionary College. He has a master's degree in education and a theological principal in the University of Chicago, Texas Christian University. The University of Texas, and Andrews University. He has pastored 15 churches, was edu cator of Religion and MOV servant of the Georgia-Cumberland Conference, captain of Southern Missionary College for three years, and college president for four years. He has conducted several weeks of prayer in junior and senior academies, junior and senior colleges, and the Glencoe Sanatorium Hospital. He is an exceptionally good speaker, and I'm sure we have gained a rich blessing from his presence here.

New Plans

Direct to Seventh-Day Adventists from factory

10% above cost

Write for specifications.

Wilson Brothers Plano Co.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

SA to Stage "Fantasyland"

Tonight the Student Association invites you to spend "A Day in Fantasyland," as the Promotions Committee presents the annual College Days program. The visit to the land of make-believe, the places where dreams come true, will start at 8:30 a.m., immediately following morning worship.

Princes of Fantasy, Miss Linda Byant, will wave her magic wand to start the day in her multi-color realm. The mystical tale includes a trip "Over the Rainbow," to "Neverland," and "The Steeple Town," and many other thrills too numerous to mention about and enchanting trip through Wonderland.

The script, done partly in verse, is written by Susan Boyd and Rona L. Ward, with the help of many other students, and is a true representation of their thoughts, dreams, and imagination.
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SMC Offers Nine Divisions

Communication Arts

This is the age of communications. Every day we are confronted with the necessity of understanding our interactions with others. We base our projects being carried out on such as the "selective listener." Within the next few months we may have worldwide (live) television programs.

Communications is a broad field it covers radio, television, newspapers, magazines, the movie industry, and the publishing industry. It includes also some of our everyday conversations. Every individual, every organization, every business and every facet of the world depends on communications.

The age of mass communications has brought as much importance to the academic field of communications. Southern Methodist college is endeavoring to "keep up" with the new and rapidly developing field. Last year the English department, the speech department and the modern language departments were combined into the present Communication Arts Division. Dr. Clyde G. Bushnell is the chairman of the division.

Opportunities

There are many opportunities for those interested in communications to practice what they learn. In the various writing courses, one may write columns and articles for publication in the college newspaper—The Southern Accents—as well as The Weekly Instructor and the radio station WSMC-FM. Give the speech student an opportunity to "learn the ropes" and practice his definition before a "live" listening audience. Those interested in script writing can get much experience writing for the station. WSMC-FM is an educational radio station authorized by the Federal Communications Commission. The station will operate on the assigned frequency 88.3 megacycles.

Fine Arts

Have you ever had aetical, an art class, or an art course, or an art workshop? Have you ever had a veritable master class or an art studio? What about a week of painting, sculpture, or pottery painting by an accomplished artist, to paint something like you yourself, and then simply dismiss the idea as "impossibly impossible"?

Well, . . . we think we may have talent! And if you are really interested, drop down to the studio below, join Helen Hole and see what goes on in the land of brushes and modeling clay.

Whether it is classical drawing, oil painting, or sculpture that interests you, Mr. Oliver Doss or Mrs. Melva Williams will be glad to have you good art students. You can do wonders like the people like you.

We're sure you like music: music that makes you dance, music that makes you sing, music that makes you feel. Does the music you like make you feel that you're apathetic? We do hope that you'll learn to appreciate the more serious music, for that is why we are here to help you learn to know and to love good music. From a picture in a pipe organ, we are prepared and ready to assist you.

If you have any questions of our music minor about the real professional training available in the audio and visual departments of the Music Department, you are now being taught for the musical student.

The Music department provides a musical language, a musical theory and its ready for operations of the music student. This is being utilized by the French, German, and Spanish classes of the Music Department, taught by the Spanish and French teachers of Collegeville Academy. The lab work is very helpful to students who are learning to speak and understand the language.

Professors

If you are interested in any of these fields you may consider one or more of the following teachers: Dr. Clyde G. Bushnell, professor of modern languages, Mrs. M. Hedge, associate professor of speech, William Hill, Taylor, associate professor of journalism, and Gordon Maddox, associate professor of English. Mrs. Maddox is on leave of absence this year working on her doctorate degree. He will return to the college fall to resume his teaching duties.

Whatever you choose for a life work, remember you must be able to communicate properly and efficiently. The musical arts constitute the most prominent achievement of the human race, and the music major will help you realize the importance of the fine arts department.

Chairs of the Division of Nursing, Dr. Mardel Smith, looks over files of nursing students.
The Division of Natural Sciences and Mathematics is composed of the biology, chemistry, physics, and mathematics departments. The object of this division is to give the student an understanding of the relation of science to our modern civilization.

Biology
In the biology department, there are essentially three types of courses offered:

1. The first type of course is the general or survey type. These courses are popular with students of every curriculum who wish to gain a basic understanding of biology to fulfill the science requirement.
2. The second type are the pre-professional science courses. In these, the pre-professional student is expected to develop enough biological knowledge to keep him busy in medical or dental school.
3. The third type of course is a comprehensive survey of the other three. These courses are designed to satisfy the student, particularly those seeking a doctor of medicine or dentistry.

Chemistry
The chemistry department this year is under the direction of Dr. J. E. Watson, the chairman of the division. There is one professor who teaches in this department.

Social Sciences
The Division of Social Science includes history, political science, geography, sociology, and cultural studies.

When you are thinking of a catalytic effect of a stimulating environment you are in the right place. The Science Building with its new addition has doubled in size. Whether you are taking a subject that is starting in the new year or you are continuing your studies in the same field of law.

The Social Science Division sponsors two courses during alternate semesters. Both carry three hours of college credit. During the summer of 1959, a three-week trip to France, Switzerland, New York and the New England states will be offered. The other begins in June of this year and is a tour of the South. It will touch all the states within the Ohio River and Mississippi river. The times to be reached will include all the great sights of southern American history and will take about six weeks of tour, covering about 3,000 miles. The entire one per student for the tour of the books is estimated at $270 and may be even less. —EFA
Pre-Professional

Southern Methodist College offers pre-professional and pre-technical curricula in a wide variety of fields. These open the way for students to enter professional schools of their choice for more specific training, or to enter upon a career as technologists.

The college is prepared to cooperate with students desiring to enter fields not listed below and will seek out special requests of courses needing to meet the entrance requirements to such institutions as may be chosen.

Medicine

Because nearly all medical colleges now require a bachelor's degree of all candidates, students who expect to enter a medical college should register as candidates for a bachelor of arts degree, selecting suitable majors and electives.

Care should be taken to see that the entrance requirements of the chosen medical college are included in the course of study.

The quality of scholarship required for entrance demands that grade-point averages in normal subjects and other subjects, figured separately, should not be less than 1.5, and a higher grade-point average is desirable.

Dentistry

Class A dental colleges require a minimum of two years of college work, and students planning to enter the Dental School of Loma Linda University should plan to take three years of college work. Those desiring to become dentists should plan for two years of college work before entering the dental hygiene course.

Pre-professional laboratory technicians should plan to take three years of study at Southern Methodist College point in attending a school of medical technology. The pre-professional course calls for one year of college work.

Law

SMC's pre-law program has been fashioned to meet the requirements of the Law School of the University of Tennessee and other accredited by the National Association of American Law Schools. Students completing three years of college with a grade-point average of 75 or better may receive the bachelor of arts degree from Southern Methodist College upon completion of the year in law school provided that the last year of pre-professional work is taken in residence at SMC.

Elect applications for this degree be made before the student enters law school, that the student maintains a pattern of living and conduct compatible with the aims and objectives of SMC, and that the student fulfills the requirements for a major and minor.

Engineering

Southern Methodist College offers a two-year pre-engineering program, the completion of which enables the student to transfer to an engineering school without loss of time. He can then pursue further studies in either civil or mechanical engineering.

SMC also offers three other pre-professional curricula. They are pre-physical therapy, pre-pharmacy, and pre-orthoptometry. Each of these requires two years of college work before entering the professional school.—FEA

Lyceum Program Will Be Film 'Sun Comes Up'.

Jeanette McDonald, starring in a picture called 'The Sun Comes Up,' will be shown at Southern Methodist College on Saturday night, April 29.

It may be less to Southernites and many others that this film was shot in the Smoky Mountains. No color film and a dog play important roles in this dramatic narration. How the power of sympathy can overcome selfishness and do good in another's life is shown.

Miss McDonald will sing some of her best songs. "All who have learned to love the songs of Jeanette McDonald will love this film," says Mr. Hyde of the Program Committee.

This is a program and will be shown in the College Yokesdale auditorium.—PAN

Organist Group Visits Campus

Southern Methodist College entertained thirty members of the Chattanooga chapter of the American Guild of Organists on Monday afternoon.

After a dinner in the Genevieve room, they attended a concert presented by Mr. Del Claess, organist, and the Collegiate Choir, directed by Mr. Doug. Claess.

The Chattanooga group included Dr. and Mrs. Pluhar of Chattanooga College; Mr. Ortley, director of the Chattanooga Boys Choir; Dr. and Mrs. Lewis, head of the music department at the University of the South, and prominent public school teachers and church musicians of the area.—PAN

Loma Linda Research Shows Influenza-Fallout Relationship

Atlantic City, N. J.—Survivors of a nuclear disaster could become victims of an influenza epidemic against which their natural resistance had been destroyed. Studies at the Loma Linda University Van. laboratory in Los Angeles show that gamma rays such as might be encountered near a nuclear disaster area change the "immune mechanism" which protects the body from the influenza virus.

AEC Helps

Research scientists at the Loma Linda University School of Medicine, with support from the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, conducted a series of experiments on mice in a special laboratory constructed for the purpose. One section of the laboratory, guarded by a heavy lead door and other safety devices, contained a Cobalt-60 source emitting carefully measured radiation waves. The second laboratory area contained work space and room for test animals not to be exposed to the radiation.

Results

In the radiation exposure room, mice were placed at four different distances from the Cobalt-60 source, making it possible for the university scientists to observe the effects of different dosages of continuous radiation on the animals. All four levels of irradiation were too large to be correct the size of a nuclear explosion. More were irradiated at the various positions for given periods of time, then returned to the exposure room. At this point they were infected with influenza virus, then reared for additional periods of irradiation. A second group of mice never exposed to the irradiation were also infected with the virus, but in the latent free sections of the laboratory.

Comparisons were made both between the irradiated and non-irradiated mice. The irradiated animals showed the presence of larger amounts of the influenza virus, developing more rapidly and persisting for longer periods of time than the non-irradiated mice. Those which had undergone the largest amount of exposure to the Cobalt-60 source had approximately six million times as much virus as those which had not been irradiated.

Explanation

An explanation for the markedly greater growth of the disease virus in the irradiated animals is provided by blood tests done on both groups 30 days after they were infected. The tests measured the amounts of antibodies, organisms which protect the body against the infection, present in the bloodstream of both groups of mice.

The mice which had not been exposed to the radiation showed high levels of antibodies against the influenza virus. The irradiated mice had few protective antibodies, and those that were present presented the largest danger of irradiation had an adverse effect on antibody production and abolished the disease.

The report of these experiments was presented by James J. Cantor, Jr., M.D., at the Atlantic City meeting of the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology.
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Detamore Evangelistic Team Completes Week of Prayer

Over 60 college students, seven students, chemistry students, and community people signed Detamore's Evangelistic Team's Mission Statement for the week of prayer. The team's mission was to be a presence during the Week of Spiritual Emphasis at Southern Methodist University, April 5-6-7.

OSU Chemist Visits Campus On NSF Program

Dr. W. T. Uppigott, chemistry professor at Oklahoma State University, spent March 7-9 with the SMU chemistry department and the American National Science Foundation through their Visiting Scientist Program. He taught a number of classes while here, speaking on topics which he had studied. On Wednesday evening he talked to the students about what to expect in graduate school and about opportunities for vacations in chemistry. On Friday morning, he talked in chapel on "Science and the Society of Tomorrow." He also conducted the orchestra of the chemistry department with respect to a number of changes. His one contribution that he made was an improved inorganic chemistry class for seniors. He brought in new materials which he thought might be of interest to the students.

Concert Band Gives Annual Spring Concert

The SMU Band, under the directions of Dr. Philip Huss Hall, presented a Spring Concert on Saturday night in the tabernacle. Clefsinger Miss Lillian, from Champaign, Ohio, was soloist and guest conductor for the concert. Kenneth Stew was presented the John Phillip Sous Band award for his meritorious contribution to the band. The winner of this award is chosen by the students based on leadership, musical ability, and contributions to the band in general.

Chordale Gives Home Concert At May 4 Vespers

Establishing traditions is the theme of the Chordale Choir this season, and their annual Home Concert at 5:00 p.m. May 4, in the Pine Hall, is a good example of this. The program, which will be divided into four sections, will include songs related to the birth and life of Christ. Each section of the program will be presented by a student choir. The director's goal is to present something that will inspire each listener to greater understanding of Christ. This year the choral emphasis will be on Mary's position as the mother of the Lord. The concert will be accompanied by Mrs. Louise Davis, organist, and Dr. C. E. Smith, bassist.

Religion Club Nominates New Officers

The nominating committee of the Religion Club will nominate candidates for the offices for the forth-coming school year.

The candidates were presented at the club meeting on March 25, and were nominated and elected by the following votes: Robert DeBell, president; George Kery, vice-president; Dr. E. N. Coats, secretary; and Roy Rowse, public relations.
13 Freshman English Students Win $600 from Pen League

Southern Missionary College Freshman English students swept the Yale’s New Haven Pen League, winning 13 of 19 possible awards plus an additional manuscript with total payments of $655. The grand award winner of $100 was Rettae Atchison, author of a double-length article.

First three awards out of six possible, paying $50 each, went to Carol Gene Davis, Bethany Hamptom, Elizabeth Davis and Ann Jean G. Winn (double-length). Three second awards out of six possible, paying $25 each, went to Amice Frazier, Leslie Knight and Ursula McDonald.

Five third awards out of six possible, paying $15 each, went to Gladi Atwood, Rench Dunks, Mary Dale Franklin, Frances Ann Matlock, Jeffrey Hoyt, Clark Hughes, and Jean Sue Ulick, John Dukh, Richard McKee, John Norman, Condred Sank, Linda Stallman, Beth Wetzels, and Brenda Wood-Field.

The Yale’s New Haven Pen League has six divisions of writing types in which entries may be classified.

In each division are offered three awards: 1st, $65; 2nd, $25; 3rd, $10 and double payment on any award in which the manuscript awarded is double length. Also a Grand Award of $50 is made for the most outstanding entry of all the divisions.

Inside the awards, a $15 payment is made on each unmodified manuscript accepted for publication.

Note: Seventh-day Adventist college participants in the 1962 writing effort.

A total of 19 awards were given by the Yana’s equivalent; SMC students received 13 awards and 14 acceptances in a total of 27 manuscripts to be published.—PAN

Five Students Represent SMC at NEA Convention

Five SMC students, Barbara Benson, Candis Reibet, Susan Boyd, Hazel Hart, and Diane Tennant, and Mrs. G. B. Dean, sponsor of the group and associate professor of education, represented the Southern Missionary College chapter of student members of the National Education Association at a state-wide convention held on the campus of Austin Peay State College, Friday, April 27, under the direction of the Tennessee Education Association.

SA Delegates Attend Council Meet at SWJC

Five delegates from eight colleges recently attended the 12th annual Southern Junior College Student Association Workshop. Their workshop was held April 25-29, on the campus of Southwestern Junior College at Kenedy, Texas.

As an overall theme for the workshop, the delegates discussed the role that extra-curricular activities play on Seventh-day Adventist campuses.

The keynote address was presented by Professor Leif Trostdal of Andrews University. In his address Professor Trostdal pointed to dedication of excellence as a primary goal of a quality student leader.

The delegates voted to continue the intercollegiate workshop, which will be held next year on the campus of Columbia Union College, Washington, D.C.

At the workshop from Southern Missionary College were: Mary罩 Thomas, student association officer; Ernest Wedding, president; Delores Cinit, treasurer, Judy Edwards secretary; Kenneth Johnson, secretary and editor; and Marilyn Everett, Southern Missionary editor.—PAN

Band Finishes Tour Season

The annual concert tour of the Southern Missionary College Band concluded under the direction of Mr. Myl Hagar, began Friday, April 27, for four days of travel and musical activity in Kentucky and Tennessee.

Carolyn Wilkinson Is Chosen SMC’s Secretary of the Year

Carolyn Wilkinson, a junior medical student attending students from Orlando, Florida, was chosen Secretary of the Year for 1962 at Southern Missionary College. Professor Curtis Reed, head of the secretarial science department, made the announcement at a chapel exercise on Wednesday, May 2.

Miss Wilkinson was presented with a copy of "The Standard Textbook for Secretaries." She received an eight-week course, which was presented on her by Miss Theria Blackmon, associate professor of secretarial science.

Carolyn plays the concert in the college band and likes sports, in general, particularly swimming and tennis. She is active in the vice-president of the Business Club and holds the office of Sigma Theta Chi.
Letter... 

Reader Urges More MATURE Acting

Dear Editor:

For individuals, walking out of wrestling in the evening to find that the car they have parked in the student parking lot has been slightly defaced is quite annoying. However, I am of the opinion that instead of cursing the car, one should take a reasonable and calm course of action, which is to report the vandalism to the appropriate authorities. This way, the perpetrators of such acts will be held accountable for their actions.

Sincerely,

David Miller
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Talegg

Imagined No Water

By: Sarah Elliott

The impossible has happened again. Where the innocuous season begins early in September and lasts until the bitter end of April (with snow showers thrown in for the classroom: Collectables, where you are always greeted by their kind faces and the inanimate objects they have collected and savored over the years in their own special way, Take, for instance, the cost of the items and such in the former store. I am sure not only to want to pay for these. Yet, the cost of the education goes up as such because of such vandalism. Then let's not forget the cost of the supplies to replace (or repair) the items. The price charged for the new items will be astronomical. However, if you will bring five or more of the same item, they will sell it to you at a discounted price.

Mr. De, Mr. State is having trouble finding work in his own line, but knowing whether he is an academy or a college pupil (I retain from 'DJ' the belief that there is no such thing—HE SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO (or accepted) in COLLEGE FOR AT LEAST FIVE YEARS. This would give that student a chance to make some money. This may not hands and stringent, but in view of the fact that Southern Academy College is to have, more students, intelligent students, ones such that the cost of tuition, in view of the people's need, seems too strong a barrier. A suggestion to Mr. De, Mr. State: Why not expand your horizon to include the country's welfare?

Sincerely,

Don Patrick

History Tour for Credit

(Continued from page 5, col. 3, prior to the Mormon migration across the plains to the Great Salt Lake Valley.

In Montgomery, Alabama, the students will stand on the very spot where Jefferson Davis took the oath as President of the Confederate States. They will visit the chamber where the Confederate government was organized and the village of east and where it was formally dissolved.

The fast and second white houses of the Confederacy are on the list as well as the spot where Jefferson Davis was captured by Union cavalry.

In Virginia the class will visit Richmond, Yorktown, Williamsburg, Richmond and Appomattox. They will go to "My Old Kentucky Home," where they will be able to see the home used by Stephen Foster when he wrote the words to his immortal song, "My Old Kentucky Home," which once stood on the plantations where he worked out the musical score.

The trip to historic Virginia reveals piers, horsehers, mules, and military history. All the students will experience the thrill of such rewarding experience and will leave with a new found respect for history credit. The total approximate cost is $125.00 per person.

For further information, write to the President, Southern Academy College, 123 Main Street, Tennessee—P.A.N.
Rain in Florida?

By BETTY JANE FIAL

By now you've all heard the 
expression, "Spring has sprung!
" Sprung is a spring, a
Sprung is a spring, a spring,

Green, lush and verdant, is what

Every day we see the changes
in the landscape as the months
pass by. The first flowers of the
spring have bloomed, and with
them has come the warmth of the
days. The air is filled with the
delightful scents of the blooming
flowers, and the birds are singing
their songs of praise to the new
season.

The days are becoming longer,
and the nights are getting
shorter. The sun is setting later
in the evening, and rising earlier
in the morning. The days are
clearer, and the sky is blue.
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Dr. Smith Participates On Nursing League Panel

Dr. Harriet Smith, chairman of the Division of Nursing at Southern Methodist University, participated in the annual convention of the Tennessee National League for Nursing, held in Nashville April 25-27. Dr. Smith participated in a panel discussion on "The Teacher of Students in a Hospital Setting," included a talk on "The Importance of the Nurse as a Health Educator," and also served as a committee member in the closing plenary session of nursing educators of Southern States.

She also worked as a member of the Southern Council of Education in Nursing from the time of its inception in 1951 until 1962. At the time of this writing it was assisted by the University of Louisville, the University of Florida, and the University of Texas. It serves to...—AF

Read Serves on Committee For Southern Association

Charles Read, head of the secretarial science department, served last week on the Board of Directors of the American Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools at White Sulphur Springs, West Virginia, and White House, Tennessee, a small community north of Nashville. This school is an associate member with the Southern Association and traditions of the southern states. Mr. Read was invited to conduct the department of business education of the school. This year the school is a member of the Finance Services Evaluating...—AF

Fine Arts Division Stages Final Program of Special Week

On Saturday evening, May 5, the fine arts department presented the final program of Fine Arts Week, in the College Chapel, conducted by Mrs. Dorothy Ackerman, who was one of the special concert tours. The new...—AF

Keepers of the Springs Elect Officers for Next Year

The Keepers of the Springs, an organization of Southern Methodist University, elected new officers for the next semester of the 1962-63 academic year which are as follows: President, Mrs. Mary Roberts; Vice President, Mrs. Mildred Spears; Secretary, Mrs. Jean James; Treasurer, Mrs. Mary Ann McHale; and Assistant Secretary, Mrs. Jean Shedd. The new officers were installed on May 1st. The Keepers of the Springs have been awarded the highest ranking with Mrs. Dorothy Ashpop as the organization's highest ranking officer. The new officers will be installed on May 1st. The organization will continue to...—AF

SMC Symphony To Give Concert

The Sam Houston College Symphony Orchestra, under the direction of Raymond Knauts, will present a program of orchestral music in the Tabernacle Auditorium Saturday night. The program will feature "Four Piano Concertos," by Mozart, and "The Rondelay," by Glinka, and will be under the direction of Dr. James Riggs, of La Sierra. The concert will be held at 8:00 p.m. on Saturday, April 27th. The program will feature the...—AF

Choral Rehearsal Presents Special Concert Of Sacred Music

The Southern Methodist College College Choir presented a program of sacred music in the Tabernacle Auditorium last evening, May 4. The choir, under the direction of Mrs. Dorothy Ackerman, began by singing several classical church works. "Thou shalt judge the people of the Lord" by Schu...—AF

Dr. George Kress Of UC Speaks At Fine Arts Chapel

Southern Methodist College observed its annual Fine Arts Week April 30 to May 5, featuring throughout the week the music and...—AF

Dr. James Riggs Of La Sierra To Da Research

Dr. James Riggs, chairman of the physics department of La Sierra College, will do research in his chosen area of spectroscopy with the SMU physics research project here this summer. Students electing to participate in the research...—AF

Dr. George Kress, chairman of the Fine Arts Department, said to be the busiest man in the College, will do research in his chosen area of spectroscopy with the SMU physics research project here this summer. The research will be supported by a grant from the National Science Foundation, given to the College in...—AF

McKee Baking Company Takes Title of Little Debbie's Helping over ninety students to earn their way through college.

Phone 396-2451 • Collegedale, Tenn.

House of Beauty Individual Hair Styling

In the Robinson Center

6503 Leo Highway

Phone 414-3727
Commencement Exercises Are Next Weekend for 61 Seniors

Nordal F. Rees, chairman of the department of applied theology, Andrews University, will speak to 61 seniors at Southern Missionary College's annual commencement exercises June 3.

On Friday night, June 1, Elder J. J. Millett, George-Custerland Church, Providence, will deliver the invocation, and the church anthem, "As the hart delighteth in the musing upon thetat," will be sung at midnight followed by the siren of the College Police Department.

Elder Rees, president of the Southern Union, will give the baccalaureate sermon Sunday evening, June 2.

Dr. George Harding, Medical Director of Harding Memorial Hospital, will officiate at the capping exercise at the sundown services June 2. Following this program, a reception is planned for the seniors and their families and relatives.

Thursday evening, May 31, the seniors will have a practice rehearsal for their graduation exercises.

Science Academy Grants $150

For Physics Work

A research grant of $150 was made to the Southern Missionary College physics department by the T. G. A. Science Foundation for the production of a Faraday cage. The Biological Institute of the College will use the cage for studying the effect of cosmic rays on plant growth.

New SA Officers Installed

At Special Convocation

The inauguration of the Student Association executive officers was held Friday morning, May 18. Those inaugurated were Ronald Numbers, president; James Wolters, vice-president; Judy Edwards, secretary; Damaris Cross, treasurer; Dwight Holmshendel, chaplain. Current Student Association president, Bruce Freeman, reviewed the accomplishments of this year's Association as he presented the president's gift to the incoming president, Ronnie Numbers. In a short acceptance speech Numbers recited the ideals and plans for the Association for the forthcoming academic year.

At the close of the inauguration, Rev. C. N. Rees spoke in the 1963 Student Association election and executive officers.

President Rees Announces Current, Future Personnel

Dr. C. N. Rees, president of Southern Missionary College, recently announced changes in the faculty and staff for the coming academic year.

Prof. Cyril J. E. Patten will join the faculty as director of admissions and records. He has been on the staff of the University of Georgia and is presently professor of history at the University of Maryland. He is presently writing the dissertation for the doctorate in education at the University of Maryland.

Prof. Albert Womack will join the Fall College department in September. Currently, he is completing the Ph.D. degree at the University of Maryland. He is a graduate of West Virginia University.

Mr. Francis Courtenay, Birmingham, Mich., who will join the faculty as director of the School of Journalism and Communications, is currently completing his Ph.D. degree at the University of Michigan. He is a graduate of the University of Florida.

Miss Patricia C. Collins joined the staff of SMC this summer, serving in the division of nursing, and she is an assistant professor in psychology. She holds the master's degree from Teacher's College, Columbia University, New York City. She is doing part-time work between SMC and Mississippi State Hospital, Chattanooga, as an RN at SMC and her psychiatric affiliation at Mountain View. She is in charge of the psychiatric section of the mental health program.

Mr. Alan Overney joined the staff last summer as an instructor in medical and surgical nursing on the Oklahoma campus. He holds the B.S. degree from Union College, Lincoln, Nebraska, and is currently working on the master's degree in nursing at the University of Florida.

SA Supports New Church With $200 Gift

The Student Association presented a $200 check to Pastor Ray B. Thurman in a brief chapel ceremony as a donation for the new church to be erected on the campus.

The check was presented to Pastor Thurman by the body of voting members of the Student Association on May 14. During the 1964-65 academic year, the Student Association voted unanimously to forward part of this year's SA contingency reserve to this endowment fund. This action was presented by the Student Association to the president and board of directors of the Southern Missionary College.

Miss Gretchen Smith, member of the Student Association, presented the check to Pastor Thurman, who then made a few comments as appreciation of this student interest and support.
A Large Task

The task that lies before us is large, and its charge, great. Honesty as editor is a delicate, a true, a trust; and reflect the opinion of the student, yet having ultimate responsibility vested in the administration. To many readers it is a fine choice with SMC. Through this bridge will be formed their image and opinion of the school. These requirements have but one solution, and that is in absolute integrity. Factually in a college newspaper should be defined as the power, in honesty, to propel and advise, but never to criticize or destroy.

Thus far, the Southern Accent will be different from this year’s is a foregone conclusion. This is as it must be, for a college newspaper represents the product of the combined imagination, initiative and ideas of its entire heterogeneous staff. But for a few concrete ideas for next year’s Southern Accent.

Elimination of the dormitory columns will help release space for activities of general interest. Substituting a general interest campus column in their place, the columns at mention of the campus will be more correctly conveyed to the reader.

In planning the 1962-63 ACCENT budget, we have made provision for each student to mail two subscriptions off campus. This will serve to broaden the readerhip and improve the image of SMC.

Paul, in planning the 1962-63 Accent budget, we have made provision for each student to mail two subscriptions off campus. This will serve to broaden the readerhip and improve the image of SMC.

Employee Name:

Staff:

Religious News Notes

A Canadian minister who has been awarded A.D. Graham weekly for the past two months was quoted in a report as saying that "only a miracle could lead the former Nazi leader to repent." He is Reverend Harold Graham, who is president of the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville, Kentucky. He said, "The only way I see that we can win the heart of Hitler is to pray for him continuously."

Women’s Residence Home

One More Week!

By Sandra Elliott

Only one more week, and many longer years will pass before we have our first issue of the Southern Accent, but we’re still going strong! With the coming of the recent test week we’ve had a bit of a break from writing, but now we’re back to it! These of our girls will be starting a new school year on September 1. They are Penny, Betty Lee, Barbara, and Linda. They will settle down to what they thought was a chance to relax for all the morning papers. The healthy green foliage below them turned out to be a real treat. That will richly study your buns sion better.

By Sandra Elliott

Even yesterday.

An oncoming, of course, Darlene Crockett, Zulea Garvey, Rifka Sklira, Janet Sages, Joan Aden, Linda Riddle, Penny Bush, Donna Hasting, and Catherine Morgan settled down to what they thought was a chance to relax for all the morning papers. The healthy green foliage below them turned out to be a real treat. That will richly study your buns sion better.
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Miss Baldwin Honored

The program honoring Miss Mildred Baldwin, presented by the education department of Southern Missionary College under the direction of Dr. K. M. Kendall and Miss Marian Simmons, was successfully concluded during the week of April 8-12. Students from the college were among the participants in the program which featured the lecture, "The College Spirit," by Dr. Joseph H. Bynum, Baptiste University, New Orleans, La.

Miss Baldwin's sitting at autumn night, with some of her students, poses for pictures with WSMC's feeder graduate students.

Miss Mildred Baldwin, third and fourth grade teacher at the A. W. Spilding School, was honored Friday night, May 11, for her years of service and teaching. The program was in the College Auditorium at 8 p.m.

The program was honored during the week were the members of the Student National Education Association. These four teachers delivered their final message to their profession with a teacher's pledge. Miss Baldwin is completing her sixth year on the SMC campus. Previously, she taught five years in Birmingham and seven years in Mobile.

She was born in Terrell, Ohio; she received a diploma from Eastern Junior College, Kersey, Colo.; she is a graduate of SMC, and she holds the master's degree from the University of Chattanooga.

The program included teachers and administrators appearing on the program were Dr. W. A. New, Alvin Miller, Wood; Mrs. Donald W. Poland; Dr. William Schmidler, Dr. K. M. Kendall; Elder W. W. Bucier and Elder M. R. Bucklan.

Other participants included Dr. Charles Call, pastor of the First Baptist Church; Rev. Jack Pullen, Gary Darrer, Ophelia Mathews, pastor, The Baptist Church; Rev. Robert Christner, Ethel Baker and James Jones.

Contest:

"Conestoga" was prepared by Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Smith, and was won by Miss Gladys Oakes, Fred Rogers and Don Davidson — PAM.

WSMC-FM Completes a Successful First Year

By JOHN VOLT

"This is WSMC-FM, the station designed with you in mind, Collegeville, Pennsylvania." This is a typical greeting that is heard on SMC-FM, radio station. As of May 27, WSMC-FM will have benefited for nearly four consecutive months on the air its rigorous schedule of a program guide. Actually it was on November 26 at last year that WSMC-FM went on the air for a season's operating period.

During the year and a half, WSMC-FM has broadcast approximately 15,000 hours of programming, 85 hours per week for 18 weeks. The programs have been mostly musical and classical music, though there have been many other varied programs also. Several highlights in the programming of the year include the opening of "Fairfax," a program made by the music department of the college; special ATC program produced by the managers of the college's electronic center; the opening of the "Memories" series, a local weekly series from the campus, and the "Higher Education" series, a program made by several departments of the college.

The program has been broadcast by a total of 50 individuals. There are 10 program announcements, including Bob Murphy, Ted Polman, Jack Bire, Robert Read, and El Michol. The WSMC manages are the voice of the music department of the college, special ATC production, and the companions of the college's electronic center.

The "May 6" program included the opening of the 1962 season of "Fairfax," a program made by the music department of the college; special ATC production, and the companions of the college's electronic center.

The program was broadcast by a total of 50 individuals. There are 10 program announcements, including Bob Murphy, Ted Polman, Jack Bire, Robert Read, and El Michol. The WSMC managers are the voice of the music department of the college, special ATC production, and the companions of the college's electronic center.

The success of the station's operation this year has been made possible by the many students who have devoted much of their time to the development of this project. The operating staff includes nearly 50 individuals. There are 10 program announcements, including Bob Murphy, Ted Polman, Jack Bire, Robert Read, and El Michol. The WSMC managers are the voice of the music department of the college, special ATC production, and the companions of the college's electronic center.
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Max Rojas Wins First in ATS Essay Contest

In the American Temperance Society essay contest, Max Rojas won the first prize, which was $15.00. The title of his essay was "Don't Apply for the Job Until You Find Another One." The essay was judged by the Student Alliance Committee and was considered to be the best in the competition.

Next Time, Maybe

Yes, it was a problem. Things went on for a long time, and when you least expected it, everything worked out. Maybe next time.

One More Try

Next time, maybe next time. This represents a change in the expectations and motivation levels, as well as in the attitude towards success.

Resident Res Tells Recent Staff Changes

(Cast from page 1, col. 5)

Mrs. Gladys L. Gaittner joined the staff of the college recently to serve as consultant on public relations for Miss. Gaittner, with the degree of public health from the University of North Carolina, and her undergraduate degree is from the University of Louisiana, New Orleans.

Mrs. Leon Beale White tells me that the secretary in the residence hall of the college next year, currently teaching in the secretarial department of the college of the arts, is Mrs. Leon Beale White. She will be teaching in the department of the arts.
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Next Time, Maybe

Yes, maybe next time he would have a chance to be better prepared and would try to put them into practice for the benefit of all.

Cooper Accepts Assistantship

At the University of Maryland
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Collegedale ATS Activities for ’62

The American Temperance Soci-
ety of Southern Methodist Col-
lege has been active again this year. In addi-
tion to work in the community, the A.T.S. activities include social, educational, and religious work. The society is composed of students who have been initiated into the society and have met the requirements necessary for membership. The society has met regularly to discuss various topics of temperance and to plan activities to promote the objectives of the society. In addition to the regular meetings, the society has sponsored various events, such as a temperance rally, a temperance debate, and a temperance film festival. The society has also participated in a variety of community events, such as a temperance march and a temperance fair. The society has been active in promoting the objectives of the society and has been successful in its efforts. The society has been supported by a group of students who are committed to the objectives of the society and have been active in its affairs. The society has been successful in its efforts and has been able to achieve its objectives.
SMC Board of Trustees Plans Improvements for Next Year

The Board of Trustees of South- ern Methodist College met May 10 to make plans for next year. The following changes in the fac- ulty are a result of the meetings:

Mrs. Eileen Demond, instructor in French, will be leaving the fac- ulty and going to the West Coast with her family. Professor A. Ted Connell, principal of the Arthur W. Spalding Elementary School, will be leaving the faculty of the United States.

Radio Station

(Continued from page 3, col. 2) explored to increase the power of the station and place the antennas at the top of the building. This, of course, was a costly operation and may not be feasible at present. It is hoped in time to prove a reality within two years.

The board also discussed plans for the immediate improvement of the San Juan and Fort Worth stations. It was voted to give study to plans for additional laboratory space for the A. G. Daniels Library.

The first three years of the program will be at Southern Methodist College and the fourth year will be at the Florida campus. A basic core of science degree may be obtained in this program.

The first award of $50 in this series was won by Judy Edmonds of the SMC College of Education.

Forty-Six Seniors Placed

SMC Wins 6 of 11 Awards In Advanced Pen League

In the advanced writers' section of the Year's Honors Pen League, SMC won the title of 11 awards given for a total of 75 points. The first award of $50 in this series was won by Judy Edmonds and Emma Phillips.

Women of Freshman English League

Paul Holden and Joan Schmidt: Third award of $25 each was won by Judy Edmonds and Emma Phillips.

Women of advanced writers' section.

SMC Wins 6 of 11 Awards In Advanced Pen League

Three awards of $25 each were given to Judy Edmonds, Emma Phillips, and Maureen Smith.

Fifteen students from the grad- uating class of 41 have been placed in the annual competition. The winners are: SMC College of Education.

Twenty-Five Field

The teaching field in the largest registered congregation with 18 sen- sors accepting scholarships in this area of work. Those entering this field are: Robert Adams, Ken- nedy-Tennant Conference; John Bridges, Kentucky-Tennant Con- ference; George Edmundson, Texas Conference; Gordon White, Kentucky-Tennant Conference; and Sandra Collier, Geo- rgetown Public School System.

In the public school field, over 200 students are enrolled in the SMC College of Education.

Paul Holden Receives $10,000 NDEA Scholarship

The United States Government recently designated senior English major Paul Holden the recipient of a $10,000 language scholarship. The scholarship, administered un- der the National Defense Educa- tion Act, provides three years of graduate training leading to a Ph.D. in the field of Spanish. Holden will be attending the University of Southern California, which will provide him with full tuition and housing for the three-year period while he is working on his doctor's degree. He will be majoring in Spanish and minoring in Portuguese.

Language Scholarship

Holden will graduate this June with a major in English and minors in Spanish, Latin and religious studies. He will spend the summers during his last two years of college at the University of Min- nesota in Mexico City, prior to his en- trance at the University of Sou- thern California this fall.

In addition to having tuition and fees waived, he will receive a living expenses stipend of $500 per month; a total of $6,000 per year for each succeeding year.

Mazyrol Miller has been offered by Mount Peace Academy as dean of women. Pat Madora will be finding her way to Washington University in St. Louis, and medical research work. Bob Chellans plans to go into business for himself in the produce line. Bill Munday is entering Vanderbilt University for grad- uate work in physics and math. Paul Holden plans to enter the Univers- ity of Southern California for graduate work in Spanish. Kenneth B. Littrell will be entering the Univer- sity of Tennessee for graduate work in philosophy. Doug Bledsoe will be taking postgraduate work in exact sciences.

New Senators Inaugurated By Outgoing Colleagues

The undated copy that Southern- ern Methodist College's 1961-62 full season is drawing to a close was a likely copy up on the mind of each student. Academic courses, social events, and events of the new officers of the 1963-64 season were included.


Robertson Committee chair- man, installed Bailey Windland, Ronald Nelson, Scholarship Commit- tee chairman, installed James Dain, Judy Social, Education Com- mittee chairman, installed Linda Mundy.

WASC-FM General Manager, position was announced to Judy to Ed Metzdorf, WASC-FM Program Director, position was relinquished by Terry McCombe to Dan Oliver.

Signs Thirty-three president, Linda Mundy, installed Sandra Ketterl, Phi Delta Phi, installed,10 patents.

Linda Bryant was installed into the new office of Assistant Secretary by Alice Fowler. Harriett Wilkins, Col- linger, (associate MV member), is commissioined, James Dain, Judy Social, Education Committee chairman, installed Janie Webb, installed Ter Pinnan.

Edward Bryant was installed into the new office of Assistant Secretary by Alice Fowler. Harriett Wilkins, Col- linger, (associate MV member), is commissioined, James Dain, Judy Social, Education Committee chairman, installed Janie Webb, installed Ter Pinnan.
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